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ABSTRACT 
Allocated time for public school elementary general music classes is an issue that 
has been overlooked and could be negatively affecting low-socioeconomic status (SES) 
children. Music may be one elementary school subject that is not prioritized, at least in 
terms of its allocated time. Compared to high-SES students, low-SES students are 
typically less able to supplement what they are learning in music class with non-school 
music education resources, making the problem of ignoring allocated music time in 
public elementary schools an issue of arts access and equity.  
In this dual case study, the researcher investigated the effects of unequal access to 
elementary music education by comparing the perceptions of music teachers, principals, 
and students in two low-SES elementary schools with different amounts of allocated time 
for their music classes. The study was conducted at two elementary schools with a 
majority of students qualifying for free or reduced-price lunch. Participants included a 
music teacher, principal, and two students, from each school. Data consisted of 
interviews of the participants, artifact data concerning the curriculum, and a formal 
 
 vi 
appraisal of one fourth-grade class at each campus using the Texas Teacher Evaluation 
and Support System (T-TESS). Data were used to describe the differences between the 
two schools in terms of teachers’ perceived abilities to achieve their curricular goals, 
principals’ expressed valuing of music education, and students’ perceived and observed 
levels of success.  
Results of within-case and cross-case analyses indicated the following: (a) the 
music teachers at both campuses claimed to be satisfied with their ability to deliver their 
respective curricula, but the teacher at the low-music-time campus regularly sacrificed 
her own lunch, conference, and before and after school times to help students 
individually with learning parts for performances, or any other music tutoring needs they 
may have had; (b) administrators’ experiences with music as children and as teachers 
seemed to impact their belief systems regarding the value of music education; and (c) 
students at both campuses showed evidence of untapped potential in terms of creativity 
and musicianship, but the students at the campus with the greater amount of music time 
showed more evidence of reaching their potential. Implications from this study include 
the need for music teachers to initiate and maintain professional relationships with 
administrators and students by getting to know their musical background stories and 
respecting their points of view.  
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Academic learning time is the amount of engaged time in which students are successful 
in their learning activities, based on observable behavior (Denham & Liebermann, 1980, 
p. 8).  
All children can learn is a commonly used slogan for the Effective Schools movement 
(Doyle, 2003). 
Allocated time means the time in minutes per day or week that a particular subject is 
given in a school’s master schedule (Berliner, 1979; Denham & Liebermann, 1980). 
Curriculum crossover is a term I, the researcher, coined for the natural convergence of 
curricular objectives from different disciplines. It is like curriculum integration but occurs 
as a Gestalt phenomenon rather than by design (Koffka, 1935). 
Curriculum integration is the designing of curricula so objectives from different 
disciplines reinforce each other. Unifying concepts are stressed, and students are 
encouraged to make connections between subjects in real-world applications.  
Effective Schools is an educational movement and body of research that gained 
momentum in the early 1980s and continues today. The movement was designed to 
develop strategies for helping students achieve success in school despite negative 
influences of socioeconomic status (Stiefel et al., 2015; Voight et al., 2013).  
Engaged time, also called “active learning time” or “time on task,” is the amount of 
allocated time in which the students are actively engaged in learning such as “paying 
attention” or “trying to learn” (Carroll, 1985, p. 62).  
 
 xviii 
ESSA stands for Every Student Succeeds Act of 2015, the most recent reauthorization of 
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) of 1965, which returned the 
authority for maintaining educational accountability back to the states. It contains many 
provisions for ensuring educational equity for all students as well as music and the arts 
respected as core subjects. 
Mastery Learning is the learning theory developed by Bloom (1985), based on Carroll’s 
(1985) Model for Student Learning, and recognized individual differences in time 
requirements for learning. 
MENC stands for the Music Educators National Conference, which changed its name in 
2011 to the National Association for Music Education (NAfME). 
MSL stands for Carroll’s (1985) Model for Student Learning, a learning theory that 
placed time as the critical factor for student success in learning. 
NAfME stands for the National Association for Music Education, before 2011 known as 
the Music Educators National Conference, or MENC. 
NCLB stands for the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, which was a reauthorization of 
the ESEA of 1965 that brought sweeping changes in the level of involvement of the 
federal government in public schools, most notably through a variety of sanctions and 
punitive actions for schools not producing high enough test scores in reading and 
mathematics. 
Quality of music learning a phrase I, the researcher, coined to refer to student success 
combined with the appropriateness of the level of difficulty of musical learning activities 
to a particular class or student (Denham & Liebermann, 1980). 
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SES (socioeconomic status) refers to the percentage of students eligible for free or 
reduced lunch. This percentage is officially called “educationally disadvantaged” in the 
Texas Education Code (TEC; 1995/2019). Families may apply for free or reduced lunch 
through their school district or by applying online. Whereas SES often refers to a 
combination of marginalizing influences besides economics, such as race or language. 
For ease of use—and the lack of any other succinct term—SES is only applied in the 
economic sense for this dissertation. 
Specials, or specials classes are any class taught by a specialist and attended by all the 
students in an elementary school; typically, physical education (PE), music, and art 
(Symonds School Quest Team, 2015).  
Student success is based on student behaviors observed in an individual lesson (Denham 
& Liebermann, 1980).   
Time in music, in the broadest terms, is the total time a student spends in music-related 
activities taught by a specially trained music teacher during the regular school day 
including after school practice, special elective classes, or other musical opportunities not 
made available to every student. Since the focus of this dissertation is on the equity of 
access to music education, “time in music” will be used primarily in reference to 
allocated time for music. 
T-TESS stands for the Texas Teacher Evaluation and Support System, which is the 
teacher appraisal instrument sanctioned by the Texas Education Agency (TEA; Texas 
Administrative Code [TAC], 2016). The T-TESS contains four domains: planning, 
instruction, learning environment, and professional practices and responsibilities. The T-
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TESS is designed to reveal evidence of instructional competence for the purposes of 






CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
Texas has no minimum time requirement for specialist-taught music education in 
elementary schools. In spite of this, for the past 60 years educators have acknowledged 
that children do require a minimum time to master the concepts and skills in any subject 
(Berliner, 1979; Bloom, 1985; Carroll, 1985; Denham & Liebermann, 1980; Giglio, 
2012). This body of research indicates the quantity of time given to specialist-taught 
elementary music classes is an indispensable part of the quality of experience children 
have in those classes, assuming the time is efficiently spent. When the importance of 
allocated time in elementary music is neglected, that oversight may represent a failure to 
differentiate instruction relative to students’ socioeconomic status (SES). Those in charge 
of scheduling may assume low-SES children require the same amount of time in music 
class as their high-SES counterparts. This assumption results in yet another situation 
where many public-school students from low-SES families are given less than what they 
need to be successful learners. In this study, I relate how music teachers, principals, and 
students perceive music curriculum implementation, the valuing of music education, and 
student success in music classes at two Texas public elementary schools. Both of the 
schools in this study had a majority of their students qualifying for free or reduced-price 
lunch but differed in the amount of allocated time for music classes. In this study, I 
addressed how the allocated time for specialist-taught music in elementary schools may 
impact a construct I called the quality of music learning. 
For several decades, national and state standards have been written, revised, and 




secondary schools (Music Educators National Conference [MENC], 1994; Texas 
Administrative Code [TAC], 2013). School districts develop music curricula that are 
informed by these standards, and music teachers then enact those curricula in unique 
ways, sometimes even developing their own curricular goals. Although the National 
Association for Music Education (NAfME) and the Texas Essential Knowledge and 
Skills (TEKS) music objectives are intended to provide educators with minimum 
expectancies for music education, elementary schools differ widely in their enactment of 
these standards (NAfME, 2015b; TAC, 2013).  
Schools also differ widely in the amount of time they allocate to music classes 
(McMurrer, 2007; U.S. Government Accountability Office, 2009). Furthermore, 
researchers have found differences in quality and quantity of elementary music education 
may be linked to socioeconomic status, or SES (Parsad et al., 2012; U.S. Government 
Accountability Office, 2009). Because students in low-SES communities typically do not 
have the non-school-sponsored learning opportunities that higher-SES children enjoy 
(i.e., piano lessons, dance classes, family vacations, etc.), the quality of classroom 
instruction for these students in all subject areas, including music, is of paramount 
importance, but even more so for those subjects with less time appropriated for 
instruction (Catterall et al., 2012; Southgate & Roscigno, 2009).  
A lack of cross-curricular reinforcement also typically limits the quantity of music 
education provided in elementary schools to only the allocated time in the schedule. To 
clarify, music curriculum objectives are likely only presented, practiced, and evaluated in 




teachers are encouraged to integrate multiple learning objectives, especially reading and 
math, across the curriculum (Bell-Nolan, 2015; Ching et al., 2019; Harris, 2019; 
Henderson, 2016). Music teachers may often be encouraged to reinforce reading and 
math concepts in music class; however, classroom teachers rarely reinforce music 
concepts in their classrooms. This interpretation of arts integration as a one-way street 
Bresler (1995) claimed to be the most common integration model and referred to it as the 
“subservient” model. The allocated times for regular classroom subjects are not absolute 
but become more of a zero-sum for subjects like music (Leinhardt, 1985). This could be 
part of the reason for the paucity of research regarding allocated time in general 
education and music education. State and national standards, along with district curricula 
and professional development programs address standards of educational quality, yet no 
such standards seem to exist regarding the quantity issue of allocated time. Although the 
quantity of instruction could be considered an aspect of instructional quality, for the 
purposes of this dissertation I considered allocated music time a degree of access. 
Background and Context 
Reviewed in this section are three levels of instructional time, which are often 
considered the key to the realization of an ideal often summarized as all children can 
learn (Peters, 2008; Thomas & Bainbridge, 2001). Also reviewed in this section are the 
scheduling recommendations made by MENC and Texas Music Educators Association 
regarding elementary music programs as well as the Texas and U.S. laws regarding daily 
elementary school schedules. This section closes with an overview of the effects of the 




Student Succeeds Act (ESSA; 2015) as they relate to scheduling in elementary music 
education. 
Three Levels of Instructional Time 
The three levels of instructional time commonly recognized in instructional time 
research and practice are allocated time, engaged time, and academic learning time. 
Allocated time refers to the amount of time set aside in a school’s schedule for a certain 
subject. Within allocated time is engaged time, or the time in which students are focused 
on subject-specific learning objectives (Berliner, 1979; Denham & Liebermann, 1980). 
Maximizing engaged time is the goal of classroom organization and procedures, student 
discipline, motivation, and any strategy that encourages the active participation and 
contribution of all students (Adams, 1996). Within engaged time is academic learning 
time, or the time in which students are observably and measurably successful with their 
learning tasks (Berliner, 1979; Denham & Liebermann, 1980).  
Academic learning time was not a phrase used initially by Carroll (1985) or 
Bloom (1985), leaders in strategies on instructional time; however, Bloom did assert if 
his teaching strategies were used correctly, 95% of students should be observably 
successful with classroom learning tasks. Berliner and Glass (2014) disagreed with 
Carroll (1985) and Bloom (1985), arguing “mastery” of any particular skill is too difficult 
to quantify and the notion of “all kids can learn” is too easily converted into a political 
tool for blaming teachers (and teacher unions) for social realities beyond their control. 
Even if their speculations about what constitutes mastery learning may have been 




In my research, I found no examples of these levels of instructional time being disputed. 
Once those levels were defined, educational research and practice was concentrated on 
maximizing engaged time and academic learning time (Berliner, 1979; Borich, 2016; 
Danielson, 2007; Edmonds, 1984; Gentile & Lalley, 2003; Lezotte & McKee, 2011).  
Although researchers and educators have focused much attention on maximizing 
engaged time and academic learning time, a paucity of research exists on allocated 
instructional time in general education as well as in the field of elementary music. 
McMurrer (2007), the United States Government Accountability Office (2009), and 
Parsad et al. (2012) referred to allocated time in elementary music, but only in broad 
terms of the degree of access to music education. Outside these studies, I only found 
examples of allocated time mentioned in conjunction with the other levels of instructional 
time (Berliner, 1979). This scarcity of allocated time research could be because allocated 
time is not an issue when there is enough of it—as is usually the case in subjects such as 
reading, math, or science—and might be true with music in some elementary schools 
serving a high-SES community. In the case of subjects taught by an elementary 
classroom teacher, allocated time for a single subject may be difficult to pin down due to 
curriculum crossover (Leinhardt, 1985, p. 278). For example, core reading objectives 
could be reinforced in any subject that requires reading, and well-constructed 
collaborative learning projects could involve a plethora of learning objectives from 
several disciplines simultaneously. In the case of specialist-taught elementary music, 
high-SES students often bring to the elementary music classroom a wealth of skills and 




There is distinction between curriculum crossover and curriculum integration. 
Curriculum crossover is a phenomenon of Gestalt psychology where different subjects’ 
learning objectives reinforce each other naturally from the human brain’s affinity for 
organizing and structuring reality from experiences (Koffka, 1935). Curriculum 
integration, sometimes called horizontal alignment, is an effort by educators to design 
curricula with the goal of maximizing the effect of curriculum crossover in specific 
instances (Bernard, 2017; Wall & Leckie, 2017). To summarize, curriculum integration is 
deliberate, whereas curriculum crossover is natural. 
For many low-SES students, the quality of classroom experiences in elementary 
music may be more impactful than their high-SES counterparts for two reasons, both 
having to do with access to music education. One reason is low-SES students can be low 
academic achievers (Chargois, 2008; Kim, 2010) and need more time on task to 
experience success (Cooper, 1989). It is possible low-SES students may similarly need 
more time in music classes to experience success; however, how much this trait applies to 
musical learning is unknown. Another reason could be low-SES students’ relative lack of 
non-school musical training or other musical opportunities. Research has shown children 
from low-SES backgrounds may, on average, benefit the most academically from arts and 
music programs in schools (Catterall et al., 2012; Southgate & Roscigno, 2009).  
The work of Carroll (1985) and Bloom (1985) coincided with another powerful 
trend in public education: Effective Schools (Robinson, 1985). The Effective Schools 
movement began as a reaction to a report from Coleman et al. (1966), which asserted 




achievement. Because critics of the report were suspicious of the methodologies for 
measuring school quality and academic achievement, many educators and researchers 
took the Coleman et al. (1966) report as a challenge to find examples of schools and 
teachers who produced academic results despite students’ SES—an effort which remains 
strong today (Stiefel et al., 2015; Voight et al., 2013). All children can learn, the battle 
cry of the Effective Schools movement, summarized the refusal to accept the results of 
the Coleman et al. (1966) report as inevitable (Robinson, 1985). 
Carroll (1985) and Bloom (1985) called attention to the importance of time in 
their instructional strategies, designed to maximize student success. If we accept the all 
children can learn maxim for music education, then we must act as though all children 
can be musical if given the opportunity and time to experience success with music class 
learning activities. If the allocated time for elementary music is adequate for high-SES 
students but inadequate for low-SES students, a class-driven inequity exists in music 
education opportunity. If we say all students can learn, but schedule elementary music so 
that only certain students can be successful in music class, then we are providing a 
socially unjust music education experience. In the following two sections I describe some 
musical and non-musical reasons for the current practices in scheduling elementary music 
time. 
National and State Recommendations for Elementary Music Time  
Recommendations for a minimum amount of allocated time for elementary 
general music have not been made by music educator organizations for many years. In 




National Association for Music Education, or NAfME) recommended 90 minutes of 
music instruction per week for Grades 1–5, or Grades 1–6 if Grade 6 is included in the 
elementary school. MENC (1994) further recommended music periods last between 20 
and 30 minutes in length for Grades 1 and 2, and 25 to 45 minutes for Grades 3–5 (or 6). 
Similarly, in 1998, the Texas Music Educators Association (TMEA) defined a basic 
program as having no less than 60 minutes of music per week divided into two class 
periods weekly. TMEA further defined a quality program as having 75 to 125 minutes of 
instruction per week divided into 3 weekly class periods. 
Statutory Requirements for Scheduling 
There are no requirements in Texas for how much time each subject in school 
should receive, but there are a few laws that affect elementary school scheduling, and 
indirectly influence allocated music time. In Texas, public schools are required to provide 
450 minutes every 2 weeks to teachers for planning and preparation (TEC, 1995a). Since 
the law also requires planning periods to be no less than 45 minutes in length, teacher 
planning and preparation is typically scheduled as 45 minutes a day. Part of this time can 
be used to comply with another law (TEC, 1995b) requiring physical activity time of 
either 30 minutes a day or 135 minutes per week. The law does not require this physical 
activity to be a PE class, but it often is. Given a minimum of staff and facilities, a 
schedule I have often seen involves setting aside five 45-minute planning periods a week, 
with three of those being used for PE (135 minutes) and the remaining two for other 
“specials” classes, often music and art.  




education time was occurring because specials classes were used as a break for classroom 
teachers. Ironically, this strategy for scheduling specialist-taught classes in elementary 
schools may be the reason music class has been less affected by NCLB compared to other 
subjects, as opposed to an institutional value of music class itself (French, 2009; U.S. 
Government Accountability Office, 2009). Inequities in music education access between 
different levels of SES may stem from attitudes regarding the importance of music 
education in general. Music educators’ reaction to the NCLB (2001) raised awareness of 
the importance of the arts and provides an important historical backdrop to this study. 
National Policies Affecting Elementary Music Education  
In 2001, Congress passed the NCLB ostensibly to correct disparities between the 
academic performance of low-SES and high-SES students, commonly referred to as the 
achievement gap. Some applauded the idea of increased accountability for schools, 
although many were also wary of the law’s implementation (Linn et al., 2002; Murnane 
& Papay, 2010; Rotherham & Dillon, 2007). Others felt the law was ultimately harmful, 
and actually widened the achievement gap between poor and affluent students (Bowmer, 
2005; Chapman, 2004, 2007; Gray, 2005; Hanson, 2006; Henley et al., 2007).  
Educators protested the Federal Government’s shift in priorities created by NCLB 
(2001; Ashford, 2004; Beveridge, 2010; Pederson, 2007; Persellin, 2007; Spohn, 2008). 
When a school faced the challenges of meeting the adequate yearly progress (AYP) 
requirements of NCLB and faced sanctions if it failed to do so, pressure to narrowly 
focus the curriculum on tested material increased disproportionately for the socially 




large percentage of economically-disadvantaged students had a more difficult task in 
meeting AYP requirements than schools with more affluent students (Ross, 2007), 
curricular narrowing became prevalent in those schools (Kay, 2007; Newberg-Long, 
2010). This often resulted in a reduction of access to music in public education for 
children who were already impoverished in other ways, as music time gave way to test 
preparation, prioritized by many policy makers, administrators, and classroom teachers 
(Powell et al., 2009; U.S. Government Accountability Office, 2009).  
The reaction to NCLB (2001) renewed public awareness of the importance of the 
arts in education, but allocated time was not a part of that discussion except where it 
could be shown the allocated time had changed after the passage of the law (U.S. 
Government Accountability Office, 2009). It is possible allocated time for elementary 
music is not correlated to SES, but the wide range of allocated time suggests the quality 
of music education provided to elementary school children is not valued in the way 
quality of instruction is for subjects measured by standardized tests. 
In 2015, NCLB (2001) was replaced by the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA), 
which retained mandatory standardized testing, but transferred all accountability 
provisions to the states. In other words, the states were still required to test students, but 
any consequences imposed on schools for poor performance were to be determined at the 
state level. Spokespersons for both the NAfME and the National Association of Music 
Merchants (NAMM) expressed they were pleased to find the term “well-rounded 
education” defined in the ESSA (2015) to include music (Luehrsen, 2016; NAMM, 2015; 




The term “well-rounded education” means courses, activities, and programming 
in subjects such as English, reading or language arts . . . music . . . and any other 
subject, as determined by the State or local educational agency, with the purpose 
of providing all students access to an enriched curriculum and educational 
experience.  
This language not only lists music at the same level of legitimacy as other subjects but 
declares the purpose of music, and every other subject listed, is to provide access to an 
enriched and well-rounded curriculum to all students.  
At the writing of this dissertation it remains too early to tell what the long-term 
effect of ESSA (2015) will be on music education nationally. At the state level, the de-
centralization of academic accountability could mean the annual mandatory State of 
Texas Assessments of Academic Readiness tests (STAAR) may have less impact on non-
tested subjects. Researchers argued the degree to which administrators, teachers, 
community members, and other decision makers value music education strongly 
influences its place in the curriculum (Abril & Gault, 2006; Allan, 2010; Gerrity, 2007; 
Minnici & Bartley, 2007; Spohn, 2008).  
Research Problem 
At the national level music education was recognized as core curriculum, 
according to both NCLB (2001) and ESSA (2015), and it has been recognized as such in 
Texas education laws as well (TAC, 2013). Curriculum standards have been written at 
both national and state levels, but they are only mandated at the state level. Furthermore, 




2013), Texas policy makers have not provided any minimum time standard. Although the 
ideal amount of allocated time for elementary music may be unknown, if allocated time is 
inadequate for the students being served, their level of success with learning tasks will be 
reduced. Hence, the quality of students’ experiences in a specialist-taught music class are 
dependent in part on the quantity of time set aside for that class. Different students 
require different levels of allocated time to be successful in learning tasks in music as in 
any other subject, and research has shown low-SES students benefit academically the 
most from increasing music and arts access (Catterall et al., 2012; Southgate & Roscigno, 
2009). In spite of this, the allocated time for a specialist-taught music class is often 
dictated by factors that have nothing to do with student success such as scheduling breaks 
for classroom teachers, or having only one music teacher or music room per campus 
(French, 2009: U.S. Government Accountability Office, 2009). 
There does not seem to be a one-size-fits all answer as to whether the allocated 
elementary music time in any school is adequate. What is adequate for high-SES students 
is clearly inadequate for others. Even if specific statistics on elementary music allocated 
time were available (and I have found none), qualitative data from students, teachers, and 
administrators in low-SES schools may be meaningful because it will provide a holistic 
view of what elementary music is like in low-SES elementary schools and how allocated 
time may affect the quality of music learning. Allocated time for public school 
elementary general music classes is an issue that has been overlooked and could be 
negatively affecting low-SES children. The issue has been overlooked not only by school 




perceptions of music teachers, principals, and students in two low-SES elementary 
schools with different amounts of allocated music time.  
Research Questions 
The research questions for this study are: 
1. What are elementary music teachers’ expressed abilities to implement their 
curricular goals to promote students’ musical growth in two Texas public schools 
with comparatively high and low amounts of allocated time for general music? 
2. What are elementary principals’ expressed value of music education in two Texas 
public schools with comparatively high and low amounts of allocated time for 
general music? 
3. What are fourth-grade students’ experiences and perceptions of success in music 
class in two Texas public schools with comparatively high and low amounts of 
allocated time for general music?  
Rationale 
Researchers have argued musicality is hardwired into the homo sapiens’ brain—
an inextricable part of our humanness (Blacking, 1973; Mithen, 2009; Schulkin, 2013). 
While educational equity is not likely furthered by a one-size-fits-all curriculum, all 
students should be treated as equally human. If music is labeled a core subject by state 
(TAC, 2013) and national (ESSA, 2015) policy, students’ humanity is respected. If 
specialist-taught music classes are the norm in elementary schools throughout the country 
(Parsad et al., 2012), that indicates a degree of broad respect for elementary music 




sufficient time to master the objectives of the mandated music curriculum, then educators 
and policy makers need to focus more attention on what might be an acceptable minimum 
allocated time for music classes for the community being served by each school. Whereas 
I did not seek to establish what that minimal allocated time might be, in this study I 
considered (a) music teacher perceptions of whether their allocated time feels sufficient 
to implement their curricular goals, (b) how administrators express value for elementary 
music education, and (c) to what extent students experience success in classroom 
activities and feel they are growing musically. 
Overview of Literature Review 
In this section I give a brief summary of the main topics of research related to the 
research problem of this dissertation, namely, the neglect of allocated time as a critical 
component to the quality of elementary music education. This section serves as a preview 
to the theoretical literature review comprising Chapter Two. The literature review is 
organized into four sections: Three Levels of Time, Time Issues in Elementary 
Education, Administrative Support for Music Education, and Socioeconomic Status 
Issues. The first body of research is centered around the work of Carroll (1985) and 
Bloom (1985) who formed the foundation of Mastery Learning and the Effective Schools 
Movement. This research establishes the importance of time in student success.  
Moving from the theoretical to the practical, but still concerning myself with the 
role of time in general education, I examined two studies (Allan, 2010; Curtain, 1998) 
that addressed the issue of allocated time in elementary general education and two 




showed the effects of NCLB (2001) on music allocated time. I also examined 
administrative support for music education. The NCLB (2001) was often cited by 
principals as a reason for lack of support for the arts at large (Abril & Gault, 2006; 
McMurrer, 2007), and the reaction to NCLB-related accountability measures not only 
reduced access to music education (Parsad et al., 2012; U.S. Government Accountability 
Office, 2007) but was also found to impact some elementary music teachers directly by 
compelling them to teach other non-music subjects during their music class time (French, 
2009; Gerrity, 2007). 
I also examined administrative support for music education. The No Child Left 
Behind Act (2001) was often cited by principals as a reason for lack of support for the 
arts at large (Abril & Gault, 2006; McMurrer, 2007), and the reaction to NCLB-related 
accountability measures not only reduced access to music education (Parsad & 
Spiegelman, 2012; US Government Accountability Office, 2007) but was also found to 
impact some elementary music teachers directly by compelling them to teach other non-
music subjects during their music class time (French, 2009; Gerrity, 2007). 
Another body of research that gave context to this study involved the effects of 
SES on general education (Achinstein et al., 2004) and music education (Weidknecht, 
2011). This body of research suggested, albeit indirectly, one of the ways schools 
neglected the needs of low-SES students was by neglecting the importance of elementary 
music allocated time.  
In this study I address the issue of allocated elementary music time as an arts 




concerning music educators. According to Younker and Hickey (2007), time in the music 
class must be spent in musical activities that are meaningful to every student for that class 
to be equitable. This meaningfulness is directly tied to students’ ownership of their own 
learning, which is the degree each student is allowed to make decisions and take 
responsibility for those decisions (Younker & Hickey, 2007, p. 225). If music teachers 
are to be held to this standard, they must also be given adequate instructional time. 
The Tanglewood II Declaration (Palmer & De Quadros, 2012) separates the issues 
of quality and equity in this way. Item 4 of the declaration speaks of the quality of 
musical experience being a vital dimension of music learning, and Item 5 declares all 
people are entitled to musical instruction and participation (Palmer & De Quadros, 2012). 
Equity of instruction and participation, according to Younker and Hickey (2007), would 
require all students to be able to contribute to classroom music-making experiences so 
that those experiences are relevant to and rooted in each student’s life as much as 
possible.  
Is sufficient time allocated for specialist-taught general music classes in 
elementary schools sufficient to provide for the meaningful participation of all students 
and for student success at the 95% level Bloom (1985) envisioned? Elementary music is 
regarded as core curriculum at the state and national level (ESSA, 2015; TEC, 1995), and 
the Texas Education Agency (TEA) has prescribed a rigorous elementary music 
curriculum (TEC, 1995). It is possible that Texas schools are following neither the spirit, 
nor the letter of the law if they allocate inadequate time for elementary music. 




overlooked in the design of elementary school schedules. Since students from low-SES 
families may not have access to music education resources outside school, they would not 
then be able to compensate for this oversight. If administrators view music and other 
specials only in terms of providing breaks for classroom teachers, they ignore the needs 
of students to be successful in those classes. Both the state of Texas (TAC, 2013) and the 
Federal Government (ESSA, 2015) have stated music is a core subject in the curriculum. 
When administrators only value music classes as a scheduling place holder, they 
demonstrate a lack of concern for student success in a core subject. That lack of concern 





CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Allocated time is the amount of time set aside for a particular subject in a daily or 
weekly schedule. There is very little research concerning allocated time in general 
education, but it was alluded to in some studies related to arts access, particularly during 
the NCLB (2001) era (McMurrer, 2007; Parsad et al., 2012; U.S. Government 
Accountability Office, 2009). This chapter includes my review of research related to time 
as a critical element in learning and the relationship between time and administrative 
support for elementary music education. Researchers have also suggested school music 
classes are most impactful on the low-SES community in terms of increasing academic 
achievement (Catterall et al., 2012; Southgate & Roscigno, 2009). In this chapter, I also 
review literature related to SES as an equity of access issue, particularly the influence of 
SES on elementary general education and music education. Finally, I close the chapter 
with a constructed theoretical lens for this study that ties together the theories outlined by 
this literature review; I call this lens the quality of music learning. 
Three Levels of Time 
Carroll (1985) asserted time is a critical element in student achievement and was 
one of the first researchers to posit different types of time-related factors contribute to 
student success. His model for student learning (MSL) was first developed in 1963 and 
was composed of five elements, three of which are directly related to time and two that 
are indirectly related to time. The first three elements are: (a) aptitude, the amount of 
time it takes an individual student to learn a particular task given ideal conditions; (b) 




opportunity to learn, which includes allocated time and all other circumstances (i.e., extra 
classes, pull-out classes, before/after-school tutoring, etc.) that allow students to learn. 
The other two elements of the model, not directly related to time but impacted by it, are: 
(a) quality of instruction, which not only involves teaching skill, but also the level of 
individualization; and (b) students’ abilities to understand instruction (Carroll, 1985). 
One aspect that made the MSL groundbreaking was that it was one of the first 
instructional models to make a distinction between allocated time, which is the 
opportunity to learn, and engaged time, the amount of time in which students are 
learning.  
In 1968, Carroll’s (1985) work became a foundation for Bloom’s (1985) Mastery 
Learning concept, which argued for respecting differences in students’ time requirements 
for learning. At the time Carroll (1985) and Bloom (1985) began developing their 
respective theories, the general consensus among educators was academic achievement 
was normally distributed. Although working separately, Bloom (1985) and Carroll (1985) 
both stressed a normal distribution for student achievement was unacceptable and Bloom 
(1985) insisted 95% of all students should be able to achieve mastery in foundational 
learning tasks if given enough time. Through further research in this area at the Far West 
Regional Laboratory (Berliner, 1979; Denham & Liebermann, 1980), academic learning 
time was defined as engaged time in which students are performing in the range of 
mostly-successful to highly-successful.  
Three levels of time, each one a critical issue in its own right, have become 




school’s master schedule; (b) engaged time (also called time on task), or the time in 
which students are working on learning tasks given them; and (c) academic learning 
time, or the time in which students are not only engaged, but succeeding (Berliner, 1979). 
The success variable was also expected to be observable at an individual student level, 
and high percentages of students successfully engaged in each class became the definition 
of effective teaching. Once the three levels of time were defined, academic learning time 
became the central time issue in scholarly literature and trade journals (Anderson, 1980; 
Murphy, 1992; Rieth et al., 1981; Wilson, 1987).  
Leinhardt (1985) argued allocated time was not necessarily a zero-sum issue:  
Should we allocate more reading time in order to get more engaged reading time, 
or should we permit allocated reading time to stay as it is? “Buying” more reading 
allocation will occur at the cost of social studies or science or music. However, 
time spent on social studies or science will also have a payoff in the area known 
as reading comprehension. The policy implications of this issue are clear, but not 
always acted on. (p. 278) 
In this quote, Leinhardt illustrates the relationship between allocated time and engaged 
time, and the preference for researchers to focus on how time is used rather than how 
much is scheduled. Music was mentioned as potentially being robbed of time but was 
omitted from the list of subjects contributing to a “payoff” in reading comprehension. 
This is an example of the phenomenon of curriculum crossover, mentioned in Chapter 
One. Leinhardt was careful to point out engaged time is still limited by allocated time in 




specialists in elementary schools, other subjects reinforcing elements of the music 
curriculum is not likely, and elementary music’s allocated time becomes more critical to 
students’ success in musical learning. Leinhardt also stressed the importance of not 
merely looking at schedule documents but considering time from the teachers’ points of 
view.  
The work of Carroll (1985) and Bloom (1985) contributed to a paradigm shift in 
the field of education: from accepting relative successes and failures in school as being 
normally distributed, to a philosophy often summarized by the axiom, all children can 
learn (New York School Boards Association, 1989; Peters, 2008). Thomas and 
Bainbridge (2001), critiquing the simplistic use of that phrase, pointed out mere 
adaptation of effective teaching practices is not enough, but students need enough time to 
learn, among other things like adequate facilities and early intervention measures. 
Research has shown maximizing engaged time is of particular importance to at-risk 
students and English language learners (Gersten & Baker, 2000; Greenwood, 1991; 
Robinson, 2013; Saunders et al., 1998; Taylor et al., 1998; Williams et al., 2010). 
Methods of measuring and increasing engaged time, often called “time on task,” 
abounded in the late 20th century (Adams, 1996; Isaacs & Stennett, 1979; Moore, 1985; 
Prater, 1992; Walker et al., 1998). Adams (1996) described multiple means of measuring 
engaged time including teacher observation, student interviews, student journaling, and 
portfolio assessment.  
Despite this apparent de-emphasis on allocated time, in a meta-analysis of 




important for low achieving students than high achievers mainly because of their 
observed relative inability to manage their own study time. Brekke (1987) found from 
1961 to 1985, allocated time for reading was increased overall, and statistically 
significant regional differences in reading allocated time had disappeared. In support of 
Leinhardt’s (1985) warning against robbing time from non-tested subjects, Wilkins et al. 
(2003) found reducing allocated time for PE and the arts had a negligible effect on test 
scores.  
Carroll (1985) and Bloom (1985) wrote about instructional time over 60 years 
ago, shifting the way educators thought about student achievement from the inevitability 
of random distribution to a hopeful if not quixotic ideal: all children can learn. Although 
their ideas about instructional time are old, their influence can still be seen in educational 
research (McGowan, 2014; O’Connell, 2018; Schenck, 2019) and practice (Robison, 
2018). Next, I review articles about instructional time in elementary education that are 
germane to this study. 
Time Issues in Elementary Education 
Two pieces of nation-wide research described changes in music education before 
and after the NCLB (2001) era, Parsad et al. (2012) and the U.S. Government 
Accountability Office (2009). In both of these studies, allocated time was used as an 
indicator of access. In the first study, the U.S. Government Accountability Office (2009) 
sought to determine quantitatively if NCLB (2001) was causing significant reductions in 
arts access. Although the U.S. Government Accountability Office (2009) found no 




cutbacks seemed to be linked to SES. Over a 10-year period, Parsad et al. (2012) found 
arts access was still coincident with SES, but the gap between high- and low-SES had 
narrowed. This study also revealed a wide range of allocated time for elementary music. 
These studies were the only ones I found that addressed allocated time for elementary 
music directly (Parsad et al., 2012; U.S. Government Accountability Office, 2009). 
Several other studies, outside the field of music education, gave me further insight into 
the relationship between allocated time and administrative support. 
Research specifically addressing allocated time is scant, but there are two studies 
from general education that have implications for the present study (Allan, 2010; Curtain, 
1998). Both studies, although 12 years apart, speak to problems resulting from weak or 
inconsistent administrative support for certain subjects in elementary school: inadequate 
allocated time, overworked teachers, and the lowering of curricular goals. The first study 
by Curtain (1998) concerns foreign language and the second study by Allan (2010) 
concerns social studies. Although both studies were inconclusive regarding the 
relationship between allocated time and student achievement, both studies documented 
teachers worked harder in attempt to make up for perceived administrative nonsupport 
(Allan, 2010; Curtain, 1998). These over-stressed teachers tried a variety of 
methodologies, hoping to increase academic learning time in spite of inadequate allocated 
time. Both studies also showed evidence of administrators and teachers lowering 
curricular expectations so students could experience a degree of success. 
Foreign Language in Elementary School (FLES) is an example of a 




administrators. In a mixed methods study, Curtain (1998) investigated the effects of 
allocated time on FLES programs in eight schools spread among three school districts . 
The quantitative portion of the study involved a researcher-developed foreign language 
achievement test given to 515 fifth-graders. Of these students, 114 also received an oral 
proficiency test and qualitative data were gathered from semi-structured teacher 
interviews. The first research question of the study involved the relationship between 
time spent in learning another language and language acquisition. Not only were number 
of classes per week and length of classes considered as part of the time variable, but the 
author also investigated language proficiency differences between schools that started 
their FLES program in kindergarten or first-grade and those who began in fourth-grade, 
as well as within-program differences between students who had begun early and those 
who began later. The second research question of the study involved the differences in 
outcome associated with the classes; five times a week as opposed to two or three times. 
The third issue examined was the amount of time teachers spent in class using the target 
language.  
Results of Curtain’s (1998) study were mixed. Number of classes per week, and 
the resulting differences in minutes per week had insignificant impact on language 
proficiency. Significant positive impact on language acquisition was traced to beginning 
FLES programs early (Kindergarten or Grade 1). When examining two schools that both 
utilized early start and had similar allocated time for FLES, the author found the teachers’ 
use of the target language in class was not significantly different, but the school with 




higher scores on the two language proficiency tests used in the study. Interviews with 
both teachers confirmed a more effective teaching strategy in place in the higher scoring 
school, the main issue being the use of the target language in conversation and in context, 
rather than always relying on defining words and explaining concepts in the native 
language.  
The lack of consistency in scheduling of the FLES programs in the schools 
studied resulted in wide variations in allocated time and a lack of standardization of 
instructional methodology as each teacher adapted to the time given them in unique ways 
(Curtain, 1998). The small sample size made it impossible to determine what minimum 
time would be required to implement a successful FLES program. Because the programs 
that started early did better, this does suggest time is a key factor, if only observable in 
the long term. When asked to comment on their experience with the FLES programs, all 
the teachers but one said they needed more time to implement the goals of the FLES 
program properly. The one exception was teaching in the school with the highest amount 
of allocated time.  
Although the Curtain (1998) study involved a non-tested and possibly less 
supported subject, it also predated NCLB (2001) by 3 years. A subject such as social 
studies, often included on state-level standardized tests, might be given similar 
administrative neglect after NCLB’s accountability measures prioritized reading and 
math. Allan (2010) compared standardized test results in social studies in South Carolina 
with the allocated time and scheduling practices of various schools regarding the teaching 




schools in 58 districts that included allocated time for social studies and relevant schedule 
information such as length of class periods, how many times per week, and survey data 
from principals indicating their level of commitment to social studies within the 
curriculum. Although Allen found no statistically significant relationship between test 
scores and either allocated time or scheduling practice, a majority of schools in the study 
used what research has indicated to be the least effective schedule model. Allan also 
found a positive relationship between engaged learning time and student performance. 
The author asserted disparity between allocated time and actual student-engaged learning 
time is an issue in this subject area, as in any other area of the curriculum; however, as in 
the Curtain (1998) study, inadequate allocated time forced teachers to make pedagogical 
decisions that were counterproductive to meaningful learning (Allan, 2010). 
Allan (2010) uncovered a link between principals’ self-reported commitment to 
social studies and allocated time. The author asserted the higher-order thinking skills 
necessary for true mastery of social studies concepts were neither being tested nor was 
time being given for it to be adequately taught. Allan recommended more time be 
allocated for social studies in schools’ master schedules as a necessary element in quality 
instruction. She also recommended professional development and curriculum integration 
were vital to maximizing the quality and quantity of instruction. It is significant this study 
only addressed allocated time as part of a larger scheduling construct (Allan, 2010). The 
author did consider the fact that social studies was often relegated to a second-class status 
in curriculum after reading, math, and science. According to the author, this trivialization, 




and even encourage the subject to be presented to students in a superficial, non-
challenging manner, despite teachers’ efforts to compensate. 
Since the paradigm shift brought on by the Model for Student Learning (Carrol, 
1985) and Mastery Learning (Bloom, 1985), educators have been encouraged to strive for 
individual student success, and not be satisfied with their charges merely finding their 
place on a bell-shaped curve (Bloom, 1985; Carroll, 1985). Curtain (1998) found 
allocated time was an important consideration when planning a new educational program 
like Foreign Language in Elementary School, and teachers involved in a newly 
implemented program responded to being given inadequate by simply working harder. 
Allan (2010) found social studies programs were “trivialized” when principals allocated a 
low amount of time for the subject, and student achievement was unavoidably lower.  
Neither Curtain (1998) nor Allan (2010) showed a quantifiable link between 
instructional time and student achievement, but both suggested administrative valuing of 
a school program was critical to its thriving in the overall curriculum. The haphazard 
nature of both scheduling and instructional methodologies for foreign language described 
by Curtain (1998) are similar in effect to the trivialization of the social studies curriculum 
that Allan (2010) related. Students’ actual learning of foreign language and social studies 
was minimized. Both Curtain (1998) and Allan (2010) illustrated it is not enough that 
students are successful with learning tasks that are not challenging; this is a characteristic 
of education I call quality of learning. Both studies also show a connection between 





Administrative Support for Elementary Music Education 
A spectrum of administrative valuing may need to be considered when addressing 
the problem of support for non-tested subjects such as elementary music. Abril and Gault 
(2006) found a disparity existed between elementary principals’ self-reported valuing of 
music education in general and their perceptions of the value of specific elements of 
elementary music education. From a review of the research, the authors found polls and 
surveys of the general public consistently showed widespread support for music as a 
required subject in the elementary curriculum (Abril & Gault, 2006). Despite this, they 
also found allocated time and other measures of support for music have decreased since 
the implementation of NCLB (2001).  
For the first section of the survey, demographic data revealed over 90% of all the 
elementary schools represented by the survey had music classes for over 30 minutes per 
week, with roughly half of those receiving 1 hour or more (Abril & Gault, 2006). In the 
second part of the study, principals rated the current success in their schools of seven 
music learning outcomes (listen, perform, relate to culture/history, read/write music, 
relate to other subjects, analyze, and create/compose), and the success to which they 
believed those outcomes should be met under ideal circumstances. Listening ranked 
highest, for both current and ideal situations. Creating and composing ranked lowest in 
both categories.  
The third section of the survey asked principals to rank general educational 
outcomes met by the music class both currently and ideally (Abril & Gault, 2006). The 




creativity ranked highest in both lists. The authors called attention to the principals’ high 
ranking of creativity as a general education goal seeming to contradict the low ranking of 
creating and composing as a musical goal. Section four of the survey measured the 
degree to which certain variables were thought to affect the music program, either 
positively or negatively. One of the negative influences principals cited was scheduling. 
The final section included two open-ended questions regarding principals’ 
perceived obstacles to music teaching (Abril & Gault, 2006). Principals saw budget, 
scheduling, and staffing as their biggest obstacles, often citing NCLB (2001) as the 
primary cause for many of these problems. Their proposed remedies to these challenges 
were to stop using standardized tests as the only measure of accountability, fund schools 
more equally, and increase time for music classes.  
Principals were not overly dissatisfied with their music programs and wanted 
them to improve rather be eliminated. The authors concluded music teachers can do more 
to inform principals and other policymakers of the quality and quantity of student 
learning in music classes. Abril and Gault (2006) focused on the principals’ perspective 
of elementary music education. Other authors related the music teacher’s perspective on 
the effects of NCLB (2001) regarding elementary music education (McMurrer, 2007).  
Research has revealed administrative support for music education may not be as 
high as administrators say or possibly even think it is, and allocated time can be used as a 
measure of administrative support (Abril & Gault, 2006; Allan, 2010; Curtain, 1998). At 
the time of the current study, specific allocated time data on music, or arts, or any other 




studies (Parsad et al., 2012; U.S. Government Accountability Office, 2009). McMurrer 
(2007) and the Center for Educational Progress conducted a mixed-methods study of 491 
school districts and gathered data to determine changes in allocated time for all 
elementary school subjects between 2002 to 2007, before and after schools could be 
identified as needing improvement by NCLB (2001) rules. To summarize, during this 5-
year period, school districts increased time in elementary schools for English language 
arts (ELA) and math and decreased time for all other subjects and activities, namely 
social studies, science, PE, recess, and lunch. For all the school districts participating, 
16% reduced their time in music and art, as did 30% of school districts with at least one 
school identified as needing improvement. Of the districts with no schools identified as 
needing improvement, 12% decreased their art and music time. Since AYP was a pass-
fail rating, many schools that made substantial improvements in student performance 
were nevertheless stigmatized with the designation “failed to meet AYP” if any sub-
population remained below the required proficiency threshold. The qualitative portion of 
the study involved interviewing educators in 43 school districts who were selected to 
represent urban, rural, and suburban districts and all geographical regions of the country. 
The data from these interviews confirmed most districts had changed their ELA and math 
curricula to emphasize content and skills tested on state tests mandated by NCLB (2001), 
a practice that researchers have called curriculum narrowing (French, 2009). 
I included the McMurrer (2007) study in my literature review because of the 
statistic regarding 16% of school districts reducing elementary art and music time even 




authors questioned why would school districts opt to make changes that, according to the 
new law, were not necessary? Curriculum narrowing is the term given to the effect of 
schools overemphasizing tested subjects to the detriment of non-tested subjects. In the 
qualitative portion of the study, McMurrer (2007) spoke of curriculum narrowing in 
general elementary education. French (2009), however, investigated the phenomenon of 
curriculum narrowing as evidenced in elementary music classrooms. The author pointed 
out social studies, not the arts or PE, was often the area hit hardest by curriculum 
narrowing because it is not taught by specialists and, therefore, cannot be used in the 
schedule to provide breaks for classroom teachers. This slighting of social studies in the 
curriculum could also negatively affect general music teaching, since upper-level 
elementary general music usually incorporates appreciating music in its historical and 
cultural significance and presupposes a modicum of social studies knowledge to be in 
place.  
In her mixed-methods study conducted in northern Illinois, French (2009) 
collected data from elementary music teachers regarding how elementary music 
education had changed in the 3 years before the study and the music teachers’ perceived 
reasons for and responses to those changes. The quantitative data came from responses to 
a questionnaire sent to 73 upper-level elementary music teachers, of whom 38 (52%) 
responded. Qualitative data came from focus groups and individual interviews.  
According to French’s (2009) data, most Illinois music teachers saw their students 
at or slightly above the MENC recommended 90 minutes per week for elementary music 




subject’s allocated time had changed appreciably in the 3 years before the study, but 
music teachers with experience of 10 years or more spoke of dramatic reductions in 
social studies and science over time. Most respondents to the survey said they willingly 
incorporated social studies into their lessons and integrated other subject areas into their 
lessons as well.  
In schools not meeting AYP requirements, teachers reported they were sometimes 
required to tutor at-risk students and often saw students pulled from their classes for 
tutoring purposes (French, 2009). This happened in greater frequency during the month 
of the Illinois achievement tests. Sometimes music teachers’ own planning time was cut 
short and all who had experienced it spoke of the high level of stress associated with 
being in a school judged as low performing. A wide variety of support for music 
education was noted among focus group members, ranging from music teachers seen as 
break providers for classroom teachers to music programs that were highly respected by 
administration and community alike. French concluded music instruction, like general 
instruction, should not be subjected to curriculum narrowing. Although the author did not 
find the significant reduction in allocated time for social studies that she anticipated, the 
qualitative portion of her study did describe the negative effects of the prioritization of 
standardized tests over music education at the elementary level. These test-driven 
priorities were more pronounced in schools not meeting AYP—predominantly low-SES 
communities.  
French (2009) and other researchers (Abril & Gault, 2006), found principals 




principals’ reactions to test-driven accountability measures depended on their valuing of 
non-tested subjects such as music. To gauge the impact of NCLB and principals’ support 
for music in Ohio, Gerrity (2007) sent a 25-item survey to a random sample of 246 
principals, of which 179 (73%) responded. The four research questions of Gerrity’s 
(2007) study involved: (a) the attitude of principals toward their music programs; (b) the 
status of music programs regarding course offerings, allocated time, etc.; (c) the 
relationship of each school’s music program status to its academic rating; and (d) whether 
or not NCLB (2001) had any impact on the status of the music programs examined.  
Concerning Gerrity’s (2007) first research question, involving attitudes of 
principals toward their music programs, data indicated principals had predominantly 
favorable attitudes toward their music program. The categories of “favorable” and “very 
favorable” together accounted for 91% of all responses, with 7% in the “unfavorable” and 
2% in the “extremely favorable” categories. Despite this, respondents consistently ranked 
music last in importance in a list of six subject areas. The consensus ranking of those 
subjects was as follows:  
1. Reading 
2. Mathematics 
3. Writing  
4. Science 
5. Social studies  
6. Music  




rooted more in a desire to agree with popular opinion than actual valuing (Gerrity, 2007). 
Regarding Gerrity’s (2007) second research question, involving the current status 
of music programs, some music course offerings had changed since the passage of NCLB 
in 2001 (more band and less general music), but the most significant change in Ohio’s 
music programs was in the area of instructional time. This was measured not in terms of 
scheduling but in terms of the time reduction resulting from music teachers being asked 
to devote a portion of their class time to reading and math instruction, a condition also 
described by French (2009). When combining this with the changes in course offerings, 
instructional staff, and student access, Gerrity (2007) postulated 43% of Ohio’s music 
programs had weakened since 2002, 40% had remained unchanged, and 17% had gotten 
stronger.  
Gerrity’s (2007) third research question, involving the relationship of music 
programs to schools’ academic ratings, revealed a low association (Cramer’s V = .15) 
between music program status and schools’ academic ratings. Specifically, a majority of 
schools rated as “effective” or “excellent” were found to have music programs that were 
either unchanged or had grown stronger. Conversely, a majority of schools in the 
“academic emergency” or “academic watch” categories had music programs that had 
either remained the same or gotten weaker. Since causality cannot be inferred from this 
type of data, Gerrity (2007) also sought principals’ comments regarding the strength of 
their schools’ music programs.  
In terms of Gerrity’s (2007) fourth research question, dealing with the effect of 




25% believed music had become less important because it was an untested subject. 
Principals also indicated the growing resource demands of NCLB (2001) would cause 
reductions in music and other arts programs (Gerrity, 2007). Sixteen percent of the 
principals participating in the study were already planning such cuts. Gerrity (2007) 
reasoned the dichotomy between principals’ favorable verbal support for music programs 
and their actual support in terms of resource allocation may have been due to political 
posturing, citing the high visibility of music programs in the community. The author 
found it particularly alarming that 60% of the participants in the survey expected music 
teachers to devote a portion of their instructional time to other subjects. This, Gerrity 
argued, could not only cause a long-term reduction in the quality of music instruction but 
could also serve as a catalyst to export curriculum narrowing to college music teacher 
preparation programs. Another cause for concern was of the principals surveyed, 3% 
reported limiting access to music programs for students who had failed or were in danger 
of failing Ohio’s proficiency tests. This practice had, according to Gerrity, been shown in 
the research to not be effective in raising test scores. Gerrity concluded music education 
was becoming less democratic, and more in line with the older music-as-elective 
paradigm, based on data indicating numbers of band classes were on the rise and general 
music courses were declining. Gerrity called for continued visibility and activism on the 
part of music educators and the development of curricula that enhance academic goals 
without shortchanging music objectives.  
In summary, administrative support for music education, especially at the 




Gault (2006) and Gerrity (2007) gave evidence that voiced support for music education 
by many administrators did not jive with enacted support in terms of resources or 
allocated time, nor even principals’ self-reported priorities. McMurrer (2007) showed 
16% of elementary schools decreased their allocated time for music and art during the 
NCLB (2001) era; these schools had no immediate NCLB-related reason to do so. Both 
French (2009) and Gerrity (2007) described the practice of principals expecting music 
teachers to teach other subjects, especially in schools not meeting AYP expectations.  
Socioeconomic Status Issues 
For more than half a century, educators have been aware of a profound connection 
between SES and academic achievement. Since Coleman et al. wrote their report in 1966, 
researchers have explored many facets of this connection in both descriptive and 
prescriptive ways (Donovan, 2009; Heier, 2011; Muttillo, 2008; Pemberton, 2010; Sirin, 
2005). At first, Carroll (1985) and Bloom (1985), found time was a critical factor for 
academic success, and Cooper (1989) found this to be especially true for economically 
disadvantaged students. In my study, I examined the role of allocated time in the quality 
of music learning in two campuses, both of which served low-SES communities.  
In the 1980s the Effective Schools movement used research to find best teaching 
practices in schools with positive learning outcomes (Lezotte, 1989; Robinson, 1985). 
Researchers and practitioners at that time were interested in finding best practices that 
would be universally applicable in all learning environments, regardless of SES. Critics 
of this one-size-fits-all approach argued best practices at a low-SES school cannot be the 




Murphy, 1992). Even with its shortcomings, the field research behind the Effective 
Schools movement yielded a myriad of good, if not best, practices for teachers and 
teacher leaders, although there was uncertainty whether those practices or families’ SES 
were the principal cause of positive learning outcomes (test scores) in the schools 
sampled (Robinson, 1985). 
Finding exemplar schools, or school districts, was a key characteristic of the 
Effective Schools movement (Robinson, 1985). If teaching and leadership practices in 
those schools were worth emulating, how much more impactful might it be to study the 
methods of schools that were assessed as high performing despite also being high 
poverty? Seizing on this idea, Reeves (2000) proposed the 90/90/90 standard, in which 
researchers would look for schools with 90% or more of students qualifying for free or 
reduced-price lunch, 90% or more of its students were members of ethnic minorities, and 
90% of its students passing state standardized tests. Reeves expounded on several key 
traits found in these schools and concluded administrators and teachers should both 
decide on and master only a few effective practices rather than haphazardly trying 
everything available. Similarly, Reeves called for teachers to focus on the power 
objectives of the curriculum, in other words, those concepts and skills most essential. As 
had been done with the Effective Schools movement, once 90/90/90 schools were 
identified, their best practices could be analyzed and codified (Collins, 2010; Furda, 
2009; Kearney et al., 2012).  
One critic of Reeves (2000) asserted schools fitting the 90/90/90 criteria were rare 




year and lost the next year (Baeder, 2011). To find schools that exemplified the best 
practices outlined by Reeves (2000), Kearney et al. (2012) conducted a case study in 
Texas by searching TEA records for schools in the south-central Texas region that had 
met the 90/90/90 standard at least once during the 4 years before the study. Only one 
school held the 90% standards passing rate for all 4 years. Baeder (2011) also pointed out 
90% of students passing state standards was meaningless if those standards were set too 
low, which he asserted was often the case. This idea of student success only having 
meaning if standards are appropriately challenging is what I call the quality of learning, 
and it was an important dimension in the data analysis of my study. 
Baeder’s (2011) criticism of Reeves’ (2000) educational ideals as mythical is 
similar to Berliner and Glass (2014) arguing against Bloom’s (1985) assertion that 95% 
mastery of anything was possible if given enough time. A central idea from critics of 
education movements such as Mastery Learning (Bloom, 1985), Effective Schools 
(Robinson, 1985), 90/90/90 (Reeves, 2000), and NCLB (2001) seems to be not to expect 
schools to solve societal problems beyond their scope, and that public education is only 
one piece in a larger social justice puzzle. Although Reeves’ (2000) quest for 90/90/90 
schools may be quixotic, the journey may be more valuable than the destination. Perhaps 
the insights of teachers and leaders are more important than their techniques. Perhaps the 
insights of students should matter as much or more to us than their test scores (Baeder, 
2011; Berliner & Glass, 2014). 
Educators and researchers have debated the role of standardized tests in school 




(2016), recognizing the urgency of addressing the needs of traditionally underserved 
students, called for long range, sometimes politically risky solutions involving the 
reduction of governmental micromanagement, empowerment of professional networks, 
implementation of the Common Core standards, and increased funding. They advocated 
the implementation of Deming’s (2018) continuous improvement model, used to 
restructure the educational system in post-war Japan.  
The continuous improvement model is similar to the accountability model of 
NCLB (and previous systems) in that it involves collecting and disaggregating student 
achievement data according to traditionally underserved populations. Continuous 
improvement differs from the accountability approach in that it uses this data to 
constantly adjust processes to change outcomes. Rather than relying upon a single yearly 
high stakes test, the continuous improvement model considers failure a necessary part of 
the learning process rather than a summative assessment. It considers solutions to 
problems in context rather than proposing a one-size-fits-all approach. Finally, it views 
accountability as something that primarily comes from within the organization rather than 
being imposed upon it from the outside. The authors called for students at all levels, 
regardless of SES, to be given equitable access to quality instruction and teacher time. 
Socioeconomic Status and Elementary Education 
Educational leaders’ rhetoric can often direct attention to issues of equity. 
Looking past the rhetoric, do school administrators’ policies and teachers’ acceptance of 
those policies reflect a commitment to educational equity or a culture that perpetuates 




differences in the literacy curriculum of two school districts. They surveyed 20 teachers 
from each district for the quantitative portion. For the qualitative portion of the study, the 
authors conducted extensive interviews and observations with one focal teacher from 
each district. They also collected other qualitative data, in the form of other interviews 
and observations, district hiring data, neighborhood demographics, curricula, and student 
performance.  
Achinstein et al. (2004) revealed a two-track system into which teachers were 
unintentionally assigned: (a) a more controlled, directive, scripted curriculum 
organizational paradigm, used by the poorer of two school systems; and (b) a less 
prescribed, collaborative, creative curriculum organization, used by the slightly higher 
SES school district. Teachers’ belief systems were shown to eventually coincide with 
those of the school district in either case. The two school districts featured in this study 
were chosen because they (a) both participated in the New Teacher Center program, 
which provided mentors and feedback; (b) had contrasting approaches to literacy 
education, in terms of program and level of curriculum control; and (c) because of what 
at first appeared to be similar demographics, although some important differences made 
themselves evident as the study progressed. These differences were the main point of the 
researchers’ conclusions—school systems with comparatively low capital not only 
attracted poorer quality teachers who worked in substandard facilities but also 
unwittingly created a culture of lowered expectations, both for teachers and students alike 
(Achinstein et al., 2004).  




impact on music education? This impact might be evident in the role of music in the 
curriculum, and might be evidenced by the allocated time for music within the master 
schedule. If a culture of lowered expectations was never exposed to or faced by 
administrators, teachers, or parents, it might explain the disconnect between the 
articulated support for the arts and its actual support as described by Abril and Gault 
2006) and Gerrity (2007).  
Socioeconomic Status and Music Education 
The link between SES and academic achievement has vexed educators for some 
time, but a link between SES and musical achievement has not been shown (Reardon, 
2011). Even in secondary education, where the achievement gap is most pronounced in 
general education, the link between music education and SES seems to be an issue of 
access and opportunity rather than achievement (Kinney, 2010; Klinedinst, 1991). In this 
section, I review three studies that address the relationship between SES and music 
education. 
Effective Schools research often involves comparing successful programs at high-
SES schools with successful programs at low-SES schools (Taylor et al., 1998). Applying 
a similar approach to music education, Deisler (2011) compared directors, principals, and 
students’ perceptions of 10 successful high school band programs, five in high-SES 
schools and five in low-SES schools in Florida. All the participants were surveyed to 
ascertain their opinions regarding each band program’s reasons for success and its value 
to students. The author also attempted to find if there were any differences in those 




those perceptions or opinions between students, band directors, and principals. In high-
SES and low-SES schools, directors, principals, and students ranked “Band director’s 
high expectations” as the most important reason for success. They ranked “Student 
private lessons” the lowest. In terms of value to students, low-SES students, teachers, and 
principals ranked their valuing of band participation higher than the high-SES 
participants.  
Whether or not administrators’ verbal support translates into actual support (Abril 
& Gault, 2006) depends on many factors, not the least of which might be the SES of the 
school or school district they serve. In a mixed-methods study designed to uncover the 
state of multicultural music education in elementary schools nationwide, Weidknecht 
(2011) surveyed and interviewed teachers representing suburban, urban, and rural schools 
from the northeast, south, midwest and west regions of the United States. The author 
found multicultural music programs generally meet national standards requirements but 
noted concerns of low numbers of students playing multicultural music on instruments 
and teacher dissatisfaction with some multicultural programs. Students nationwide were 
more likely to perform vocally, listen to, and discuss multicultural music than perform it 
instrumentally. Teacher dissatisfaction came from teachers’ efforts to create or build a 
multicultural music program in an environment of limited finances and support.  
From the analysis of the data, it became apparent two types of multicultural music 
scenarios exist in the nation’s elementary schools (Weidknecht, 2011). The author 
dubbed them the “Haves” and the “Have-Nots,” and pointed out that SES, while critical, 




programs had a wealth of resources (especially instruments) and support, explored many 
cultures, and were funded by school budgets and grants. Characteristics of the “Have-
Nots” programs were lack of support in budget, materials, time, and classroom space.  
Weidknecht (2011) found multicultural programs to be stronger in the Northeast 
than anywhere else in the nation. Programs were also stronger in suburbs than in urban or 
rural schools. Studying many cultures was more popular in “Haves” programs and 
studying a few cultures in greater detail was more prevalent with the “Have-Nots.” 
Teachers, regardless of working in a “Haves” or “Have-Nots” program, were determined 
to make the study of multicultural music an important part of their music classroom. 
Teachers in the “Have-Nots” environments were simply forced to work harder and 
reflected a great deal of frustration and dissatisfaction.  
Parsad et al. (2012) showed a link between SES and arts education access, but 
inequality had decreased from 10 years prior. To identify the participating schools in the 
study by SES (N = ~3400), Parsad et al. (2012) separated the schools into four groups 
based on the percent of their students qualifying for free or reduced-price lunch (0–25%, 
26–50%, 51–75%, and 76–100%). Many of the study’s indicators of arts education 
quality differed by SES, however, most often the greatest improvement from the 1999–
2000 to the 2009–2010 school years was in the lowest SES group. For example, the 
indicator, “has music at least once a week” increased from 82 to 93% in the lowest SES 
group, a gain of 11%, compared to gains of 0% and 2% for the other three groups. 
Improvements in all of the study’s indicators occurred from 2000 to 2010, before and 




arts (Parsad et al., 2012). The result of most dramatic improvements for the lowest SES 
group offers a notable counter argument to Powell et al. (2009), McMurrer (2007), 
Newberg-Long (2010) and others who decried the ill effects of NCLB on low-SES 
children’s arts access. However, Parsad et al. (2012) was a very large study focusing on 
population-level issues. Subtler issues such as allocated time in minutes per week were 
not investigated and could have been lost in the margins of error. Nevertheless, this study 
does show arts access is still a function of SES, even if less so than in the past (Parsad et 
al., 2012).  
Several research studies have illustrated the effects of SES on music education in 
a variety of contexts. Deisler (2011) showed students, teachers, and parents from low-
SES communities ranked their valuing of band membership higher than their high-SES 
counterparts. Weidknecht (2011) reported on the frustrations of elementary music 
teachers in a “Have-Nots” setting when trying to present the same curriculum as the 
“Haves” setting. The author also found administrative priorities played a large role in the 
determination of a program’s status and not just SES (Weidknecht, 2011). Regardless of 
the situation, teachers were willing to work as hard as necessary to make their students 
successful, which echoes the findings of Curtain (1998) and Allan (2010). Finally, in 
comparing two national surveys 1 decade apart, Parsad et al. (2012) found rankings of 
quantity and broad-spectrum indicators of quality in elementary music education was 
coincident with school districts’ SES rankings, although the numbers show the class gap 
was starting to close in terms of access to music education.  




administrative support for elementary music education; support often found in the form 
of allocated time. Since it has been shown students from low-SES communities may 
academically benefit the most from school-sponsored music education (Catterall et al., 
2012; Southgate & Roscigno, 2009), trivializing elementary music in those communities 
is particularly unjust.  
Closing Thoughts 
If music is an indispensable part of being human, all students will seek 
opportunities for musical expression, regardless of their SES. Tuohey (2012) argued to 
deny certain students access to music education, either directly or by ignoring the need 
for cultural relevance in the music curriculum, will not result in students being musically 
starved. Rather, students will simply continue to do what they are already doing: 
participating in and teaching themselves music via other means outside school time. 
However, what may be lost is the opportunity to learn and appreciate musics from other 
cultures outside the student’s own. Equitable, inclusive music education programs—and 
access to them—can create a community of music makers who respect the contributions 
of all members and thereby benefits all members. 
Returning to Bloom’s (1985) three levels of instructional time, I raise three 
questions. Regarding allocated time, I ask, is time for specialist-taught elementary music 
scheduled with student learning in mind, or are administrators merely filling time slots to 
allow all teachers to have legally required breaks? Allocated time for non-tested subjects 
has been shown to be an indicator of administrative support and a predictor of student 




If engaged time is the time in which students are actively learning (Bloom, 1985), 
I ask, learning what? Are students engaged in learning material that is meaningful to 
them, honors their culture, and enables them to honor other cultures as well? To 
accomplish this level of engagement does not require a teacher to stop teaching music, 
but only to use the sounds of each student’s community and culture fully and 
respectfully.  
Benedict and Schmidt (2007) found music teachers were often wary of 
multicultural music taking too much time away from students learning basic music skills. 
Countering this, they argued teaching basic music skills is not the problem, as long as 
those skills are allowed, as much as possible, to emerge from the culture of each student. 
Making a music class culturally relevant may be a challenge for the elementary music 
teacher. Philpott and Kubilius (2015) warned against perpetuating the exclusive elitism of 
the Western classical tradition and outlined a plan to balance curriculum, pedagogy, and 
assessment with inclusion, participation, and diversity. Beachum and McCray (2013), 
advocating for the use of hip hop in music education, challenged teachers to question 
their values relative to music and culture. They also extended this challenge to school 
principals, who they encouraged to rethink school leadership and discipline in light of 
students’ cultural identities. 
Finally, academic learning time is defined as the portion of engaged time in which 
students are successful with a given learning task (Bloom, 1985). To clarify this for 
elementary music education I ask, successful with what? If the learning objectives in a 




the students in a class are successful? Combining the idea of student success with an age-
appropriate challenge level is an attribute of education I call the quality of learning. 
Quality of learning is not only about students being successful with learning tasks that are 
sufficiently challenging. Quality of learning also refers to matters of cultural inclusion, 
because all students’ cultures should be respected and all musics honored as valid. 
Scholars have criticized traditional music education for being heavily biased toward the 
Western classical music canon, noting that bias perpetuates the dominant culture as the 
only one worth studying (Benedict & Schmidt, 20007; Philpott & Kubilius, 2015). As an 
example, if we lower our standards for student learning for a lesson in hip-hop music but 
raise it for a lesson in classical music, we send a message to our students which music—
and culture—we take more seriously. We must guard against this possibility, even if 
unintentional (Philpott & Kubilius, 2015) and proactively design culturally inclusive 
instruction as a matter of course.  
Quality in music education might be viewed in terms of depth and breadth. Depth 
would refer to the concepts and skills being appropriately challenging for their grade 
level, and breadth would mean how educational experiences are drawn from as many 
cultural roots as possible. If allocated time for music in elementary schools is inadequate, 




CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY 
Overall Design: Multiple Case Study 
I will now present the methods I used to gather information about the perceptions 
of the participants in this study. I describe my collection of the data and analysis 
procedures. Case study is a commonly used form of qualitative research, where a single 
person, place, event, phenomenon, etc. is examined through various data sources. 
Multiple case studies are akin to multiple experiments, allowing the researcher to explore 
differences within and between cases (Baxter & Jack, 2008). Collective, cross-case, 
multicase, multisite, or comparative case studies are, therefore, distinguished from a 
single case study that may have embedded subcases or subunits (Merriam, 2009). Stake 
(2006) used the term “quintain” to describe the broadly defined phenomenon investigated 
by a case study. Unlike a single case study, where the data gathered from the case are 
compared to the quintain, in multiple case studies, two cases are compared, enhancing the 
understanding of the quintain (Stake, 2006). This is done either by examining the cases’ 
similarities (collective case study) or their differences (comparative case study). Because 
I conducted my research from an assumption that allocated time for elementary music is 
important, I chose the comparative case methodology.  
Yin (2014) also compared multiple site case studies with multiple experiments in 
quantitative research, arguing both methodologies seek to establish strong transferability. 
To do this, the qualitative researcher follows a “replication logic” to describe the 
similarity between the cases, rather than the similarity between the cases and the 




where the cases are predicted to be similar, and theoretical replication, where the cases 
are predicted to be dissimilar, but for an anticipated reason or theory (p. 57). My study 
addressed the latter, the theory that time is critical to student success and the quality of 
music learning at the elementary level. 
The case selection methodology I aimed for was what qualitative research 
authorities call the “extreme case,” where two cases are selected at the opposite ends of 
the range of the phenomenon being studied; in my case, the amount of time allocated for 
music, and as far from the norm as possible (Goetz et al., 1993, p. 81; Seawright & 
Gerring, 2008, pp. 300–301). The limitations of my study prohibited me from finding the 
full range of elementary music allocated time, and the state-wide norm for that variable 
was not known. I also chose to limit my study to include only schools with a majority of 
low-SES students. Despite these limitations, I attempted to preserve the spirit of the 
extreme case idea in this study. To do this, I searched for two sites as far away from each 
other as possible in terms of allocated music time, but as similar as possible regarding 
SES.  
An example of an extreme case study in music education is a study conducted by 
Pike (2014), who investigated beginning group piano classes taught by both an expert and 
a novice instructor. Another example is Younker and Hickey (2007) who observed four 
music classrooms in settings that represented extremes of SES and then commented on 
each other’s observations using a social justice lens. Additionally, Bell (2015) 
investigated differences in high school general music classes, one with a traditional 




selected two Texas public elementary schools, one with a low amount of allocated time 
for music instruction and the other with a high amount of allocated time. Since children 
from low-SES backgrounds have been shown to benefit academically the most from arts 
and music programs in schools (Catterall et al., 2012; Southgate & Roscigno, 2009), both 
of the schools I selected for this study had a majority of their students eligible for free or 
reduced-price lunch. 
Participants: Purposive Sampling 
Merriam (1998) stated, “Purposive sampling is based on the assumption that one 
wants to discover, understand, gain insight; therefore, one needs to select a sample from 
which one can learn the most” (p. 48). Merriam (2009) referred to the possibility of 
selecting participants “based on unique, atypical, perhaps rare attributes or occurrences of 
the phenomenon of interest” (p. 78). In the previous section, I gave my reasoning for 
selecting two majority low-SES schools with allocated music time as different as 
possible. Part of that selection also involved finding two schools with experienced music 
teachers highly recommended by their supervisors. Several recent studies in music 
education show a variety of methods of criterion-based purposive sampling that often 
include participants’ reputations and convenience of site as elements of the methodology 
(Akindeinde, 2015; Bell, 2015; Bond, 2015; Kelly-McHale, 2013; Marrero, 2015; 
Sanders, 2015; Schiff, 2015).  
Site and Teacher Participant Selection 
As mentioned, I employed purposive, reputational sampling (Merriam, 1988) to 




instruction. In addition, each site served a student body that was a majority economically 
disadvantaged, meaning more than 50% of its students qualified for free or reduced-price 
lunch. The percentage of students eligible for free or reduced-price lunch is the metric 
used by the TEA to gauge SES and is referred to as “economically disadvantaged” (TEC, 
2007). Due to the nature of this study, my choice of sites was also determined by the 
selection of the main participants, the music teachers. Thus, I selected several qualifying 
sites and then inquired of the music supervisors for recommended teachers from those 
sites. At the school district selected to represent the low end of the allocated music time 
spectrum, elementary schools had varying amounts of allocated time for music. Although 
I requested teachers from schools with the lowest amount of music time, the supervisor 
informed me all the teachers at those schools were new to the teaching profession and so 
did not meet my minimum experience requirement of 5 years.  
To select sites, I first obtained from the TEA a spreadsheet containing the name 
and other identifying data of every public elementary school in Texas, with each school’s 
percentage of economically disadvantaged population indicated. Using Microsoft Access, 
I cross-referenced this spreadsheet with another I had obtained from TEA that contained 
all the identifying data from every public school in Texas such as phone numbers, 
addresses, web addresses, email, name of principal, county and district numbers, and 
number of students. I created a printout of elementary schools by district with the name 
of the school and the percentage of economically disadvantaged population. I then used 
this tool to find two schools that qualified for my study and also had as similar a 




To ascertain the allocated time for music at each school, I made phone calls and 
had in-person conversations with music teachers and supervisors. I selected schools with 
a majority of low-SES because research has shown children of limited financial means 
are less likely to be involved in music education outside of school and the effects of 
school-sponsored music education on their lives will likely be more pronounced 
(Catterall et al., 2012; Southgate & Roscigno, 2009).  
While awaiting approval from the Boston University Institutional Review Board 
(IRB), I inquired informally among my network of professional contacts to find two 
schools with as different amounts of allocated music time as possible, at the same time 
seeking percentages of economically disadvantaged population as similar as possible. 
This initial scouting process was essential to locate potential participants before any 
official contact was made to determine the overall feasibility of the project. I attended the 
Fall Retreat of the Texas Music Administrators Conference in Austin, Texas, and spoke 
to several fine arts and music supervisors about allocated music time in their elementary 
schools. Many reported different schools in their districts had different time allocations. 
The actual length of a music period was typically 45 minutes, sometimes 50. The 
differences I found regarded how many days were scheduled between music classes, 
commonly referred to as rotation.  
In that same month, at the first workshop of the central Texas chapter of the 
American Orff-Schulwerk Association, I spoke with many teachers from various districts 
who similarly reported different schools in their districts received different amounts of 




of the largest districts in San Antonio had switched from a uniform allocated time for 
elementary music to campus-level control of schedule priorities. 
By combining the demographic data from TEA and personal contacts with music 
administrators and teachers, my goal was to find two sites where the music teacher at 
each was a veteran teacher of at least 5 years of elementary music teaching experience 
and was regarded by his/her fellow music teachers, other professional colleagues, and 
administrators as exemplary. I asked the district music supervisor in each case to confirm 
the music teacher at the qualifying school would be good for my study. I began with 
schools and school districts close to my home and chose to select the high allocated time 
school first, assuming it would be the hardest to find. I also wanted the two schools to 
have their percentages of economically disadvantaged students to be not only greater than 
50% but also as close as possible, to isolate the allocated time factor as the critical 
difference. Once I identified the high allocated time school and secured permission to 
conduct research there, I sought the low allocated time school and obtained permission to 
do research there as well. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate my process of site/teacher selection. 
Upon approval of this study through the Boston University (IRB), I contacted 
several school districts in the Central Texas area and began collecting their elementary 
music allocated time data. Most of the districts contacted did not have a uniform 
allocated time for elementary music, and a few had wide fluctuations. The two schools 
used in this study were in separate school districts, and both were 82% economically 
disadvantaged. District A had a uniform 3-day rotation for all elementary music classes, 








music admin & others 
45-minute class periods as a district-wide standard, but different elementary schools in 
that district ranged from 5- to 7-day rotations.  
 
Figure 1. Selection of high allocated music time site. 
The elementary music supervisor at District A is a longtime acquaintance of mine 
and recommended music Teacher A at Elementary School A. The supervisor at District 




recommended Teacher B at Elementary School B. Both teachers were held in high regard 
by their supervisors, and by the administration at each campus. Because of differences 
with regulations at each district involving outside evaluators, I had to gather data from 
District A in the spring semester of the 2016–2017 school year and District B in the fall 
semester of the 2017–2018 school year. I submitted a proposal, similar to the Boston 
University IRB proposal, to both districts and was approved by both. 
  




Selection of Other Participants 
Other participants of this study included the principal and two students at each 
campus. Once a campus had been selected, I invited the principal of that school to 
participate in the study. Principals are the chief decision maker on each elementary 
campus and sometimes even have control over the allocated time for music. In the 
literature review I provided examples of administrative support for non-tested subjects 
being critical to the overall success of those subjects and directly affecting teachers’ 
workload (Allan, 2010; Curtain, 1998). The music teacher selected the fourth-grade class 
to be observed as representative of the music program at the school. The music teacher 
then selected two students to be interviewed, one boy and one girl, from the fourth-grade 
class selected. I preferred that students had attended the school for the past 5 years, and, 
like their class, were representative of the music program of the school. In other words, I 
purposefully did not request the students with the best grades, best behavior, most 
successful in music, or any other superlative trait: I sought two typical fourth-graders. 
The only criteria I gave the music teachers for student participants were that they were 
comfortable speaking with adults, talkative, and had their parent(s)’ permission. 
When I received approval to conduct research at District A, I introduced myself to 
the principal, music teacher, and the teacher’s fourth-grade class. I collected a signed 
consent form from the principal and the music teacher. Then, Music Teacher A provided 
consent forms to two fourth-grade students the next time that class met. Unfortunately, 
the forms were returned over a week later with no permission granted. When the parents 




another fourth-grade class, and took part in the lesson activities. I played the piano for the 
vocal warm-ups and several songs and interacted with the class as an assistant teacher; 
the students seemed to enjoy this. After explaining the intended interview process of my 
project to the students, the teacher handed out several copies of the consent forms to all 
students who expressed interest. The next day the two signed consent forms were 
returned. Child assent was granted verbally at the first interview of each student. 
Because I had such difficulty getting student participants at Site A, I decided on a 
different strategy for recruitment at Site B. I asked permission from Music Teacher B—
who was given the pseudonym, Ms. Benson—to teach a mini-lesson using 
Boomwhackers, which I noticed she had on my preliminary visit. On the day I introduced 
myself to the class, I used a typical Orff-Schulwerk rote imitation process to teach a four-
part piece I wrote called “Intrada” (see Appendix A). During the process of teaching each 
part, Ms. Benson continuously interrupted my teaching by giving individual instructions 
to what seemed like every student as they were trying to learn their parts. Because of this, 
a lesson I have taught many times in a manner of 15 to 20 minutes took the entire 45-
minute period and the students were not, in my view, fully successful in their 
performance, since they did not have the opportunity to play unassisted. Although this 
was thoroughly disappointing from my standpoint, the students appeared to enjoy the 
lesson and one of the student participants mentioned in an interview that this activity was 
one of his favorites. 
Per requirements of the Boston University IRB, my own ethical standards, and 




schools, and participants. To make the narrative easier for the reader to follow, all the 
pseudonyms for Site A begin with the letter A, and all the pseudonyms for Site B begin 
with the letter B. The pseudonyms used in this study are shown in Table 1. 
 
Participant Site A Site B 
School District Arlen ISD Bedrock ISD 
School Arlen Elementary  Bedrock Elementary  
Music Teacher Mr. Alaniz Ms. Benson 
Principal Ms. Avalos Ms. Bernal 
Student Boy Alex Bobby 
Student Girl Andrea Belinda 
Table 1. Participants. 
Data Collection 
Although I used interviews as the primary data source in this study, I triangulated 
them with artifact data and observation data. Creswell (1998) defined triangulation as 
“corroborating evidence from different sources to shed light on a theme or perspective” 
(p. 202). To achieve triangulation, I collected three types of data: interview, observation, 
and a collection of artifacts. At each campus, I interviewed the music teacher and the 
building principal, observed a fourth-grade music class, and interviewed two students 
from the same class. Each participant was interviewed three times over a 1-month period. 
I also gathered artifact data in the form of district-level curriculum guides and lesson 




fourth-grade class in each campus, including interpersonal interactions, lessons, and 
student behaviors that indicated degrees of engagement and success in music class 
activities, as well as what I felt was the appropriateness of difficulty among those 
activities. I ascertained the appropriateness of difficulty by comparing observation data 
and lesson plans with the TEKS (TAC, 2013).  
As per Orcher (2005), where interviewing was involved, I followed a semi-
structured protocol, where the open-ended questions and interview procedures were 
consistent between the sites, but participants were given freedom to elaborate on their 
answers and digress at will. Three experts in the field of qualitative research, 
recommended by my dissertation advisor, reviewed the questions and protocols. By 
confining my investigations to the fourth-grade classes at each site, I enabled myself to 
construct a thorough narrative in a minimum amount of time, time limitations being an 
important consideration when bounding the case (Yin, 2014). I audio recorded all 
interviews with adults and children with the permission of the participants and the 
building principal. Parents or guardians of student participants were welcome to attend 
any of their child’s interviews if they so desired. I took detailed notes of all interviews 
and observations.  
When interviewing the music teacher, principal, and students, I followed a 
phenomenological model proposed by Seidman (2013), which involves building a 
narrative from three interviews. The first interview, focused life history, involved getting 
the participant to fill in as much background data as possible that pertained to the 




participant to relate as thoroughly as possible the current lived experience in the topic 
being studied. The third interview, reflection on the meaning, summarized all the data 
previously shared and the participants were asked to reflect on and verbalize what the 
data they provided means to them (Seidman, 2013). The interview questions can be found 
in Appendix B. In the following sections, I describe the data collection process as it 
related to each of the three research questions. 
Research Question 1  
What are elementary music teachers’ expressed abilities to implement their 
curricular goals to promote students’ musical growth in two Texas public schools with 
comparatively high and low amounts of allocated time for general music? The three 
teacher interviews focused on teachers’ perceptions of what they have been able to 
accomplish with their music classes and how they felt those classes might be different if 
more or less time was allocated for them. I inquired about curricular priorities, in abstract 
and practical application, to see how close or far away the teachers felt they were from 
giving their students what they viewed as an ideal music education experience. The 
teachers also provided me with parts of their district curriculum guides and lesson plans, 
which documented many of their curricular goals and student expectations. 
Research Question 2  
What are elementary principals’ expressed value of music education in two Texas 
public schools with comparatively high and low amounts of allocated time for general 
music? With the two principal interviews, I attempted to gather the perceptions of the 




As with the teacher interviews, I asked questions regarding the ideal music program, 
especially relating to how much time a music class should be given to achieve learning 
goals.  
Research Question 3  
What are fourth-grade students’ experiences and perceptions of success in music 
class in two Texas public schools with comparatively high and low amounts of allocated 
time for general music? I interviewed one boy and one girl from a fourth-grade class at 
each school, using the same three-interview process used with the adults in the study. 
These interviews focused on their perceptions of their own success in music class and the 
class in general. I also asked about group work and creative projects in music class, 
which are commonplace in regular elementary classrooms but may have a more limited 
role in music because of time constraints. 
To corroborate and contextualize the students’ perceptions of success, I observed 
the fourth-grade music classes from which came the two student participants. For both 
schools, I used the rubric for the Texas Teacher Evaluation and Support System (T-
TESS, 2016), which is a yearly summative review for teachers and includes four 
domains: Planning, Instruction, Learning Environment, and Professional Practices and 
Responsibilities. I only used Domains 2 and 3, Instruction and Learning Environment, 
since these were immediately assessable in a single lesson and do not have to be viewed 
in the context of a teacher’s year-long performance. The T-TESS instrument, unlike its 
two predecessors, does not produce a numeric score for the teacher, but for each of the 




Developing, Improvement Needed, Accomplished, and Distinguished. It is a qualitative 
evaluation instrument, which I felt lent itself well to my qualitative study. The T-TESS 
rubric contained dimensions and expectations I expected would be familiar to public-
school teachers in Texas since a yearly teacher orientation in the instrument is required 
for all school districts using it (TAC, 2016), which included the two sites in my study.  
To use the T-TESS in an official capacity requires the appraiser to be certified by 
the TEA after a 3-day training in the instrument and passing an exit test taken online. I 
had not completed this process at the time of my observation of Teacher A, but I 
evaluated the observation of Teacher A using information I gathered from the T-TESS 
website (T-TESS, 2016), combining that with my previous training to become a licensed 
appraiser in the first two versions of Texas’ official teacher evaluation instrument, the 
Texas Teacher Appraisal System and the Professional Development and Appraisal 
System. In the summer of 2017, I took the training to become a licensed T-TESS 
appraiser and made corrections and additions to my evaluation of Teacher A, and used 
that training in my evaluation of Teacher B.  
The T-TESS rubric requires the evaluator to collect and analyze qualitative data 
from an observed lesson. This analysis is necessary to arrive at the ratings for each 
dimension of Domains 2 and 3 of the instrument. Those ratings, and their documentation, 
became data for this study. The data were further analyzed to answer Research Question 
3, which concerns students’ experiences of success. I documented whether or not, and for 
what reasons, students felt successful in music class, but also to triangulate that data with 




TESS is designed to appraise teaching skills, it was not my intention to assess teachers’ 
abilities to implement their curricular goals to promote student growth but to compare my 
assessment with students’ perceptions of their success in music class. The purpose of 
Research Question 1 was to discover music teachers’ expressed abilities to implement 
their curricular goals to promote student growth.  
The analysis required for the T-TESS should not be confused with the analysis of 
the data for this dissertation. For this reason, I analyzed the observation in terms of the T-
TESS rubric in Chapters Four and Five of this study, which is focused on data collection, 
and saved the analysis of that data, as it pertains to my research questions, for Chapter 
Six. The observation at each site occurred between the second and third teacher and 
student interviews.   
Data Analysis 
I began my initial analysis of data while still collecting subsequent data, in a 
cyclical rather than linear process of data collection and analysis. I employed the analysis 
strategies described by Miles et al. (2019), which include first- and second-cycle coding, 
jottings and analytic memoing, assertions and propositions, and within-case and cross-
case analyses. These processes are more cyclical than linear, producing follow-up 
questions and points to clarify between the first and second interviews of participants and 
between interview data collected from the music teachers and principals, as well as data 
gathered from artifacts.  
I selected from coding methods described by Saldaña (2013): attribute coding, 




values coding, versus coding, and evaluation coding. These methods and coding types are 
part of what Saldaña called the first cycle of coding, after which further reflection on 
coded and re-coded data begin to reveal themes. The three particular types of coding I 
relied on most were attribute coding (useful in multisite studies), in vivo coding, and 
values coding (Saldaña, 2013). Attribute codes define each adult participant in terms of 
background, years of experience, types of experiences with music and music education, 
reasons for choosing their current career path, and the importance they place on 
elementary music education and why. Attribute codes for the child participants were 
more nuanced and required me to read between the lines of their interview answers. 
During the interview process, I took care to reword whatever the child had said and asked 
if that is what he or she meant. Students most often agreed with my interpretation, but 
sometimes corrected it or clarified their meaning further. In vivo coding was useful and 
often served to signal important points of each participant’s values. Many values codes, 
applicable to both sites, emerged as my second cycle coding of the Site A data were 
informed by the first cycle coding of data from Site B. 
In the first cycle of coding, I used HyperRESEARCH, Version 3.7.2 
(http://www.researchware.com) to analyze each interview of each participant separately 
and generated nearly 200 codes, from which I determined categories that I collected in 
one master list for all participants. To facilitate the second cycle coding, in which the 
emergent themes of the study began to coalesce (Saldaña, 2013), I combined the three 
interview transcripts from each participant into a single document (one for each 




Only three or four categories were used for each participant, and I used the same 
categories across both sites.  
When commenting on the unique circumstances of a multiple case study, Merriam 
(2009) advised to complete the within-case analysis for each case and then proceed to 
cross-case analysis. Yin (2014) also recommended completing an individual case report 
for each case separately before beginning cross-case analysis. I was compelled to do this 
anyway, because School District A allowed me to gather data one full semester earlier 
than did School District B. As the process continued, a narrative of a comparative case 
study emerged, which indicated commonalities between the two teachers, and highlighted 
differences among the two Texas public school music programs brought about by the 
difference in allocated music time.  
It is important to complete each case study separately and thoroughly, and not 
rush too quickly to a final report that focuses entirely on the cross-case analysis (Stake, 
2015, pp. 39–41). To arrive at a narrative that accurately depicts the study’s quintain (i.e., 
the big-picture program or phenomenon being studied), both the findings of each case 
and the original conceptual theme must have an equal voice, as if debating, resulting in a 
case-quintain dialectic. The assertions that the author can make about the quintain after 
this dialectic combine the most important findings of each case. The deeper each case is 
studied separately, the more profound the understanding of the quintain is likely to be. I 
gathered the data from the first site during the spring semester of the 2016–2017 school 
year, and the data from the second site during the fall semester of the following school 




continuing to the second. It helped improve the clarifying questions I used in the 
interviews at School B. I then wrote a descriptive synopsis of each participant, combining 
the data from each of these categories in turn. These synopses became the narratives that 
comprise chapters four and five of this study, and the categories became the section 
headings.  
Chapters Four and Five of this study report the data collected at Sites A and B, 
respectively. Each chapter consists of a summary of the interviews, discussion of artifact 
data in the form of curriculum guides and lesson plans, and the T-TESS appraisal 
evaluations of a music lesson observed at each campus. I present the data for both 
chapters in this order: artifact data, teacher interviews, principal interviews, T-TESS 
evaluation, and student interviews. The artifact data, teacher interview synopsis, and 
principal interview synopsis all address the first two research questions, which investigate 
perceptions of the teacher and principal, respectively. The T-TESS evaluation and the 
synopses of the student interviews address the third research question, which is about 
students’ experience and perceptions of success. By arranging the data in this order, the 
students are given the last word. Chapter Six provides my analysis and interpretation of 
the data from each site separately, then finishes with a cross-case analysis. Chapter Seven 
considers possible answers to the research questions are suggested from the data, and I 
conclude with recommendations for further study. 
Trustworthiness 
In qualitative research, the researcher is the instrument of data collection. As 




the data I collect. Therefore, bias is an important consideration in this dual case study. 
Creswell (2003) said, “With these concerns in mind, inquirers explicitly identify their 
biases, values, and personal interests about their research topic and process” (p. 184). To 
that end, I offer the following sections.  
Researcher Positionality 
I am an elementary music teacher with 35 years of teaching experience in public 
elementary schools, with some experience in secondary music ensembles as an assistant. 
These different teaching scenarios ranged from 22 minutes to 100 minutes per week of 
allocated time, and from students of families representing almost every point along the 
SES spectrum. I have been active in the Texas Music Educators Association and the 
American Orff-Schulwerk Association my whole career and have presented numerous 
workshops across Texas. 
I was certified by the TEA as an appraiser under the T-TESS (TAC, 2016) in June 
of 2017, and was also certified with both prior versions of this system, the Texas Teacher 
Appraisal System in 1990, then the Professional Development and Appraisal System in 
1997. I have never appraised teachers in an official capacity, for instance as an 
administrator or supervisor, but only in training sessions and with student teachers.  
I hold a Level III certification in Orff-Schulwerk and several other endorsements 
in various teaching methodologies. I have taught over 11,000 children in a variety of 
school environments, but always in what I would categorize as a suburban school, never 
rural or urban. I have taught mostly children from lower middle class, or working-class 




 Because I believe in a rigorous work ethic and feel I have set a high bar for 
myself professionally, I tend to expect other teachers and administrators to do the same. 
Although I have known some teachers and administrators who I felt were ill-suited for 
the profession, I realize everyone prioritizes differently, and those priorities are not 
necessarily a function of professionalism or competence. Over the years, I often 
wondered if other teachers were not working as hard as me because they had learned how 
to work smarter. This project was an enormous learning experience for me, and I believe 
the adults and children who participated in this study had something important to say to 
the music teaching profession. I strove to use my experience and expertise as tools to 
amplify their messages without judgement. I also believe my 35 years of teaching 
experience were an important component in this research, and that this experiential data 
can contribute in a positive way (Maxwell, 2013). 
Trustworthiness Strategies 
To address trustworthiness regarding bias, I took the following measures. First, I 
gave all open-ended questions to be used in the interview process a “ruthless review” 
(Merriam, 2009, p. 100), which was completed by a panel of three qualitative researchers. 
At the suggestion of one reviewer, I deleted several questions from the music teacher 
interview and instead sought the same data through artifacts such as lesson plans and 
curriculum guides. Another change I made, at the suggestion of a different reviewer, was 
to rewrite the principal interview questions in such a way that their support for music 
education was not perceived as a given. This was a particularly valuable change as it 




1962), which is when a participant makes an effort, on some level of consciousness, to 
tell the researcher what she thinks he wants to hear. Finally, in accordance with 
Merriam’s (1998) recommendations, I conducted pilot interviews with an elementary 
music teacher and administrator and then made some minor adjustments to the interview 
questions before using them with the participants in the study. Those adjustments 
included wording, shortening for clarity, and the order of questions. 
 To increase the trustworthiness of the data, I employed member checks, thick 
description, and triangulation of sources, including discrepant data. During each 
interview I asked clarifying questions and often summarized the interviewee’s words, 
asking if my summary was accurate. I also summarized information from previous 
interviews and asked participants to check my summarizations. I asked them to clarify 
and expound upon themes I began to recognize as the interviews proceeded. By 
interviewing teachers, administrators, and students, as well as considering artifacts and 
results of classroom observations, I sought multiple, sometimes conflicting points of 
view, some of which conflicted with my own beliefs.  
To ensure trustworthiness in a qualitative study, one must be cognizant of 
researcher bias and reactivity (Maxwell, 2013). I addressed reactivity by planning my 
interactions with the participants to be engaging and open, while guarding against 
seeming to be looking for particular answers or points of view. I pressed participants only 
for clarification on what they said, giving them as much time as they needed to explain. If 
I sensed a participant was showing signs of good-subject effect, I tried to steer the 




observation, I did not anticipate my presence would alter the behavior of the teacher or 
students, as I had become be a familiar face to both before the formal observation 
occurred. Although I expected reactivity in this project to be negligible, I recognized the 
possibility of researcher bias surfacing in the data analysis phase. To counter this, I 
submitted drafts of my analyses to my dissertation supervisor, who offered different 
perspectives of my data and challenged possible assumptions I had made. 
Theoretical Lens 
 My own experience with teaching elementary music in a variety of time 
constraints is, I believe, in harmony with Carroll’s (1985) MSL and Bloom’s (1985) 
Mastery Learning because I have witnessed student success is often dependent upon time. 
It seems logical that time in music class has an effect on how many students are able to 
experience success in music class activities. The age-appropriate level of difficulty of 
music class activities is another dimension of the quality of music learning. This 
appropriateness of difficulty, frequently called rigor (Joftus & Berman, 1998; Johnson, 
2010), is not guaranteed by either the national standards (MENC, 1994) or the TEKS 
(TAC, 2013), both of which can be broadly interpreted. The quality of music learning is 
determined by the quality of instruction of the individual music teacher, enabled by all 
three levels of instructional time. If only a minority of students experience success in 
music class activities, or if the performance goals of the curriculum are lowered to the 
point where they are meaningless, it reinforces the notion that music is a subject for the 
“talented elite,” and support for music education for everyone is minimized. I feel this is 




teachers concerning ability to implement their curricular goals, principals’ valuing of 
music education, and students reflecting on their own feelings of success in music class.  
Summary 
The subject of this study is the value of allocated time in elementary general 
music. It is a topic that has been ignored, to the detriment of music education access for 
low-SES students. To shed light on the issue, and to begin to identify areas where future 
conversations might rectify this injustice, I sought the perceptions of music teachers, 
principals, and students at two low-SES elementary schools that were similar in most 
respects except for their allocated time for specialist-taught music classes. Based on their 
allocated music time, two elementary schools with a majority of students qualifying for 
free or reduced-price lunch and with music teachers recommended by the district music 
supervisor were identified. Principals at the two sites were asked to participate and two 
fourth grade students from each site were selected and permissions from their parents to 
participate in the study were secured. All data were gathered and analyzed from one site 
and then the other, after which I performed a cross-case analysis. The findings comprise 





CHAPTER FOUR: ARLEN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
In Chapter One I identified the research problem of this study, namely the 
allocated time for elementary general music classes is an important music education issue 
– one that affects equity of arts access since school music opportunities and are often the 
only structured music learning available to elementary-age children in low-SES 
communities. In Chapter Two I reviewed literature relevant to the research problem, and 
although there is no research examining allocated time in music per se, extant research in 
and out of the field of music education gave me important insights into several issues 
related to this study’s research problem. Among these was the idea that administrators’ 
valuing of music (or any other subject) is an important key to its success in a school and 
that support is often proportionate to allocated time. Another idea I found in several 
studies was the tendency of teachers to try and make up for inadequate time, facilities, 
and support by working harder. In Chapter Three I outlined a detailed description of my 
methodology for investigating the differences in two elementary music programs 
differentiated by their allocated time. I sought answers to my research questions at both 
sites and collected a plethora of information relevant to music allocated time from the 
perspective of music teachers, administrators, and students. I now present the study 
findings, beginning with data specific to Site A.  
At the time of this study, Arlen Independent School District (ISD) operated on a 
3-day rotation for music classes, which were also required by district policy to be 45 
minutes in length. Arlen Elementary School had increased this to 50 minutes for all 




urban and suburban neighborhoods. The percentages of students qualifying for free or 
reduced-price lunch at the elementary campuses ranged from one to 98; the mean 
percentage among the same elementary campuses was 68% and the median was 87%. 
Arlen ISD borders a smaller school district, which also utilized a 3-day rotation for music 
in elementary school but served a more affluent community with economically 
disadvantaged percentages for that community ranging from only 0% to 6%.  
Arlen Elementary School is a K–5 school with about 500 students. I was granted 
permission to gather data during the spring semester of the 2016–2017 school year. One 
week after obtaining consent from the principal I intended to interview, she became ill 
and took leave for most of the duration of the school year. I obtained permission to 
interview the vice-principal, Ms. Avalos, instead, who had been at the campus longer 
than the principal and had also known the music teacher a longer time. Unlike the 
principal, she was familiar with the school’s music program prior to Mr. Alaniz’s arrival 
and said she was pleased with the many improvements he had brought to it. 
Arlen Artifact Data 
 One important source of artifact data from Site A is the curriculum guide. I was 
only given parts of the guide, but more than enough to see the learning objectives the 
district had mandated for fourth-grade, which was where I focused my observations and 
student interviews. Mr. Alaniz provided me with copies of his lesson plans that involved 





The elementary music supervisor in Arlen ISD expressed she strongly supported 
using the Kodály approach; she subsidized summer Kodály certification courses for all 
the district’s elementary music teachers and said she encouraged them to take advantage 
of that. She also gave me copies of several documents from the Arlen music curriculum. 
These documents followed a Kodály-inspired scope and sequence, according to the music 
supervisor and Mr. Alaniz, and were drawn in large part from the popular Kodály 
textbook, Kodály Today: A cognitive approach to elementary music education by 
Houlahan and Tacka (2015). In the Arlen ISD curriculum, musical concepts followed 
Kodály curriculum in that they were prepared, presented, and then practiced according to 
a uniform schedule. In this district the concepts corresponded to the 6-week grading 
periods of the district’s calendar.  
The Arlen ISD elementary music curriculum consisted of two documents for each 
grade level including the Yearly Planning Guide and a set of Student Performance 
Guides. The Yearly Planning Guide was a schedule of which objectives were to be 
addressed in each of the 6-week grading periods and included links to resources such as 
the Student Performance Guide and recordings of exemplar lessons. Each of the first four 
grading periods was divided into two units; the last two grading periods have one unit 
each. Date ranges were given for each unit plan. The units themselves were broadly 
defined, with names such as, “Tuneful Singing,” “Loud and Soft,” and “Steady Beat.” 
This document, as well as the Student Performance Guide, was available to teachers in an 




list of TEKS covered, and a resources section, which had links to exemplar lessons and 
links to further resources in three categories: literacy, technology, and whole child. 
The curricular documents included a Student Performance Guide for each unit 
described in the Yearly Planning Guide. In these guides, the TEKS objectives were listed 
individually, with clarification of ways in which each objective could be addressed and 
suggestions for how they could be assessed. Under each TEKS objective were three 
checklists, labeled “Students will know . . . ,” “Students will be able to . . . ,” and 
“Vocabulary.” The elementary music supervisor told me she would not give me the 
curriculum in its entirety (perhaps because of district policy, proprietary intellectual 
property, or copyright limitations—she did not give a reason), and only provided the 
Student Performance Guides for Unit 1 first-, third-, fourth-, and fifth-grades. In each 
Student Performance Guide, the TEKS objectives were printed with the verbs underlined. 
Some objectives have portions struck through. For example,  
4.1C use known music symbols and terminology referring to rhythm; melody; 
timbre; form; tempo; dynamics, including crescendo and decrescendo; and 
articulation, including staccato and legato, to explain musical sounds presented 
aurally.  
As I compared the Grade 4 Unit 1 Student Performance Guide with the Grade Four 
TEKS (TAC, 2013), I found many objectives had been similarly marked, and six of the 
26 objectives were left out entirely (4.1A, 4.1B, 4.3F, 4.4C, 4.6E, and 4.6F). Mr. Alaniz 
told me some TEKS objectives and objective portions that were omitted from some 




fourth-grade music TEKS, with the strikethroughs as they appear in the Unit 1 Student 
Performance Guide. To show the difference between Unit 1 and the original TEKS, I also 
included the TEKS omitted from Unit 1, highlighted in gray. Some edits in the TEKS by 
Arlen were hard for me to understand, for example in 4.1D noting ABAC form should be 
taught before AB or ABA. I was not sure why this was so. Nothing was deleted from 4.2, 
despite it having many long-term literacy goals that might take the whole year to achieve, 
which indicated to me that music reading skills were likely prioritized. 
This guide had two references to assessment, a district assessment and 
suggestions for additional assessments. The following is an exact reprint of part of the 
Student Performance Guide: 
District Assessments: 
Individual students or small groups tunefully sing a well-known extended 
pentatonic song such as “I Lost the Farmer’s Dairy Key” (150 American Folk 
Songs, pg. 42) with solfege syllables and hand signs. A different student points to 
the staff notation as the students perform. The rest of the class listens and uses a 
rubric to rate the performances. Modification: Sing on a neutral syllable such as 
“loo” for ELL [English Language Learners], Special Education or struggling 
students.       
Additional Suggestions for Assessment: 
Performance Assessment Rubrics 
Class sings the 1st phrase of “Hogs in the Cornfield” Kodály Today fig. 8.119 pg. 




student points to the rhythm notation on the board as the students perform. T 
[teacher] uses rubric to rate the performances. 
No reference to a district-level assessment was made in any of the other grade level 
Student Performance Guides that were given to me, although all included suggestions for 
assessments to be used in music class. According to Mr. Alaniz and both student 
participants, Alex and Andrea, a standardized music test was given to all the fourth-
graders at the beginning and at the end of the current school year. The music supervisor 
clarified to me that these tests were part of the district’s annual teacher assessment 
process that a teacher may choose in lieu of the T-TESS, an option under TAC (2016). 
 The curriculum documents I received were PDF files, but the teachers had access 
to online versions that had links to other Arlen ISD curriculum documents and resources. 
The material I was given did not include a bibliography of these resources. Mr. Alaniz 
and the elementary music supervisor indicated the main purpose of the Arlen elementary 
music curriculum documents was to implement the Houlahan and Tacka model (2015) of 
the Kodály method, and other resources were intended to play a supplemental role. 
Lesson Plans  
 Mr. Alaniz provided me with copies of his lesson plans for January 9 through 11 
for all grade levels. I noticed, and Mr. Alaniz confirmed to me, that the format of these 
lesson plans was copied from the aforementioned Houlahan and Tacka (2015) book. The 
Grade Four lesson plan is shown in Appendix D. The dates January 9 through 11 indicate 
the plan was for one 50-minute class session. I cannot say how strictly the use of the 




counted 13 activities to be fit into a 50-minute time frame. In the 50-minute lesson I 
observed, Mr. Alaniz led five activities. In most elementary general music settings, a 
class period typically consists of several short activities.  
Mr. Alaniz, Music Teacher A 
 Over the course of three interviews, Mr. Alaniz told me his personal history as a 
musician and music student, leading into his professional history as a music teacher. 
Interview data also revealed his music education philosophy and goals, his vision of the 
ideal music classroom, and his ideas of how he would adjust his teaching strategies if 
given more time or less time. I detail these topics in the following sections.  
Personal History 
Mr. Alaniz grew up in the same school district in which he taught at the time of 
this study. He participated in band and choir in public school and college. His first 
comment about his musical past was, “I was lucky enough to have really amazing music 
teachers.” He joined band in sixth-grade and remained in it through high school. In 
middle school, he and a group of his fellow band classmates participated in a local 
chamber music group because of scholarships provided through his church. Starting in 
his junior year of high school, he was also in choir. At graduation, he was offered college 
scholarships in both choral and instrumental music. When recalling his elementary music 
teacher, he credited her with encouraging him to join band in middle school. He stated his 
winding up an elementary music teacher was unexpected but not disappointing: 
I’ve always loved music and I had good music teachers like I said. They were 




at. So, I was, like, “Why not?” The funny thing is that I’ve never envisioned 
myself a music elementary teacher. In fact, we always joked about becoming an 
elementary music teacher and I was like, that will be the day, and I’ve been doing 
it for five years now. 
Although he taught elementary music, Mr. Alaniz did not speak of any impactful 
experiences from his own elementary school years concerning music. He did, however, 
speak at length about his secondary school and college music ensemble participation, as 
well as his appreciation for classical music. Mr. Alaniz credited his teachers with 
instilling in him a passion for music and stated he would like to do the same for his 
students:  
. . . like I said I had really good music teachers and I’m kind of hoping to replicate 
that with my students even if it’s not to major in music but like, them really 
holding an appreciation for music, and just being able to listen to the music 
around them, and either be critical of it, or be able to identify it, or be able to even 
like identify instrument genres, which is to make them a little bit more 
knowledgeable so that they advocate for music because a lot of the times people 
are against fine arts programs—because they just don’t know a lot about them, or 
they just don’t see the value, because it was never really presented to them in that 
way. It was just something that they either had to do, or it was really watered 





In 2017, Mr. Alaniz had been teaching in the Arlen ISD for 5 years, the past 3 of 
which were at his current assignment at Arlen Elementary School. During his first 2 
years, he served two schools, where he found the students at different levels of growth in 
terms of music education. He said he felt compelled to write separate lesson plans for 
each school because of this difference. He stated it was a great relief to come to one 
school and be responsible for the whole program, Kindergarten through fifth grade. Mr. 
Alaniz had never worked under any type of music schedule other than Arlen ISD’s 3-day 
rotation.  
Mr. Alaniz believed his predecessor had not taught the required curriculum, citing 
his students’ performance levels and anecdotal reports he heard from various 
administrators and other teachers. Mr. Alaniz said he had also been told of discipline 
problems being a regular occurrence in the past. Ms. Avalos, the vice principal, felt the 
same and stated she was pleased with improvements she felt Mr. Alaniz had brought. Mr. 
Alaniz felt the administration was helpful and supportive with discipline matters.  
Mr. Alaniz held a Level III certification in Kodály and spoke extensively of the 
value he placed on musical literacy, which he described as the ability to read music and 
understand musical terminology and vocabulary. He stated he would like to learn more 
about the Orff-Schulwerk approach but felt at a disadvantage since his classroom had 
only six Orff instruments. He also stated, “pulling out the instruments and spending a lot 
of time on that is frowned upon.” Whether Mr. Alaniz was saying taking time to set up 




upon was not clear to me. I decided not to press him on the issue because I did not want 
to appear to be taking a position on a potentially sensitive matter. Arlen ISD is known 
among Texas music teachers for being a strong Kodály district, and Mr. Alaniz’s 
comment may have been in reference to pressure to not deviate from Kodály 
methodologies. He also mentioned his lesson plans included more listening to music than 
would be found in a typical Kodály-inspired classroom, but defended his decision to do 
so as one of providing variety, and pointed to his good reputation for classroom discipline 
as a supporting argument: 
. . . the fact that they’re sitting for you, and listening for you, and doing what you 
ask of them—that was the biggest thing I got. And they also said the variety of 
things that I do with them. So, I follow that Kodály sequence and we have these 
new books that give you lesson plans, and within those lesson plans I will sprinkle 
in things that aren’t necessarily Kodály in a sense. I really focus a lot on listening 
and whereas in the Kodaly lesson it’s part of, like, movement. So maybe a new 
piece can be introduced during the movement, but for me I’d like to have a 
listening portion where we just sit and we listen, and kind of sprinkle in some 
history in there as well. 
 Mr. Alaniz expressed the specials teachers had some anxiety when the current 
principal took over at Arlen Elementary. This was the same person I had not been able to 
interview for this study because of her extended absence. According to Mr. Alaniz, he 
and others were worried she would not be supportive of specials classes because she 





We got a new principal and at first, I was very leery about it just because of the 
district that she came from. So, I’m very lucky here in Arlen ISD because they 
really do value their music teachers to a certain degree. We have standards of 
service that we have to follow where we have that three-day rotation with at least 
a 45-minute period every day. Students are required to be in music and art, and 
the new principal came from a district where that wasn’t the case, where the 
school was very autonomous, where the principal had a lot of say in how the 
schedule was set for their music and art teacher. So, for example, she had, like, a 
5-day rotation where the kids went to music, art, PE, and then technology and 
reading, that’s what she said. And she was trying to implement that here. 
Philosophy and Goals 
Mr. Alaniz stated, “music belongs to everyone . . . it’s something everyone has a 
right to, and everyone has a right to a good music education.” Implicit in this basic 
human right, he said, is being knowledgeable as to how music works.  
. . . to be informed citizens—be informed human beings, so that they know how it 
either adds to their life or how it impacts their lives. So that it doesn’t become just 
something that’s secondary in the background . . . no matter where you come 
from, you know it. It’s for everyone. 
In terms of broad curricular goals, Mr. Alaniz stressed an inductive approach to 
music education (i.e., skills come before concepts) and one in which singing is the key 




appreciation, which was his highest priority. Although he began emphasizing tuneful 
singing and literacy, he then told me music appreciation was his ultimate goal. 
Well my biggest thing is for them to sing tunefully, because if you can’t sing 
something in tune, then teaching a concept is just not going to work. You know, I 
can’t teach sol to mi if you can’t sing sol to mi . . . so singing is like the biggest, 
the biggest thing, then comes rhythmic literacy, staff literacy, but I guess I would 
say above that is just . . . building that appreciation for music. You know whether 
it’s like, “oh I really like it when we listen,” “I really like it when we play 
recorder,” “I really like it when we play games.” 
 Reflecting on the specific goals for fourth-grade over the past year, Mr. Alaniz 
stated getting his students to Arlen ISD’s third-grade level this year represented 
significant progress from his previous years. In terms of the Arlen music curriculum, the 
school had been severely behind in the upper grade levels, although Mr. Alaniz’s 
predecessor had begun to make improvements the year before he left. In terms of his own 
curricular goals, he prioritized fourth-graders’ skills in dictation, rhythmic, and melodic, 
using standard notation on a treble clef staff. Mr. Alaniz stated another important goal for 
him was to get students to match pitch in their head voice when they sang.  
During the school year this study was conducted, Mr. Alaniz said his students 
learned no instrumental pieces, but he did say they worked on several creative group 
projects, involving adding pitched and unpitched instrument sounds to poetry and stories. 
Likewise, the class had not learned any dances except for those that accompanied songs 




basic-beat, non-locomotor imitation during what he called “body warm-ups.”  
Although he said he did not teach any instrumental pieces, it is possible Mr. 
Alaniz was thinking of Orff instruments and not considering recorder, for which he had 
in fact taught numerous pieces. Since all of my interviews with Mr. Alaniz were after 
school, a few times I observed some students playing recorders in the hallway and 
outside while waiting to be picked up. They played skillfully and I overheard one girl tell 
her friend she had composed the piece she was playing. During the first interview, when I 
asked Mr. Alaniz about a variety of activities his students might have used in class, he 
answered “none” to “instrumental pieces learned.” He may have been thinking in terms 
of his adherence to the district curriculum guide, which his lesson plans indicated he had 
thoroughly done. He also stated in the third interview he wanted to learn more of the Orff 
methodology, possibly seeing this as a gap in his teaching skills, which would explain 
why he answered my question about instrumental pieces the way he did.  
 Public performances seemed important to Mr. Alaniz, and he presented each 
grade-level to parents and community in an evening performance every year. Ms. Avalos 
attested to the high attendance rate for each of these performances and was pleased with 
the level of musicianship displayed as well as the opportunities they gave her for 
increasing overall parent involvement. Both Mr. Alaniz and Ms. Avalos mentioned a 
combined kindergarten/first-grade program, presented in Mr. Alaniz’s 1st year at Arlen, 
was a great success in terms of the quality of the performance and in the turnout.  
As is often the case among community members, administrators, and non-music 




as an opportunity to advocate for the value of music education. It is worth noting Mr. 
Alaniz did not talk about how performances with the students were learning experiences 
but referred to them as culminations of classroom instruction. He said when he first 
arrived at Arlen Elementary, he could not hold performances with some grade levels 
because they could not match pitch.   
The Ideal Music Classroom 
When I asked Mr. Alaniz to envision his ideal elementary music teaching 
situation, he mentioned wanting resources like more instruments and a projector that did 
not overheat, but also mentioned he would like to obtain more preparation on the Orff-
Schulwerk approach, as well as with technology. Speaking of what his ideal music 
classroom would look like, he said: 
I would be okay with [the classroom] being a little bit bigger, just to play games 
and to really have chasing games or big play parties. I would like to have all the 
kids really be excited and I don’t want it to become a chore, which is hard 
sometimes especially when I’m trying to have them try and digest this music, like 
the music that we’re listening to. And it would be nice to have them take a little 
bit more ownership and tell me like, “oh, I really like doing this,” “can we do 
more of this?” Like, “I really enjoyed singing, can we maybe sing this song,” or 
“do you know any songs from Africa? I am interested in Africa, like do you think 




Issues of Allocated Time 
If given less allocated time, Mr. Alaniz said he would cut some time from the 
listening strand of his curriculum and develop two concepts at the same time, such as a 
melodic concept and rhythmic concept, rather than stagger their phases of development, 
as is usually done with the Kodály curriculum. If given more time, Mr. Alaniz said he 
would (a) have students take more ownership and responsibility for classroom 
management roles (i.e., putting instruments away); (b) present all his material through 
visual, aural, and kinesthetic modes; and (c) take the time for students to master 
everything they sang or played at a higher level of musicianship than they were currently 
experiencing. Referring to his Kodály training, Mr. Alaniz noticed that although he 
endeavored to follow a five-lesson prescription of kinesthetic, aural, visual, naming, and 
presenting lessons, his students had the most trouble with aural awareness. If given more 
time, however, he posited students would be more successful in this area.  
Mr. Alaniz later elaborated on why he felt time would be helpful for students’ 
aural awareness growth. During one interview, I mentioned to him I had once worked in 
a school that had music every other day. He responded, 
That would be really cool because I feel with that, I could present more literature, 
more songs, we could do more with the songs. That would be really cool, because 
I followed up the Kodály lesson plan where it’s like five lessons. You do like the 
kinesthetic, aural, visual, then the naming and then the presenting. And then while 
you are doing that, the next lesson you read, write, improvise and so on and so 




day rotation, I would probably be spending more time on the aural awareness 
because that is just where I found the kids really struggle. Like, how many sounds 
did you hear on beat three? 
Mr. Alaniz also spoke about allocated time in terms of the length of the class 
period. Besides a 3-day rotation, Arlen ISD required music classes be 45 minutes long, 
but the Arlen Elementary specials schedule was increased 2 years prior to my study to 
50-minute periods. Mr. Alaniz said even a difference of five minutes meant a great deal 
in what he felt his students were able to do and understand. If hypothetically given less 
time, he had this to say: 
I’ve heard of teachers who have 30 minutes and it just blows my mind. I’ve heard 
of teachers who get 45 minutes but have like 60 students at a time or something 
like that. . . And I feel like . . . you’re still dividing up your time or trying to get 
your curriculum across the 60 students at one time. . . So, I mean even just 
looking at my lesson if I was trying to do 30 minutes, I mean I would have to 
lump a lot of things together, I would have to spend less time on listening. . .  I 
would have to probably sacrifice the brain break that I have in the middle of the 
lesson. 
Summary 
Mr. Alaniz’s 5 years of teaching were spent entirely in elementary general music 
in Arlen ISD. He worked in what many might call an ideal teaching schedule. The 
support and high praise he received from his vice-principal appeared encouraging to him 




the arts as a district standard when the new principal considered changing it. He stated 
more time in music would enable him to teach concepts in a more in-depth way and if 
given less time he would teach concepts simultaneously. Despite this, I noticed when I 
asked him about the more-time and less-time scenarios, he hesitated more so than with 
other questions, possibly indicating he had not previously considered these hypothetical 
teaching situations. 
Ms. Avalos, Vice Principal A 
 In the following sections I describe the musical background, professional 
background, and overall experience of Vice Principal A, Ms. Avalos, as an administrator 
at Arlen Elementary. I also talk about the support she perceived from parents and 
teachers regarding the Arlen Elementary music program. I finish with her own support 
for Arlen Elementary’s music program and her valuing of music education in general.  
Musical Background 
When speaking of her own musical experiences, Ms. Avalos said she remembered 
being part of what she perceived as a high-quality music education program in 
elementary school, and she recognized similar teaching strategies to Mr. Alaniz’s music 
classes. She recalled being part of large musical productions in elementary school and 
expressed her appreciation for Mr. Alaniz’s efforts in producing similar public 
performances: 
A lot of the stuff I still recognize, . . . such as ta ta ti-ti ta – a lot of rhythm things 
going on. I went to school in a suburb . . . and so, I feel like the expectation there 




and then you could be a part . . . one year they did Davy Crocket, they did Alice in 
Wonderland . . . we had a plethora of instruments. We had like every size of 
xylophone . . . they are beautiful and, so we had a lot of resources, and [the music 
teacher] used them. 
At the secondary level, Ms. Avalos had not participated in her school’s music electives 
but felt the school system had many high-quality programs available.  
Ms. Avalos’s personal valuing of music education seemed strengthened by her 
son’s participation in sixth-grade band, and she expressed appreciation for the band 
directors who allowed him to try trombone, then euphonium, and finally settle on the 
saxophone. “It’s just amazing that the kids got to try all of them before they committed,” 
she said. The fact she thought the instrument selection process was “amazing,” and not a 
common procedure in beginner band programs, revealed her level of understanding of 
music education was limited. 
Professional Background 
Memories of her own positive experiences in elementary school led Ms. Avalos to 
want to pursue a career in teaching, and later educational leadership. She described 
herself in the school system that she grew up in as being a “square peg,” since her family 
was lower-middle class and the schools she attended were mainly upper-middle class. 
She believes the respect she was shown at an early age made it an easy decision to 
become a teacher. She later became an instructional coach and then a vice-principal, and 
said she derives great satisfaction from being able to make decisions at the campus level 





According to Ms. Avalos, Mr. Alaniz’s predecessor was a 1st-year teacher whose 
so-called lack of classroom discipline made the music room—as she described it—an 
“unsafe environment where the students did not like music class and consequently did not 
like music.” Ms. Avalos indicated she was aware of the unique demands faced by 
teachers in specials classes like music and felt strongly Mr. Alaniz’s predecessor was ill-
prepared for those demands. 
. . . the thing about the artfulness of specials is that you’re dealing with multiple 
grade levels, and you might have two minutes in between to . . . shift your mind 
and get ready for the next class and what they need. And this [person] didn’t have 
that skill set . . . and not only that but it was unsafe in there. And then, as a 
consequence, kids didn’t want to go to music. 
Although Ms. Avalos seemed to be supportive of Mr. Alaniz, her support seemed 
to be hinged on a shallow understanding of his role as a music teacher. In the classroom, 
she seemingly evaluated his teaching solely on his classroom climate and the fact he had 
fewer discipline issues than his predecessor. She did not comment about what the 
students were learning in music class. She also recognized his ability to get parents to 
support his evening performances but said nothing of the content of those performances. 
In other words, Ms. Avalos said nothing about what I term the quality of music learning. 
Support from Parents 
Ms. Avalos communicated that parents enjoyed Mr. Alaniz’s evening 




had seen for other music teachers. However, she also felt the public, in general, did not 
give music the same respect as tested subjects. She opined, “I think overall, it’s very 
something extra. . . even the term ‘elective,’ ‘special,’ and so on verbiage isn’t going to 
give it any backbone. . .” Ms. Avalos stated although the parents at her school may not 
see the same value for music education as she does, she believed Mr. Alaniz’s public 
performances could be a vehicle to increase parent involvement in the school, and 
awareness of the value of music education. 
Support from Teachers 
Ms. Avalos stated the other teachers at Arlen Elementary gave Mr. Alaniz 
substantial support for the extra practices his many programs required because of his 
willingness to schedule those performances far away from the time of year when the 
STAAR test was being administered. The STAAR test is the high-stakes accountability 
measure given in Grades 3–12 every school year. Ms. Avalos stated Mr. Alaniz did not 
give up any of his class time for standardized testing except on the actual test dates. His 
cooperation with the faculty, however, seemed to promote their reciprocation. Colleagues 
were willing to give up some of their time to allow students to practice for music 
programs. Ms. Avalos stated her staff could do more to help Mr. Alaniz in his programs. 
She also related a story of a teacher who, after receiving training from the Creative 
Learning Initiative at the Kennedy Center, returned with a strong desire to produce plays 
and musicals to show off what the students are learning in many areas of the curriculum. 
Ms. Avalos credited Mr. Alaniz’s many student performances as setting an example to 




Administrative Support and Valuing of Music Education 
Ms. Avalos stated she valued music education because she believed it had the 
ability to reach a child who may not feel successful in other areas of the curriculum that 
are prioritized by high-stakes testing:  
We have state exams which measure what [the State Board of Education, testing 
companies, etc.] feel is a student’s ability to read at a correct level, to do math at a 
correct level, do science at a correct level; and so we have to have opportunities 
for students to feel successful, and music can be venue for that. More exposure to 
things that they are good at means the love of learning which will connect to 
music, which connects to the school. So, once we instill that level of learning, 
where there is learning to read music, learning to sing, when the music is 
connected to the school then they will see that as, even if they don’t want to be at 
school, they want to go to music. 
Ms. Avalos praised Mr. Alaniz for being committed to his own professional 
development:  
Mr. Alaniz not only expects our students to grow but he is also a learner. He is 
always asking to go to PDs [professional development] and I know that he is 
learning at those; he brings back stuff from those PDs. Now unfortunately as the 
only music teacher on the campus, I know if he were asked he would share with 
the teachers, but it’s just [often] relevant just to his classroom, most of it, but I 





She also mentioned his desire to grow professionally in all areas of education was a 
“constant conversation” between them. When I asked to describe ways in which she 
supported Mr. Alaniz, she responded, 
I do it directly through Mr. Alaniz if he needs anything. It is very explicit: Do you 
need anything? Is everything okay? How can I help you? He gets support from 
this staff through . . . building relationships and everything being done 
collaboratively. We just talked about this, as I said there are two things I know 
you know—you know your music and you know you like to collaborate. And so, I 
am just constantly checking if he needs anything, whether it’s just to be heard or 
you know we have talked about him setting up ways to get instruments. Yesterday 
there was a grant opportunity from the district they sent us, it was for string 
instruments. 
The Ideal Music Class and Schedule 
When I asked, “what would the ideal music classroom look like and sound like?” 
Ms. Avalos replied, “I’m going to have to say Mr. Alaniz’s.” While it is possible Ms. 
Avalos’s enthusiasm could have been good-subject effect, I did not feel she was being 
disingenuous because Mr. Alaniz mentioned his appreciation for her support. Ms. Avalos 
also expressed a desire to improve music education at her campus by providing more 
money in the budget for instruments and professional development opportunities for Mr. 
Alaniz. She stated she felt more curriculum integration between specials and classroom 
teachers would be of great benefit to the students. Both these comments seemed to 




Ms. Avalos said her ideal schedule for elementary music would be 45 minutes 
every day. Knowing the 3-day rotation used in Arlen ISD is unusually high compared to 
other school districts, she insisted that still more time was necessary: 
I’ve already seen the value of music and again back to the point of the kids being 
where they need to be or my teacher being comfortable with their progress, it’s 
hard for them to feel successful when there’s [music] every other [day]- it’s only 
up to 3 days. You can only do so much. 
It is possible Ms. Avalos’s response could be attributed to good-subject effect, or 
possibly from her conversations with Mr. Alaniz, who might have mentioned he would 
do more if he had more time. Ms. Avalos’s comments indicated she would change the 
allocated time for music, if she could, by adjusting the rotation and not the actual time in 
class, admitting if music classes were every day, then 45 minutes would suffice, rather 
than the 50-minute periods her school was currently using. 
 Elementary specials classes (music, art, and PE) are often 45 minutes long 
because of the state requirement to provide teachers with 450 minutes of planning time 
every 10 days (TEC, 1995a). That law also states a planning period cannot be less than 45 
minutes. For this reason, it is not uncommon to hear administrators referring to allocated 
time for music and other specials classes in terms of 45-minute blocks.  
Summary 
Like Mr. Alaniz, Ms. Avalos came from a lower middle-class background, but 
having attended an elementary school in an upper middle-class neighborhood had 




known for producing large-scale performances. She also said she found similarities in 
Mr. Alaniz’s treatment of students to the positive feeling tone she felt when she was a 
child, coming from a low middle-class family but attending a mostly upper middle-class 
school. She made it clear Mr. Alaniz reminded her of the professionals who had made her 
feel, as she described it, welcome and safe in her own elementary school experience.  
It is worth noting Ms. Avalos’s understanding of music education was not 
substantially deep, although her appreciation for it was rooted in many positive childhood 
memories. For example, she recognized Mr. Alaniz’s use of Kodály rhythm syllables and 
hand signs but did not indicate an awareness of what purposes he had for using these 
techniques. I also noted she did not speak of anything specific the students in his classes 
were learning. 
T-TESS Observation A 
 Research Question 3 was: What are fourth-grade students’ experiences and 
perceptions of success in music class in two Texas public schools with comparatively 
high and low amounts of allocated time for general music? Because this question 
addressed both experiences and perceptions of success, I needed a way to measure 
student experiences of curricular success and compare it with students’ own stated 
perceptions of success. I used Domains 2 and 3 of the T-TESS (2016) as my observation 
rubric. I chose this instrument because it is the official teacher appraisal tool approved by 
the TEA; therefore, its expressed priorities and methodology should be familiar to Texas 
educators. This evaluation instrument is divided into four domains: Planning, Instruction, 




with this instrument, as with any teacher observation tool, is the evaluator is given the 
responsibility to generalize the observed levels of student success in a single observation 
across all the teacher’s classes, and at any time of the school year. For this reason, the T-
TESS also requires a supervisor to triangulate the formal observation data (Domains 2 
and 3) with data from walk-through observations (Domains 2 and 3), and other 
cumulative data gathered throughout the school year (Domains 1 and 4). All of the data 
are to be considered as part of a teacher’s summative evaluation each year (TAC, 2016). 
Unlike a teacher supervisor, I used the T-TESS rubric not to assess the teacher’s 
performance, but solely to examine student success in a single class period and 
triangulate it with two students’ expressed perceptions of success in music class in 
general.  
In the training I received to be certified as a T-TESS appraiser (TAC, 2016), I 
viewed several videos of teaching in a variety of settings. In evaluating each of these 
lessons, I was required to use only Domain 2 and Domain 3, because the other two 
domains are more appropriate for a summative appraisal, rather than a single-observation 
sampling. Within Domain 2, Instruction, there are five dimensions: 2.1, achieving 
expectations; 2.2, content knowledge and expertise; 2.3, communication; 2.4, 
differentiation; and 2.5, monitor and adjust. Within Domain 3, Learning Environment, 
there are three dimensions: 3.1, classroom environment, routines, and procedures; 3.2, 
managing student behavior; and 3.3, classroom culture. Unlike the previous iterations of 
Texas teacher appraisal instruments authorized by TAC (2016), there is no numerical 




Distinguished, Accomplished, Proficient, Developing, and Improvement Needed. The 
baseline rating for every dimension is Proficient. 
T-TESS Observation and Evaluation 
In June 2017, I observed the fourth-grade music class that contained the two 
student participants of this study during their regularly scheduled lesson, from 2:00 to 
2:50. Appendix E is a chart of selected teacher and student behaviors with time stamps. 
Table 2 shows my evaluations of each dimension within Domains 2 and 3 of the T-TESS 
for Mr. Alaniz’s lesson.  
Dimension Rating 
2.1 Achieving expectations Proficient 
2.2 Content knowledge and expertise Proficient 
2.3 Communication Proficient 
2.4 Differentiation Proficient 
2.5 Monitor and adjust Developing 
3.1 Classroom environment, routines, and procedures Accomplished 
3.2 Managing student behavior Proficient 
3.3 Classroom culture Proficient 
Table 2. T-TESS Dimension ratings for observed lesson by Teacher A, Domain 2: 
Instruction and Domain 3: Learning Environment. 
This rubric includes several indicators for each of the five ratings (Needs Improvement, 
Developing, Proficient, Accomplished, and Distinguished) for each dimension of the T-
TESS (2016). In the following sections, I listed my rating for each dimension and 
rationale for each rating. The rationales were based on the indicators listed in the rubric 




Dimension 2.1  
“Achieving expectations: The teacher supports all learners in their pursuit of high 
levels of academic and social-emotional success” (T-TESS, 2016, p. 5). Rating: 
Proficient. Mr. Alaniz set academic standards that challenged all students, which 
indicated a Proficient rating. He addressed student mistakes and followed through to 
ensure student mastery, which is the standard for Proficient.  
Dimension 2.2  
“Content knowledge and expertise: The teacher uses content and pedagogical 
expertise to design and execute lessons aligned with state standards, related content, and 
student needs” (T-TESS, 2016, p. 6). Rating: Proficient. I felt Mr. Alaniz demonstrated a 
knowledgeable connection between music, science, and mythology with the Holst 
listening activity, and provided students with some opportunities to use analytical 
thinking, especially during the clock activity.  
Dimension 2.3  
“Communication: The teacher clearly and accurately communicates to support 
persistence, deeper learning, and effective effort” (T-TESS, 2016, p. 7). Rating: 
Proficient. Although I had reservations on some of Mr. Alaniz’s questioning techniques 
for students, his directions and clarifying questions seemed clear and concise. He used 
“probing questions to clarify and elaborate learning” (T-TESS, 2016, p. 7). Students’ 




Dimension 2.4  
“Differentiation: The teacher differentiates instruction, aligning methods and 
techniques to diverse student needs” (T-TESS, 2016, p. 8). Rating: Proficient. The pace 
of the lesson was appropriate to maintain maximum student engagement. I noted one or 
two students briefly disengage periodically, but overall active student participation was in 
my view 100%.  
Dimension 2.5  
“Monitor and adjust: The teacher formally and informally collects, analyzes, and 
uses student progress data and makes needed lesson adjustments” (T-TESS, 2016, p. 9). 
Rating: Developing. When the children sang, most were not matching pitch. He made 
some effort to correct this, but it did not result in better singing. Mr. Alaniz always sang 
with the children and was, as a result, unable to hear the students’ singing. The body 
warm-up activity, involving non-locomotor movement, was marginally successful but 
would have been improved if the beats and rhythm patterns the students were copying 
from the teacher had been presented sequentially.  
Dimension 3.1  
“Classroom environment, routines, and procedures: The teacher organizes a safe, 
accessible, and efficient classroom” (T-TESS, 2016, p. 10). Rating: Accomplished. The 
lesson I observed was at the end of the school year, and it seemed clear to me the students 
had internalized all the required classroom procedures. I observed all transitions as 




Dimension 3.2  
“Managing student behavior: The teacher establishes, communicates, and 
maintains clear expectations for student behavior” (T-TESS, 2016, p. 11). Rating: 
Proficient. Although the class was actively engaged for the entire lesson, examples of the 
students interrupting the teacher were too numerous to count. Mr. Alaniz corrected this 
behavior several times but often tried to present the material without taking the time to 
address the undesirable behavior before proceeding. Despite this, students remained on 
task.  
Dimension 3.3  
“Classroom culture: The teacher leads a mutually respectful and collaborative 
class of actively engaged learners” (T-TESS, 2016, p. 12). Rating: Proficient. Students 
worked together on their clock movement assignment with what appeared to be 
cooperation and courtesy.  
Summary  
The overall score for Domain 2 was Proficient, and for Domain 3, also Proficient. 
According to my training to become a T-TESS appraiser, a Proficient rating is very good, 
and my overall rating for Mr. Alaniz’s lesson was Proficient. This assessment was 
consistent with other times I had seen him teach when I came to his class to conduct 
student interviews. 
Student Interviews, Arlen Elementary School 
 I interviewed a boy and a girl, each fourth-graders, from the class I observed. The 




music class activities, and their thoughts about the lesson I observed. I also asked them 
about other activities and aspects of music class that had happened at other times of the 
school year and had them describe what the ideal music class might look like and sound 
like. 
Alex, Student Boy A 
At the time of this study, Alex had attended Arlen Elementary School for just 1 
year, transferring in from another large school district with a Kodály emphasis and almost 
as much allocated time for elementary music (62.5 minutes a week, compared to Arlen’s 
83.33). He had no siblings and he was aware of no musicians in his family, but he took 
piano lessons on weekends. Despite what was said about him by another student, who 
described him as very musical, he did not consider himself musical. He preferred playing 
instruments to singing, and the piano above other instruments. He stated, “. . . instruments 
weren’t really my thing; the only instrument I think would be more for me is the piano.” 
He thought he was a good singer, but only liked to sing “when doing Karaoke.” At the 
time of the first interview, he had recently performed in a recital. He stated that practicing 
was not always fun: “I thought it was fun at first, but now to me it’s like, when you get a 
little bit side-tracked . . . it’s like you’re doing a song, it gets really complicated, and 
that’s why it’s gets boring.” 
Favorite Activities  
Alex had many favorite music class activities. One of them was when Mr. Alaniz 
brought out various percussion instruments as part of his lesson. Alex said this activity 




year, and lessons involving classroom instruments were less frequent than he would have 
liked. When asked why playing instruments was a favorite part of music to him, Alex 
implied he liked the feeling of being in an ensemble. He explained, 
Because I have a feeling it’s like, I think it’s a fun way to learn. I think it’s a fun 
experience for all the kids to get together and learn with each other while playing 
music at the same time, and people can really make a beat like that. If you were at 
your house, you can’t really make a beat with one person. And so, it’s sort of 
boring when you don’t have anyone around to like play with it . . . it’s sort of like 
a short, maybe like 5- or 10-minutes recess. It’s a very fun way to learn while 
doing music at the same time with your friends. 
Alex enjoyed playing the recorder in music and was sorry the class had not played 
the recorder in a long time; but he added that he enjoyed singing more than playing the 
recorder. Even though I observed the class singing on many occasions in his classroom, 
albeit always in the context of singing games, Alex was convinced the whole-group 
singing was never a part of music class. He stated, “I don’t actually think we did any 
singing this year.” 
Alex was also fond of activities that involved movement, like the body warm-ups, 
which he said were not done as much as in the early part of the year. In his opinion, these 
were good because they gave students a release of energy and enable them to focus for 
the entire class period. He stated body warm-ups had become less frequent because of 
behavior problems where students became overly excited. Although Alex liked 




to appeal to the girls more than the boys: “Sometimes we do Zumba in music class and 
it’s so boring! It’s like all the girls do it and then most of the boys are just standing there 
like, this is just embarrassing.” 
Least Favorite Activities 
Alex emphatically mentioned his least favorite part of music class was the testing, 
referring to the standardized music tests Mr. Alaniz had opted for as an alternative 
teacher assessment tool. TAC (2016) allows school districts to use their own local teacher 
evaluation instrument as a substitute for the T-TESS as long as they offer teachers the 
choice. This assessment involved the pre-test/post-test evaluation of his fourth-grade 
classes at the beginning and near the end of the school year. According to Alex’s 
description, at least part of this assessment was a type of listening test involving 
simultaneous melodic and rhythmic dictation. 
A couple of weeks ago I think, well, or maybe like 1 week ago maybe 2, maybe 2 
times last week in here, we had a music test and Mr. Alaniz had to play a section 
of like a symphony, a harmony, or something, and we had to try to write down 
what a musician would write down—basically all the beat bars all the note 
representation in standard note, and the rhythm with standard notation. 
Alex felt the complexity of the test was frustrating and inappropriate.  
It’s a good way to learn about music if you want to become a musician or 
something, but it sure isn’t a fun way to learn . . . I feel like it’s just a city of 





Regarding the lesson I observed for the T-TESS evaluation, Alex said his favorite 
part was the body warm-ups and listening to the music in the video for “Mars” (from 
Holst’s The Planets), “because it had a lot of feeling in the music. And it’s like you could 
feel that a war was coming toward you.” He did not have a least favorite part of the 
observed lesson, stating, “that day was all fun.”  
Other Aspects of Class 
When asked about of working with partners or small groups, Alex stated such 
activities were not as common in music as in other subjects, and when they were used, 
they were part of activities not directly musical in nature such as coloring, drawing, or 
doing word searches. When asked to think about music class experiences that were 
creative, Alex could only recall instances of workstations that involved responding to 
music with drawing. Other activities he thought of as creative involved playing 
instruments, particularly the recorder-activities Alex said the class no longer did. 
When asked if he had enough time to do his best work in music class, Alex 
replied he did, but when trying to remember a specific time when he felt successful, he 
could not recall any. He mostly felt somewhere between successful and not successful 
because the activities in music were neither too hard nor too easy. In our final interview, 
Alex said he did feel successful in music class because he gets a lot of things done most 
of the time, when he is not distracted. He also felt his music class was ideal, except for 
the problems that arise from students, including himself, interrupting the teacher or 




Alex said, “as far as I know, I’m the only one that actually plays an instrument.” In his 
estimation, his success comes from practicing, “If I practice, I practice a lot.” 
The Ideal Music Class 
When asked to describe the ideal music class, Alex said Mr. Alaniz’s class is 
already ideal, except concerning student discipline: 
The perfect music class would take everybody to watch and listen, not talk during 
videos, also when the teacher’s teaching, and raise your hand instead of blowing 
out questions when the teacher asks you a question. 
Alex confessed his own behavior in music class was not always ideal, although he felt 
satisfied with his own level of success: 
I feel like I get a lot of work done. Yeah, I’ll get distracted sometimes, and I’ll get 
in trouble and I won’t be on task, but most of the time I feel like I get a lot of 
work done, and I listen a lot. I feel like I do that a lot, but sometimes we have bad 
days… 
Summary 
I would summarize Alex’s experience in Mr. Alaniz’s music class as yearning to 
do more. His overall positive attitude about music class indicated to me he had been 
successful with its activities, but his comments also seemed to indicate he wanted to 
experience a wider variety of music making opportunities. 
Andrea, Student Girl A 
Andrea attended Arlen Elementary School for 6 years, beginning in pre-




family. Her father and all three siblings played various instruments. At the time of our 
first interview, her father was teaching her guitar. She and her siblings played together in 
an ensemble at home and she recently wrote a song, which she sang at school in music 
class and for the school talent show. She practiced 30 minutes each day. She had been in 
the school choir, which had been disbanded at the time of my interviews. 
Favorite Activities  
Andrea’s favorite activity in music was singing and choir, although she said the 
choir was on hiatus for the rest of the year. She appreciated the opportunity to sing at 
school because at home, she must not be too loud. At the time of the interviews (May and 
June), the class was “singing random songs together like from Frozen.” She also enjoyed 
singing games, recalling “Witch, witch, fell in a ditch,” etc. Watching videos was another 
whole-class activity she enjoyed, especially since they were frequently given at the end of 
class as a reward for good behavior and getting all their work done. Of these short videos 
she saw in class, she particularly liked ones taken from a movie; I recognized from her 
description it was Stomp Out Loud (Cresswell & McNicholas, 1997): 
We could watch like these little videos of people perform and sing without using 
their lips or any drums or anything, they just use things around them to do stuff 
like once they’re in the sewers, once they’re in this like—they’re in this like in the 
street with basketballs. 
Least Favorite Activities 
Andrea concurred with Alex on her least favorite thing about music class: 




so Mr. A. plays a rhythm six times, and every time we have to do four lines of 
what we think the rhythm is and write down the rhythm that we think it is. 
When asked if the students practice the kinds of skills measured in the dictation test 
during the year, she said they practiced at the beginning and end of the year, around the 
time of the tests, and only a few times in the middle of the year. 
Observed Lesson 
Andrea was pleased with the creative element in the lesson I observed, where 
students worked together to make a clock. Similar to Alex, she enjoyed listening to the 
music in the Planets portion of the lesson but was disappointed she fell asleep during a 
quiet part of the music. 
Other Aspects of Class 
Regarding working with partners and groups, Andrea’s recollections of music 
class activities were different from Alex’s. She remembered working with partners earlier 
in the year as part of a game where student pairs did hand movements together. She also 
recalled working in small groups as part of a class activity that involved rotating between 
stations set up in the music room for various tasks such as listening to music with 
headphones and creating rhythm patterns on drums. The activities involving rotating 
between stations were done earlier in the year and had not been something she 
experienced in music in previous years. Comparing partner and group work in music with 
similar activities in the regular classroom, Andrea said she preferred them in music class 
because students often argued in other classes and they get more done in music. She said 




 Regarding creative experiences in music, Andrea recalled the song she wrote with 
her family ensemble, which she had performed several times:  
I created most of it in second-grade and then I kind of forgot about it . . . forgot 
about the song and then it popped in my head in third-grade, and I started singing 
it again, and I was like, did I do this in second-grade? . . . my brother was like, 
let’s start a singing camp. He made it his own camp and he says you got to do 
your own songs, so that’s where I got [the idea] . . . And I’ve added on to it this 
year . . . 
She also said she “made a beat with my friend,” possibly alluding to the partner and 
group activities she described earlier. She related a story about another student who had 
sung in class earlier that day: 
It was kind of creative when Saundra just asked to perform today . . . And she 
performed, and everybody started laughing and wanting to perform too, so that 
was creative, kind of, because she created everybody [sic] to do that. 
Andrea said she did have enough time in music to do her best work and she felt 
particularly successful when she got to sing in class a song she had written. She also felt 
successful at a time when she and a friend of hers “made a beat together and showed Mr. 
A.” She felt least successful during the testing times, because she did not think she was 
given enough time to process the rhythms dictated and became frustrated.  
When asked who the best musicians were in the class, Andrea named two boys, 
Alex (mentioned above), and T.J. She felt they were both good singers but explained T.J. 




successful in her estimation was their discipline, they “pay attention and try hard,” a trait 
she also saw in herself. 
The Ideal Music Class 
When I asked if Andrea could add something to her existing music education 
experience in school, she answered it would be to learn piano and guitar. Andera’s 
description of the perfect music classroom was brief: “It will be well-behaved and quiet 
most of the time when the teacher is talking. There would be a lot of fun activities . . . and 
there would be no tests.”  
Summary 
Unlike Alex, Andrea had multiple experiences with music outside of school and 
consequently exhibited more confidence in her musical ability. Whereas I summarized 
Alex’s experience with the phrase yearning to do more, I summarized Andrea’s 
experience with music class as knowing there is more. Mr. Alaniz gave Andrea 
opportunities to display her skills in singing and song writing at school. She said she had 
added to her song recently, possibly using new knowledge acquired in music class.  
Overall Summary of Music at Arlen Elementary School 
Arlen ISD had a district-wide policy that guaranteed 45-minutes in music class 
every 3 days for all elementary students. Arlen Elementary School increased their 
allocated time for specials classes to 50 minutes. The Arlen ISD Elementary Music 
Department utilized an online curriculum that provided music teachers with a 
chronologically organized adaptation of the elementary music TEKS (TAC, 2013). The 




cognitive approach to elementary music education by Houlahan and Tacka (2015); Arlen 
ISD was certainly what could be called a Kodály district.  
At the time of my data gathering, Mr. Alaniz had been teaching at Arlen 
Elementary for 5 years. He was a Level III Kodály teacher and his knowledge of that 
methodology and the Arlen elementary music curriculum appeared to be extensive. 
Supplementing the Kodály teaching model, Mr. Alaniz made frequent use of classical 
music listening to reinforce musical concepts and to expose his students to a style of 
music that had a profound influence on him personally. He expressed confidence he was 
able to achieve all his curricular goals and my T-TESS evaluation of one class period 
confirmed he was addressing the components of the Arlen curriculum efficiently and 
effectively. 
The school’s vice-principal, Ms. Avalos, spoke of Mr. Alaniz in glowing terms, 
praising his positive classroom climate, overall student discipline, willingness to work 
with other teachers, and his evening programs which were well-attended by students and 
parents. In Mr. Alaniz, she recognized two important things she experienced as a child, 
(a) his positive attitude toward all students, which reminded her of the kind treatment she 
received in an environment where she saw herself as a “square peg;” and (b) certain 
specific music education techniques that were the same as those used by her elementary 
music teacher. Ms. Avalos placed a high value on the public performances Mr. Alaniz 
was able to produce but had nothing to say about specific musical skills or concepts his 
students were learning.  




Mr. Alaniz. Andrea was given the opportunity to show off in class some of her music 
skills that she developed outside of class, including singing a song she had written. 
Alex’s interest in learning to play piano also showed a desire to continue his music 
education experience outside of school. One thing the students were adamant about was 
their extreme distaste for the standardized music test they were given as part of Mr. 
Alaniz’s alternative teacher appraisal. All the data from Site A indicated Arlen ISD was 
committed to providing its elementary students with a quality-controlled music education 
that would be considered an integral part of their schooling, not merely an afterthought or 




CHAPTER FIVE: BEDROCK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
 In Bedrock ISD, music educators provided elementary music instruction with 
varying levels of allocated time, from 5- to 7-day rotations. At the time of this study, 
Bedrock Elementary School used a 5-day rotation. The district was not as large as Arlen 
ISD and served both urban and suburban neighborhoods. The percentages of students 
qualifying for free or reduced lunch at the elementary campuses ranged from 11% to 
82%; the mean percentage was 54% and the median was 50%. Bedrock Elementary 
School was a Grades 3–5 school with about 600 students. In the spring semester of the 
2016–2017 school year, I was granted permission from the district central office to gather 
data during the fall semester of the 2017–2018 school year. The Bedrock Elementary 
music teacher, Ms. Benson had a total of 17 years teaching experience, first as a band 
director and then as an elementary music teacher. She was recommended for this study to 
me by the music supervisor, who was also a former band director. 
Bedrock Artifact Data 
Like the Arlen ISD, Bedrock ISD followed a Kodály-inspired curriculum scope 
and sequence, drawing much of its structure and suggested resources from Kodály Today: 
A cognitive approach to elementary music education by Houlahan and Tacka (2015). 
Bedrock schools reported grades to parents every 9 weeks, and each grading period was 
divided into two units within the music curriculum document. The TEKS objectives were 
inserted into these eight units in such a way as once introduced, the objective was 
“spiraled” through every subsequent unit. An example, taken from the Fourth-Grade 











As shown in Figure 3, TEKS objective 4.1(A) was not introduced until the second 
half of the last 9-weeks period. Objective 4.1(B) was introduced at the beginning of the 
fourth 9-weeks period. Parts of Objective 4.1(C) were introduced during the year, and 
4.1(D) was introduced in the second half of the first 9-weeks. In each case, once an 
objective was introduced, it may still be used in music lessons from that point forward; 
hence, it was spiraled. The spiral curriculum model is based on the idea of revisiting a 
small set of broadly defined concepts at increasing levels of complexity, resulting in 
students attaining an ever-increasing depth of understanding (Bruner, 1960). Kodály 
educators use a similar methodology where they prepare, present, and practice each 
concept in a continuous process (Houlahan & Tacka, 2015; Willmann, 1983).  
The Bedrock ISD elementary music curriculum guide also had a section where 
each unit was summarized in a two-page format, including all grade levels, new concepts, 
previous concepts to review, and suggested resources to use to teach the concepts to be 
learned. The curriculum guide gave references to several music textbooks series and 
other resources such as MusicPlay (Themes and Variations, 2020), Purposeful Pathways 
(Sams & Hepburn, 2012), and Game Plan (Kriske & DeLelles, 2000). The takadimi 
rhythm syllables (Houlahan & Tacka, 2015, pp. 158–159) were printed at the end of the 
curriculum guide and labeled, “BISD Elementary Music Rhythm Syllables.” When I was 
gathering data for this study, elementary music teachers in BISD would have been in Unit 
3 and the fourth-graders, according to the curriculum, would have been reviewing AB, 





Ms. Benson, Music Teacher B 
 Ms. Benson had more than three times the teaching experience as Mr. Alaniz but 
many similarities. Both were former band students, and both seemed committed to the 
ideal of music education as essential to a child’s elementary school experience. Ms. 
Benson was willing to do whatever it took to help her students achieve her concept of 
musicianship. 
Personal and Professional History 
In college, Ms. Benson was an oboe performance major, but halfway through 
decided to add a music education certification to her degree plan, “not wanting to spend 
the rest of my life auditioning all over the country.” The TEA offered many types of 
music education certificates, including all-level, elementary, and secondary. A teaching 
certificate may or may not be part of a music major’s degree plan. Ms. Benson’s 
discovery of music education, particularly elementary music education, was 
serendipitous:  
I actually loved teaching and I didn’t realize that until I started teaching private 
lessons and I was teaching beginners, beginner oboe players as well as high 
school oboe players, because the school districts, they typically reached out. I 
went to [the university] and they typically reached out to the music school to help 
find private lesson teachers, college students that would [teach]. And so, as I was 
working with those beginner oboe players, I realized how much I enjoyed the 
teaching aspect, and teaching beginners to play. And then when I was doing my 




even though I went into band, I realized that elementary could be an option for me 
at some point too, because I’ve really enjoyed it when I didn’t think I would. 
At the time of this study, Ms. Benson had been teaching for 17 years. For the first 
4 years of her career, she was a middle school band director, moved to elementary in 
Bedrock ISD, where she taught for 4 more years. She took 3 years off and returned to 
elementary music; she has been at Bedrock Elementary for the past 10 years (including 
the year of this study, which would have been her 18th year). Her first elementary 
assignment, at another school in Bedrock ISD, was in an upper-middle class community 
with only 500 students, Grades K–5, and music class on a 2-day rotation. Being new to 
teaching elementary music, Ms. Benson said she was fortunate to have what she felt was 
a very supportive principal, who was a former choir director and served as her mentor. 
After arriving at Bedrock Elementary School, she found herself in a very different 
environment: 
It was a struggle . . . The climate of the school was very, very different, too. And 
the school district itself had changed just tremendously . . . because it had grown 
so much . . . That one happened to be a really rough year because we were just 
overcrowded. There hadn’t been the other schools that have since been built to 
release some of our over-crowdedness, and we had some really rough—we had 
fifth-graders that had parole officers, not kidding. And so that behavior—I had 
never seen anything, I had never taught in a school like that. And so, I really 




Ms. Benson related that situation at Bedrock Elementary improved greatly once more 
elementary schools were built and the overcrowding was alleviated. The community has 
continued to grow, and Ms. Benson said her school was currently overcrowded by 150 
students. She remained optimistic the situation would improve since the Bedrock ISD has 
always been able to pass bond elections easily. 
 Ms. Benson had been at Bedrock Elementary School long enough to see several 
changes in administration and asserted the issue of whether music is regarded as a 
legitimate core subject has had the greatest impact on her program. At times she and her 
specials teammates had turned to the state required curriculum as a means of obtaining 
the levels of support they felt they were not getting. 
Each administration views music differently than another administration will. So, 
some value it’s importance, some don’t necessarily see it as something that is 
academic. It is more seen as where the students go when the classroom teachers 
get their conference. And so, that has been an area where my team and I have had 
to have discussions and say we are required by law, we have these TEKS that we 
also have to cover. And so, we can’t do these lessons and cover these TEKS that 
aren’t getting covered in their classes, because by law we are required to do our 
own TEKS. And if you came and watched, you would see we hit those core—we 
hit that core curriculum just by the nature of what we teach, because that’s exactly 




Philosophy and Goals 
Ms. Benson’s philosophy of education was that everyone can be successful, and 
along the road to success, mistakes are OK:  
If you're going to make a mistake, make it a big one. Meaning, I am okay if you 
get an answer wrong. Everybody [does]; we're human. I would rather you 
participate and try and make an effort because that to me tells me that you’re 1) 
you’re wanting to learn, you're enjoying class, you're absorbing and [2)] you're 
happy to participate and to offer to the class. Don't be afraid of making a mistake. 
Within each class period, Ms. Benson applied what she called “success criteria.” 
Because she wants students to feel successful, she makes sure they know the lesson’s 
objective at the beginning, and what the criteria are to be able to assess their success by 
the end of the lesson. To this end she applied several rubrics, which were posted in the 
room, and invited the students to self-assess, either individually or as a class. She had 
rubrics for singing voice, rhythm performance, recorder performance, and three levels of 
mallet performance. 
Ms. Benson’s first-priority goals for fourth-grade were “theory, absolute pitch-
reading from a staff, both melodic and rhythmic.” Her secondary goals were: 
. . . matching pitch, singing voice, understanding how the voice works, and then 
being able to apply it. That would be the second. And then as far as motor skills, 
control in knowing how to play the instrument correctly, and applying what 




The Ideal Music Classroom 
Describing her ideal music classroom, Ms. Benson referred only to the issue of 
allocated time. If given 3 times a week with 50 minutes each time, she would have Orff 
instrument days, Kodály days, theory days, project days, listening days, and so on. “I 
would just love to have a structured schedule where I could do something like that 
because then we could dig in a lot deeper and we’d be able to do so much more.” 
 If her allocated time for music were decreased, Ms. Benson said she would just 
have to do more of what she is already doing, seeing students during her conference time 
and lunch time to help those “that have questions, or struggle, or are not grasping a 
certain concept.” If her time were increased, Ms. Benson said she would not tackle more 
objectives but take the ones she is already addressing to greater depth, allowing students 
to explore, to connect to other curricular subjects, and to work on their own creations.  
Summary 
Ms. Benson seemed to reflect a whatever-it-takes approach to teaching. The 
difficulties she talked about concerning her situation involved dealing with overcrowded 
schools and a sense shared among other specials teachers that their administration did not 
value specials classes as important. It is interesting to me that none of the difficulties she 
spoke of concerning her career were attributed to time, but rather overcrowding and her 
sense that music was not appreciated as a core subject. She told of sacrificing her extra 
time, before and after school, during her conference period, and during lunch for giving 
students extra help, usually involving their parts in programs. From observing Ms. 




one might conclude the Bedrock Elementary music program was driven by performances. 
Her interview data, however, emphasized many long-range goals such as singing in tune 
and literacy, and only mentioned programs as a necessary part of the job rather than her 
primary focus. Ms. Benson was not certified in Kodály and her definition of literacy was 
not the same as Mr. Alaniz. She made regular use of solfege, but her ultimate literacy 
goal was for the students to read music using absolute pitch names. 
Ms. Bernal, Principal B  
 Similar to Ms. Benson, Ms. Bernal was a seasoned veteran to the education 
profession with more than 20 years of experience as a classroom teacher and supervisor. 
At the time of my study it was her 4th year in the principalship.  
Musical Background 
Ms. Bernal did not have music instruction as a child, and there was no music 
program in her elementary school. Beginning in fifth-grade, she took piano lessons 
outside school, and in high school she took guitar lessons, sang in choir, and played in a 
marimba band. She said: 
I started off really interested because I did play piano, and I liked it. My parents 
couldn’t afford to send me anymore to lessons, so that the thing that I really was 
interested in was the guitar, and I had some guitar classes . . . and the same person 
who taught guitar was also in charge of the marimba band and, so . . . those of us 
that had an ear for music, he would encourage us to try out, and so I tried out for 
that, and the drum core, and did that. I loved it a lot, but I was very involved in 




up . . . So, I ended up just going the sports route. 
Since high school, her only involvement with music had been as a listener and collector 
of Mexican romantic music, like that of Vicente Fernández and classic Mariachi. 
Professional Background 
At the time of this study, Ms. Bernal had been the principal of Bedrock 
Elementary school for the past 4 years. Originally a nursing major, she was attracted to 
the teaching profession when interacting with an elementary school as part of her 
training. She changed her major, became a teacher, and taught in an elementary school 
for 16 years. Following this, she became an instructional coach, assistant principal intern, 
assistant principal, and finally a principal. When she was a teacher, there was no 
specialist-taught music program in her school; whatever music education her students 
received came from her. Ms. Bernal incorporated music in her teaching in various ways 
such as adding small percussion instruments to poetry. She purchased these instruments 
herself; they were not provided by her school. She described one creative musical project 
done by her fourth-grade class: 
I still remember Alligator Pie. We made our own song verses to poetry that we 
had learned. And the kids came up with a song, and we dressed like a giant 
alligator . . . and we played Alligator Pie up and down the hallways for 
everybody. And so, I still hear that song in my head . . . It wasn’t just like, “we’re 
going to sing,” we actually listened to it a couple of times and then I would make 
them go out into groups, “okay well how—if you were the composer what would 




tambourine on this part,” and then, “everybody we have to agree, does everybody 
agree when we say pie then we hit the tambourine?” 
Parental Support for Music Education 
According to Ms. Bernal, parents at Bedrock Elementary had little knowledge of 
the music program beyond the fact their children sang and performed in programs. She 
said, “as far as them knowing they have been exposed to musical instruments, and 
actually, music theory, and all of the other things that are involved in music, I don’t think 
that they have understanding of that.” Parents at Bedrock enthusiastically supported the 
annual talent show, called Bedrock Idol, a project headed by Ms. Benson. 
I think that some parents look exactly like the kids do, as this maybe a way for my 
child to be successful in life, through his ability to sing or play an instrument. I 
think society highlights the stars that sing, and so the parents are very, very in 
tune to the fact that their kid’s going to make it big because they can sing . . . and 
the reason I say that is because we have functions here at school and I will see 
some parental involvement, I’m trying to increase it constantly all the time, but I 
will tell you that the Bedrock Idol that Ms. Benson does is parent participation, is 
about 100%, and I can tell that from my sign in sheets. They are here to watch 
their kids sing and dance; that is important to them. And I can tell because of the 
attendance. And they come even more to that than the graduations. 
In her position as principal, she said she had never heard either complaint or compliment 
about music education at her school, but the attendance and enthusiasm for the talent 




Public Support for Music Education  
Ms. Bernal said that support for the arts from the public depends on whether their 
children are “gifted in that area.” Ms. Bernal described her brother’s family speaking 
with her more about sports than any other activity in school, despite her nephew being 
“not athletically inclined.” She also said her nephew, like her sister-in-law, was not 
“musically inclined,” and was surprised her brother sent her a photo of her nephew 
playing the cello, which was something he had taken up recently in his school.  
Support from Teachers 
According to Ms. Bernal, teachers at Bedrock School frequently used music and 
musical ideas in their regular classrooms, making cross-curricular connections such as 
quarter being another word for fourth in math, and quarter notes in music relating to 
measurements in math and science. Teachers reinforced musical objectives in non-music 
settings: 
Like in social studies, I had a teacher that was doing . . . a history lesson and it 
was about Paul Revere, and so what she had them do was all close their eyes, and 
she had the galloping of the horses of his horse and she – what she did was, she 
says, “I want you to listen to the beat of what you hear, then I want you to do the 
beat,” so they were doing the galloping, and then she talked about like “you’ve 
learned this in music,” and “it’s beat—even an animal has beat.” 
Administrative Support and Valuing of Music Education 
To support Ms. Benson’s student performances, Ms. Bernal gave her access to the 




the many other events the school sponsors. She also encouraged cross-curricular projects 
and praised Ms. Benson’s participation on the campus literacy committee and for 
incorporating campus book-of-the-month themes into the selection of music for her 
classes. Ms. Bernal worked hard to get the funding to send all 11 classrooms of third-
graders to see The Nutcracker a year ago. She said the children enjoyed the trip 
thoroughly and many had never been to anything like the performance. Besides fostering 
and reinforcing school-wide goals in music class, Ms. Bernal saw the value of using, or at 
least recognizing, music in the regular classroom. She related the story of the ability of 
music to reach a difficult student: 
. . . a perfect example of teacher here had a little boy; he sings like an angel and 
he is singing all the time—all the time. And she was having trouble with him, 
behavior-wise. And I was observing, and she says, “he won't stop,” and I said, “so 
let him sing.” And then she's like, “What?” I said, “So let him sing.” And then he 
gets to express that out and watch and see what he does after he sings. And so, she 
said, “I never thought of it that way. I always told him to keep it down, sing in 
your head.” And I said, “let him sing.” He sang Amazing Grace. The whole class 
was like in awe, the teacher and I were in awe of him . . . And he lost himself for 
a little while. He sang a beautiful, beautiful song. And she goes, “I'm so proud of 
you, thank you for sharing.” That was really nice, it was a soothing experience for 
the kids, and then he started working. 
Ms. Bernal also said she valued music education as an opportunity for students to 




I noticed with the students is that it’s a great outlet for them. If they are struggling 
in academics, but they excel in music, then they feel like they’re contributing in a 
positive way to the school and they feel a part of the school with their peers 
because they are good at something else rather than math or reading if they 
struggle with that. So, I really feel that it helps to build their self-esteem and their 
friendship with their peers because their peers are like “wow, you sing good.” 
They look at them different and they forget the fact that well maybe he’s not very 
strong in math but boy, he can sing, or he can dance. See what I mean? 
The Ideal Music Class and Schedule  
According to Ms. Bernal, an ideal elementary music program would require an 
increase in time.  
I think if, in the ideal world, letting the kids go every day to music, to the fine 
arts, because we have to split up so many minutes for this, so many minutes for 
that. So, it's more of a not so much of compliance, as expectation. So, there's a 
difference. There's compliance and we’re compliant. If you ask me how could we 
make it better? Not make it a compliance issue, more of an expectation. 
Her ideal music schedule would involve a two-tiered system: 
So, here's the first tier: everybody gets music, everybody gets exposed to music. 
And then second tier: those kids that really, really excel may be musically 
inclined with instruments than those that are vocal. And letting them in and it 
goes back to compliance and time. Letting them have the opportunity within the 




middle school it's like “are you going to do athletics or you going to do band?” 
Because you can't do both, because you have practice in the morning—you have 
practice. So, it goes back to the time providing students the opportunity to have 
the exposure and the time to be able to put that into their heavy schedules. And 
that goes from pre-K on up through high school. 
Summary 
Unlike Ms. Avalos, Ms. Bernal had limited childhood experience with elementary 
music education to help her relate to it. She was involved in guitar and marimba classes 
but gave them up in favor of participating in sports. She indicated her appreciation of Ms. 
Benson’s cooperation with the staff in scheduling of performances and in cross-curricular 
efforts. She also shared two other life experiences, as a teacher and as an administrator, 
that indicated an appreciation for music and music education. 
T-TESS Observation B 
 The lesson I observed was during a time Ms. Benson was preparing her classes to 
perform for the Veterans Day celebration. Two musical numbers, a song and a speech 
piece, were practiced and the content of one—a poem about the flag—was introduced. 
The T-TESS, like its predecessors, is intended to serve the needs of all teachers, 
including specialists whose areas of expertise might lie outside that of most appraisers by 
concentrating on ostensibly generic, observable signs of student engagement and success. 
However, research has shown the lens of the observer does matter when appraising a 
music teacher (Bernard, 2015; Goddard, 2004; Guerra, 2014; Hirokawa, 2013; Martin, 




this study, and this evaluation was based on my training in the evaluation instrument and 
experiences as a music educator. 
T-TESS Observation and Evaluation  
In October of 2017, I observed the fourth-grade music class that contained the two 
student participants of this study during their regularly scheduled lesson, from 9:00 A.M. 
to 9:45 A.M. Appendix F is a chart of selected teacher and student behaviors with time 
stamps. Table 3 shows my evaluations of each dimension within Domains 2 and 3 of the 
T-TESS for Ms. Benson’s lesson.  
Dimension Rating 
2.1 Achieving expectations Developing 
2.2 Content knowledge and expertise Proficient 
2.3 Communication Developing 
2.4 Differentiation Proficient 
2.5 Monitor and adjust Developing 
3.1 Classroom environment, routines, and procedures Proficient 
3.2 Managing student behavior Proficient 
3.3 Classroom culture Proficient 
Table 3. T-TESS Dimension ratings for observed lesson by Teacher B, Domain 2: 
Instruction and Domain 3: Learning Environment 
I used the rubric I received during my certification training (T-TESS, 2016), which 
included several indicators for each of the five ratings (Needs Improvement, Developing, 
Proficient, Accomplished, and Distinguished) for each dimension of the T-TESS. In the 
following sections, I list my reasons for each rating, in each case following the rubric’s 





“Achieving expectations: The teacher supports all learners in their pursuit of high 
levels of academic and social-emotional success” (T-TESS, 2016, p. 5). Rating: 
Developing. In my view, Ms. Benson did not challenge the class in terms of quality of 
singing, or in listening skills. Students’ pitch-matching was not at an acceptable level 
until the end of the lesson. She was preparing for a Veterans Day program and seemed to 
be focused on students learning all their parts, particularly the words to the song Fifty 
Nifty, rather than in students learning musical concepts and skills.  
Dimension 2.2  
“Content knowledge and expertise: The teacher uses content and pedagogical 
expertise to design and execute lessons aligned with state standards, related content, and 
student needs” (T-TESS, 2016, p. 6). Rating: Proficient. A strong bond between music 
and social studies was demonstrated in this lesson, and Ms. Benson was knowledgeable 
about many Veteran’s Day and flag-related facts. Although Ms. Benson used what I 
would term obvious-answer, yes-or-no questions to do it, she did seem to anticipate 
student misunderstandings and address them preemptively, which is one of the 
descriptors under the Proficient category for this Dimension. As an example, in the poem 
they were rehearsing, “I Am the Flag,” there is the line, “I fly majestically over 
institutions of learning” (Schnauber, 1994). Rather than ask the students to give their 
ideas of what an institution of learning is, Ms. Benson asked something like, “is this 





“Communication: The teacher clearly and accurately communicates to support 
persistence, deeper learning, and effective effort” (T-TESS, 2016, p. 7). Rating: 
Developing. Students did not speak to each other or to the teacher, except to give short, 
often yes-or-no answers to questions, and I felt the answers were often predictable from 
the teacher’s tone of voice.  
Dimension 2.4 
“Differentiation: The teacher differentiates instruction, aligning methods and 
techniques to diverse student needs” (T-TESS, 2016, p. 8). Rating: Proficient. Although I 
observed little verbal input from students (one of the descriptors in the rubric), all the 
students participated in singing, but not what I would consider tunefully. Ms. Benson 
appeared to anticipate singing difficulties among students, as she implemented several 
vocal exercises during warm-ups. As problems arose such as not singing in the head 
voice, or poor diction, she did not return to these warm-up exercises or use other remedial 
strategies that I could discern. The students’ singing did improve in the middle and at the 
end of the lesson; as the students sang the song all the way through, enough of them 
seemed to listen and self-correct so the pitch-matching of the group as a whole improved. 
Dimension 2.5 
“Monitor and adjust: The teacher formally and informally collects, analyzes, and 
uses student progress data and makes needed lesson adjustments” (T-TESS, 2016, p. 9). 
Rating: Developing. Once the lesson began, Ms. Benson did not stop to correct anything 




planned for, rather than teach for mastery of this material.  
Dimension 3.1 
“Classroom environment, routines, and procedures: The teacher organizes a safe, 
accessible, and efficient classroom” (T-TESS, 2016, p. 10). Rating: Proficient. Students 
seemed to move about room with ease and without conflicts. Few directions or reminders 
were given from the teacher. 
Dimension 3.2 
“Managing student behavior: The teacher establishes, communicates, and 
maintains clear expectations for student behavior” (T-TESS, 2016, p. 11). Rating: 
Proficient. The activities seemed to be paced appropriately to keep the class focused. I 
felt Ms. Benson addressed off-task behavior swiftly when necessary, in one case moving 
a student who seemed to be distracted by another student. In this case, targeted students 
appeared to remain unengaged through much of the proceeding lesson. I questioned 
whether moving this particular student was as effective as moving the distracter would 
have been. 
Dimension 3.3 
“Classroom culture: The teacher leads a mutually respectful and collaborative 
class of actively engaged learners” (T-TESS, 2016, p. 12). Rating: Proficient. All 
students were engaged in the lesson and worked well together. It is likely the majority of 
the class had been students of Ms. Benson in third-grade, and their ability to cooperate 
with her and each other so early in the school year indicated to me she had trained them 





The overall score for Domain 2 was Developing, and for Domain 3 was 
Proficient. The overall rating for this lesson was Proficient. Using the rubric for Domains 
2 and 3 only, there were five dimensions I rated as Proficient and three I rated as 
Developing. There are no numerical points given for T-TESS ratings, and the evaluation 
is intended to be qualitative rather than quantitative. Based on the criteria outlined in the 
T-TESS rubric, Ms. Benson seemed to be close to the Accomplished and even 
Distinguished levels in many aspects of her lesson.   
Student Interviews, Site B 
 As with Site A, I interviewed a boy and a girl fourth-grader from the class I 
observed. The next sections describe each student’s musical background, their favorite 
and least favorite music class activities, and their thoughts about the lesson I observed. I 
also asked them about other activities and aspects of music class that happened at other 
times of the school year and had them describe what the ideal music class might look and 
sound like. 
Bobby, Student Boy B 
At the time of this study, Bobby had been attending Bedrock Elementary for 2 
years (Bedrock is a Grades 3–5 school) and stated that he likes to sing. When asked if he 
considered himself musical, he answered “kind of,” because he and his brothers enjoy 
listening to music. At home, he and his brothers like to sing, even publicly. He said they 




he was always singing while playing on his tablet or watching TV. He mentioned that his 
brother had a recorder but did not practice it at home. 
Favorite Activities 
Bobby’s favorite part of music class was “learning the beats . . .  and rhythm and 
stuff . . . and with the Boomwhackers . . .  because [he] like[d] the different sounds that 
they make.” He was referring to the activity I had done with the class 2 weeks prior to 
this interview. Another favorite activity Bobby remembered from music was in the third-
grade musical the previous year. He recounted this as a particularly difficult musical 
number that involved the boys singing one song while the girls simultaneously sang 
another song (i.e., a partner song). He related this song was a classic comedic 
misunderstanding where the boys were singing about pizzas and the girls thought they 
were talking about them: 
It was—so it was me, somebody else and somebody else. My part was, when we 
started, it was, girls versus boys. So, I said, “guys, look at the pizzas,” and then 
the other boy said, “pizzas...”  and then the other dude said, “so hot...”  and then 
we started to sing. 
Bobby said he enjoyed the musicals because, “I like to remember it . . . and see 
everybody who came.”  
Least Favorite Activities 
On one occasion Bobby said his least favorite part of music was having to 
memorize all the lyrics to the songs for performances because of the difficulty level he 




Bobby also often felt sleepy during the day, but not during music class since music was 
in the morning. 
Observed Lesson 
Regarding the lesson I observed with his class, Bobby said his favorite part of 
music class was the song Fifty Nifty, because he likes the part where the singers name all 
the states. His least favorite part was the idea that the whole process “takes too long . . .  
to get to perform,” and “we might not remember it.” The stress of program preparation 
apparently affected Bobby in a similar way as Ms. Benson, who told me she wished I had 
observed her teaching a less stressful, nonprogram related lesson.  
Other Aspects of Class 
When asked about working with partners and groups, Bobby said those kinds of 
activities happened more often in the regular classroom than in music. The partner 
activity he described had something to do with identifying instruments, although it was 
difficult to tell whether he meant by sight or by sound. He said:  
We were supposed to draw like, there were different animals, and like hunting 
and stuff. They’re always played by different instruments. So, we had to color the 
animal and color the instrument and name it.  
The group activity also involved the recognition of instruments: 
She gave us a stack of cards, and we had to figure out there was three in each of 
them. And you had to find all of them . . . There was like… three matches of 
every one, you had to go through the deck and find them . . . and you had to put 




After pressing him on what this game was all about, I eventually ascertained it involved 
matching pictures of instruments with their names and arranging them by instrument 
families.  
 When asked to describe something creative he had done in music class, Bobby 
replied, “when we got to color the picture.” When I asked how that was creative, he said, 
“because we got to use any color that we wanted.” Further pressed on this point, Bobby 
added, “I think it would be in music class, I think it would be when we play the recorder, 
but we have to study.” 
 Bobby remembered feeling particularly successful when he and two friends had 
speaking parts together in the third-grade musical. In general, he felt the time in music 
class was adequate for him because most songs don’t take very long to memorize. He 
noted, “All we have to do is memorize it. All we have to do is memorize it in 40 minutes; 
45 minutes is enough time to memorize a short, like a 3-minutes song.” Bobby said he 
was one of the best musicians in his class and credited Ms. Benson for making him 
successful. When asked why he felt successful, his response was, “because we do get to 
perform.” I asked what made him feel successful and he said, “The music and to see 
everybody performing for it.” 
The Ideal Music Class 
When I asked him about his idea of an ideal music class, Bobby responded it 
“would sound like rap music.” He said he would like to have the class incorporate all the 
aspects of rap music but didn’t personally care for break dancing. He also stated he would 





Bobby’s experience in music class at Bedrock Elementary was, from his accounts, 
positive. Like Alex and Andrea from Arlen Elementary, he expressed many ideas of other 
musical experiences he would like to try. He apparently did not understand the question 
about having enough time for musical learning, since his comments indicated he thought 
of class time only in terms of the length of the class period. He also seemed confused 
regarding what I meant by creative activities (getting to choose what color to use when 
drawing a picture), and that could have been because such activities required more class 
time than they had. 
Belinda, Student Girl B 
 Like Bobby, Belinda had attended Bedrock School for 2 years. She considered 
herself musical because she liked to sing and listen to music. Concerning music lessons 
outside of school, she said, “I don’t like after-school programs,” but she said she and her 
sister sang in church, where she also participated in a praise dance group.  
Favorite Activities 
Belinda said her favorite part of music was “when—like we get to do like 
challenges and earn the right to answer questions about music.” She also enjoyed being in 
musicals since she was fond of both singing and acting. Belinda was especially fond of 
the talent show as an opportunity for students to express their diverse talents freely. 
When speaking about this, she also mentioned how the freedom to make choices, in 




Like the talent show. It’s like something Ms. Benson put together, and then like 
she put that together so then we can like show our many talents. It can be 
anything . . . In class it’s been like we get to write or play or anything else or we 
like, like we get to play on the computer things like Prodigy, and with Ms. G, my 
reading teacher, it’s like we can go to the library to check out what we really like 
reading. 
Another music class favorite of Belinda’s was “when she shows us funny videos and how 
like, how some people do music.” Interestingly, I confirmed later she was referring to 
Stomp Out Loud (Cresswell & McNicholas, 1997), also mentioned by Andrea at Arlen 
Elementary. 
Least Favorite Activities 
When I asked Belinda to tell me about her least favorite part of music class, she 
responded, “The least favorite part would be when I kind of did it by yourself [sic] 
because we all know that we sounded bad.” To clarify, I observed Ms. Benson vigorously 
conducting the children and calling out verbal cues continuously when the class was 
performing anything. On one occasion she commented to me she was making an effort to 
avoid micromanaging when teaching, which indicated to me her tendency to do too much 
may have been pointed out to her by someone else. I assumed the children were directed 
in this fashion most of the time, and then suddenly thrust into performing without any 
help from the teacher at the end of the teacher’s instructional process.  
Belinda, who was fond of singing and acting, also expressed sadness for not being 




because every time I audition for something in music, it never goes well . . . And I don’t 
know if it’s Ms. Benson or something.” I asked if she felt disappointed and Belinda 
replied, “All the time.” 
Observed Lesson 
Despite what she said about not liking it when the class sounded bad when 
performing without direction from their teacher, when the class succeeded in such 
scenarios, Belinda was very pleased. In the lesson I observed, Belinda also said her 
favorite part was “Fifty Nifty, and then it was like the part when we tried to do it by 
yourself without Ms. Benson.” Belinda related the song was special to her “because when 
my sister was in fourth-grade, we used to do it and it’s kind of interesting.” She also said 
her least favorite part was when the class tried singing the song by themselves, without 
Ms. Benson directing, and the class got off from the recording. 
Other Aspects of Class 
Regarding working with partners or in groups, Belinda mentioned working on 
worksheets, and described the same instrument-matching game Bobby had described. She 
added that the groups compete to see which one can complete the task the fastest. 
According to Belinda, there was no difference between music class and regular class 
when it comes to partners and groups.  
Belinda also recalled group projects that involved creating rhythm patterns. When 
I asked, “What did you create?” she replied,  
Music, like we used some instruments . . . various kind of things. I think we did 




and then . . . we can make our own beat sound . . . We could choose whatever we 
wanted.  
 Belinda did feel like she had adequate time in music to do her best work: “We 
have enough time because most of things that we go through in music is like very quick 
so then we get to do extra stuff.” A time when Belinda felt particularly successful was 
when she was picked for a part in a play. She said she thinks she was selected “because I 
always put a lot of effort in music.” She added not being picked for parts made her feel 
unsuccessful, but that Ms. Benson “just takes different people.” I asked Belinda “who are 
the best musicians in the class,” and her first response was, “I don’t know,” but then 
added, “I usually picture me.” She attributed her success to her perseverance, somewhat 
echoing Ms. Benson’s philosophy of not being afraid to make a mistake. She said, “I’m 
free to be me and I can do anything I put my mind to . . . Because, if I try—maybe 
sometimes it would go right or not, but I just keep going anyway.” I asked what she 
would tell other students to do if they wanted to be as successful as she is and she replied, 
“Try very hard and don’t give up.” 
The Ideal Music Class 
Belinda’s ambitions for herself and her music class were high. She said that she 
really enjoyed singing and if she could learn anything different from what she had 
already learned in class, she said to try piano or guitar. She also expressed interest in 
learning “how to get an early scholarship in a music program.” When asked to describe 
the perfect music class, Belinda said that it would be a fun place:  




lot of kids that would love to sing, and they’re just having fun . . . It would sound 
like the angels. Because that’s what music is mostly about—having fun. 
Summary 
Belinda’s recollections of specific activities in music class often contradicted 
Bobby’s but were similar in terms of valuing the public performances the class prepared 
and presented. Being chosen for special parts in programs was important to her and she 
was disappointed she was passed over on more than one occasion. Like Bobby, Belinda’s 
understanding of creativity, although arguably rudimentary, seemed to be rooted in the 
concept of individual freedom. She exhibited a sense of determination in her seemingly 
contradictory answers to some of my interview questions, ostensibly liking and disliking 
the same music class experiences. As an example, she was sad when not selected for 
special parts in musicals but saw doing well at performance opportunities worth the effort 
and occasional disappointment. 
Overall Summary of Music at Bedrock Elementary School 
 Bedrock ISD provided music classes to its elementary students at varying 
amounts of allocated time, some schools allocating one 45-minute period a week, while 
other schools used a 6-day or 7-day rotation. Bedrock Elementary School provided music 
classes weekly. The Bedrock ISD elementary music curriculum was a chronologically 
organized list of objectives copied from the elementary music TEKS (TAC, 2013). This 
chronological arrangement, like Arlen’s curriculum, was based on Kodály Today: A 
Cognitive Approach to Elementary Music Education by Houlahan and Tacka (2015). 




of resources representing a variety of instructional methodologies. 
At the time of this study, Ms. Benson had been a music teacher for 17 years, all 
but four of which were in elementary schools. Her first elementary assignment involved a 
2-day rotation for her classes. She spoke of facing difficulties with overcrowded schools 
and a seemingly unappreciative administration, but did not complain about allocated time 
per se, despite the fact that over time she had experienced a significant reduction of it. At 
the time of my data gathering at Bedrock Elementary, the fourth-grade classes were 
preparing for a Veteran’s Day program and Ms. Benson stressed the lesson activities I 
observed were not the normal fare for her classes most of the time. She said that, if given 
more time, she would dedicate different days to various instructional techniques and 
learning opportunities such as a day for Orff, a day for Kodály, and so on. I appraised her 
teaching of a 45-minute lesson using the T-TESS (2016) rubric and found her overall 
effectiveness to be Proficient. 
 The Bedrock Elementary principal, Ms. Bernal, provided seemingly contradictory 
comments about her valuing of music education. She described an ideal music program 
as consisting of two tiers, one for the “musically inclined,” and the other for everyone 
else, which appeared to represent a “talented elite” paradigm. Despite this, she related 
two stories from her own past that revealed she experienced a highly creative extended 
music education project as a teacher, and as an administrator had seen the very moving 
effect of a student being encouraged to sing for his class.  
 Research Question 3 concerns students’ perceptions of success in music class. 




valued their experiences in the public performances in which they had participated. These 
performances were the only things both students mentioned when speaking of the times 
they felt most successful in music. Notwithstanding, Ms. Benson spoke at length about 
addressing many curriculum objectives and had rubrics for students to assess their 
progress posted around the room. She referred to these as her “success criteria,” and 
spoke about using them regularly. There seemed to be a disconnect between what Ms. 
Benson was intending to be multi-faceted experiences of success in music class and 
students’ memories of successful times being mostly about special performances. When I 
pressed the students to try and think of other examples of when they felt successful, they 
did mention several other activities from music class. Although there were many non-
program-related occasions when students felt successful, they may have unconsciously 
attached a greater importance to their evening performances because of the time spent on 
rehearsing for them. No matter how many times students succeeded in isolated learning 
activities in music class, with only 45 minutes once a week, those success feelings (and 
the learning connected with them) did not have a chance to take root in the same way the 
material learned for a program did. Program material was practiced repeatedly and 
reached a higher level of quality than materials connected to only one or two lessons.   
 I found my initial impressions concerning the Bedrock Elementary music program 
were deceiving. Although the principal made statements that seemed to fall in line with a 
“talented elite” paradigm, she nevertheless demonstrated a deep understanding of the 
universal power of music and music education from her own personal experiences. The 




students about how important last year’s program was to them, one might conclude the 
Bedrock music program was performance driven. Ms. Benson’s interviews and the 
artifact data did not support that idea, however. It may be that programs seemed to be 
overemphasized because their preparation had to be spread out over so many calendar 
days because the students only went to music once a week. 
Summary of Data Collection from Sites A and B 
 In the past two chapters I summarized data I collected from two elementary 
schools, both serving communities with a majority of their students qualifying for free or 
reduced-price lunch. What distinguished the two schools from each other was the amount 
of time allocated for general music classes. I collected qualitative data in the form of 
interviews, observation, and artifact data and discovered my initial impressions from each 
participant were shallow in comparison to the rich narrative that emerged when 
considering how the various forms of data combine to tell a story. What seemed at first to 
be contradictions between the artifact data and teacher interviews, or between observation 
data and student interviews, just to give two examples, turned out to be not contradictory 
but multiple dimensions of the same truth. In the next two chapters, I construct that 





CHAPTER SIX: ANALYSIS OF DATA 
In the following sections, I consider each of the five data sources used in this 
study: artifacts, teacher interviews, administrator interviews, T-TESS evaluations, and 
student interviews. I analyzed each source separately and then analyzed how each related 
to the other four categories of data. In the process, several central themes emerged. The 
first two sections of this chapter are focused primarily on intra-site connections, with 
occasional comparisons between the sites. I constructed all the data connections and 
emerging themes in terms of how they answer this study’s three research questions, 
which are: 
1.  What are elementary music teachers’ expressed abilities to implement their 
curricular goals to promote students’ musical growth in two Texas public schools 
with comparatively high and low amounts of allocated time for general music? 
2. What are elementary principals’ expressed value of music education in two Texas 
public schools with comparatively high and low amounts of allocated time for 
general music? 
3. What are fourth-grade students’ experiences and perceptions of success in music 
class in two Texas public schools with comparatively high and low amounts of 
allocated time for general music?  
I discuss in the next three sections the inter-site connections that specifically address each 
of the three research questions in turn. 
At both sites, artifact data and teacher interview data were used primarily to 




Question 2. Observation data and student interview data were used to address Research 
Question 3.    
Data Connections: Arlen 
 Arlen ISD had a reputation among Texas music educators for its commitment to 
elementary music because of, among other things (such as subsidizing Kodály training 
for its teachers), the amount of time they allocated for it. This district mandated 50 
minutes of specialist-taught music instruction every 3 school days, an average of 83.33 
minutes per week for Grades K–5. At the time of this study, a wealthy neighboring 
school district also provided the same amount of allocated time for elementary music. 
Families who can afford to do so often choose where they live based on the school 
district their children will attend, and fine arts programs are among the criteria these 
families consider. Therefore, it is not surprising the two adjacent school districts, one 
very wealthy and the other very large, would have the same degree of arts access. The 
allocated time for elementary music in Arlen was a district-level mandate; to wit, 
principals were not allowed to decrease it. As a result, the allocated time for music 
education was not permitted to become a function of SES, as it might with schools 
serving poorer communities. Arlen was a large school district with a wide range of SES 
between its constituent neighborhoods. If the district had allowed principals to allocate 
time for music as a site-based decision, it could have resulted in a proportionately wide 
range of times for music.  
It has been shown schools serving lower SES communities often narrow their 




subjects because of the consequences of lower standardized test scores (Parsad et al., 
2012; U.S. Government Accountability Office, 2009). In Arlen, the district mandate 
mattered and was upheld. For example, Mr. Alaniz, with the support of the elementary 
music supervisor, once had to remind the new principal (who came from another district) 
that the Arlen ISD standards would not allow her to decrease the time for music, art, and 
even PE to a minimum, as she had stated was her intent shortly after she arrived.  
Artifact Data and “A City of Boredom” 
Arlen ISD’s curriculum consisted of a yearly schedule of which Music TEKS 
were to be taught during specified grading periods. Both it and Mr. Alaniz’s lesson plans 
followed the Houlahan and Tacka (2015) model of the Kodály method. The elementary 
music supervisor, who also served as the secondary choral music supervisor, actively 
encouraged the implementation of the Kodály method in elementary campuses, and the 
district subsidized Kodály training and certification for all elementary music staff in 
summer programs taught by Houlahan and Tacka. The supervisor told me she valued this 
resource because it gave her a degree of assurance that a standard of instructional quality 
and a similarity of language could be maintained among a large staff.  
Mr. Alaniz was certified in Kodály at the highest level, III, and was clearly 
conversant in and committed to the Kodály curriculum model, with one notable addition: 
listening to many examples of classical music. Mr. Alaniz acknowledged his listening 
lessons were “not necessarily Kodály in a sense,” but said he felt that aspect of his 
personal interpretation of the curriculum was important to give students an appreciation 




Mr. Alaniz’s class listened to two classical selections during the formal 
observation, totaling 18 out of 50 minutes. Earlier, when the class was preparing for their 
trip to the Arlen Symphony, I observed nearly the entire period was dedicated to listening 
more than once. Mr. Alaniz had freedom to do this in the context of a highly structured 
Kodály district music curriculum, and he had enthusiastic support from his vice-principal, 
who stated his classroom was a “happy place,” and the ideal music program would look 
just like his. 
From the data I gathered for this study, I found what I would consider Kodály 
purism, meaning there was a preference for vocal music making over instrumental music 
making regardless of the instructional purpose. For instance, Mr. Alaniz said, “spending a 
lot of time on instruments [was] frowned upon.” More importantly, I saw evidence of a 
disconnect between the curriculum on paper—meaning both the curriculum guide and the 
teacher’s lesson plans—and the curriculum in practice. For example, if the standardized 
tests used in the Arlen alternative teacher assessment were unrealistic in practice for the 
grade levels tested, it seemed to me they could be counterproductive to the purpose of 
improving instruction. Koretz (2008, 2017) argued standardized tests themselves are not 
a problem in education, but the problem lies in the misuse of those tests. Koretz called for 
a multi-faceted accountability system in which standardized tests (preferably those that 
are locally developed) are only one part. Similarly, O’Day and Smith (2016) called for 
multiple, short standardized tests to be used as of formative assessments rather than 
relying on one large, high-stakes summative assessment. From their interviews, the two 




expressed they felt successful at it in class, yet they were unanimous in their revulsion to 
the tests.  
The students I interviewed were clear that they disliked the standardized music 
testing. Andrea ended her description of the perfect music class with, “. . . and there 
would be no tests.” Referring to the tests, Alex called them a “city of boredom,” and 
added, “it’s a good way to learn about music if you want to become a musician or 
something, but it sure isn’t a fun way to learn.” This comment, combined with his 
statement about not considering himself musical, indicated Alex’s perception of 
musicianship might be based on a “talented elite” construct, and he does not consider 
himself a member of the musical elite. 
Comparing the vice-principal’s interview data with the artifact data, I found there 
was a loose, perhaps nostalgic connection because Ms. Avalos recognized certain Kodály 
techniques being used in Mr. Alaniz’s classroom that she remembered from her own 
elementary school experience. However, she made no reference to whether or not or to 
what degree Mr. Alaniz’s students were learning the concepts and skills prescribed by the 
curriculum. After comparing the vice-principal interview data with the artifact data, I 
concluded Ms. Avalos’s valuing of music education and her current music teacher had 
very little to do with Mr. Alaniz’s ability to deliver the prescribed curriculum and ensure 
a high quality of music learning. Instead, I believe she truly valued music education in a 
broad sense because of her own positive experiences with it as a child. When Mr. Alaniz 
became her campus music teacher, she saw those things in music education that she 




Ms. Avalos’s interview data with my own formal observation. 
From my view, the lesson I observed using T-TESS was in line with the district 
curriculum. For example, the lesson involved creating movements to Kodály’s Musical 
Clock and one of the available objectives in the corresponding unit in the Yearly Planning 
Guide was “respond verbally and through movement to short musical examples.” 
Research Question 3 concerned students’ perceptions of success and the connections I 
made between the curriculum and students’ experiences show two sides of those 
connections, one positive and one negative in terms of student affect. The two students I 
interviewed related having positive experiences in music class and said they valued the 
variety of those experiences. They specifically mentioned enjoying the singing, 
movement, instrument playing, and creative activities. There seemed to be a positive 
connection between the Arlen curriculum and the experiences of the students when the 
curriculum was administered and delivered to the students by the teacher.  
In contrast, Arlen students reported a negative experience when they took a 
standardized test based on the Arlen music curriculum. This addressed part of Research 
Question 3: students’ perceptions of success. Arlen’s 3-day rotation for music seemed to 
enable students to be successful by allowing enough time for teachers to use a variety of 
learning experiences, to check for understanding, and to let students take charge of their 
own learning. Teacher interview data and observation data suggested Mr. Alaniz was 
doing all three of these things at some level and planning to do more. The standardized 
music tests offered to music teachers as an alternative to the T-TESS appraisal system 




Alaniz said he was trying to communicate to the students and community that music is 
for everyone and all can be successful music learners. 
Teacher Interviews 
 Research Question 1 was about the music teachers’ perceptions of their ability to 
achieve curricular goals and promote students’ musical growth. In terms of students’ 
musical growth, it seemed Mr. Alaniz’s overall vision was centered on music 
appreciation. He wanted his students to be,  
. . . able to listen to the music around them, and either be critical of it, or be able 
to identify it, or be able to even like identify instrument genres, which is to make 
them a little bit more knowledgeable so that they advocate for music.   
Sands (2007) found many music teachers try to recreate in their classrooms their 
own positive experiences with music education, sometimes overlooking cultural 
differences between themselves and their students. In the case of Arlen ISD, the 
difference between Mr. Alaniz’s music education experience and that of his students did 
not seem to be cultural, but rather related to the differences between secondary and 
elementary music. Unable to replicate in an elementary setting the high school and 
college musical ensemble experiences that were so impacting to him, Mr. Alaniz may 
have been endeavoring to replicate some of the feeling of those experiences through 
listening. He stated an enjoyable music class was key to inculcating a life-long 
appreciation for music.  
Mr. Alaniz seemed to regard music education from a secondary school 




student in high school and college. He offered no recollection of his elementary music 
experience except that the teacher encouraged him to sign up for band. According to his 
interviews, he committed near the end of his college education to the practice of 
elementary general music and completed Level III Kodály training.  
 In line with the Sands (2007) study, what Mr. Alaniz could have meant by an 
enjoyable music class was something that contained the sounds of what were enjoyable to 
him. Although listening was a priority for him, Mr. Alaniz’s students did not mention 
anything about listening in their interviews. Furthermore, my T-TESS observation of the 
class revealed no off-task behavior from the students during the listening activities, and 
the time spent listening during that lesson was only one 15-minute portion and another 3-
minute portion of the 50-minute period. This was a significantly shorter period of time 
than I observed in previous class periods. It is possible the amount of music listening I 
observed when the class was preparing for a trip to the symphony was an outlier in terms 
of time spent listening for the whole school year. 
 Mr. Alaniz and Ms. Avalos appeared to have a pleasant and symbiotic 
relationship at Arlen Elementary. She said she appreciated his minimal discipline 
concerns and his ability to work within the faculty, and he likewise expressed 
appreciation for her support of his program. Mr. Alaniz described the administration as 
“super supportive” and Ms. Avalos’s comments about him were likewise full of praise 
and appreciation. Regarding public performances, both Mr. Alaniz and Ms. Avalos said 
they used them as opportunities to communicate to parents their respective agendas, 




self-reported success with classroom discipline was corroborated by Ms. Avalos and my 
own observation. Mr. Alaniz appeared to have fostered credibility with administration, 
parents, other teachers, and students.  
To be clear, by classroom discipline I am referring not to the mere enforcement of 
rules but to a broad skill set also including the teacher’s ability to manage students’ 
behavior, focus students’ attention on learning, and broadly maintain a safe and pleasant 
learning environment. I do not equate classroom discipline with good teaching, yet I 
consider it an indispensable part. To an observer not trained specifically in music or 
music education, classroom discipline might be the only recognizable attribute of what a 
music teacher is doing while teaching. Likewise, a musically trained observer would 
likely see the similarity of a well-managed music class to the personal discipline 
necessary for becoming a musician. 
Student Alex, when describing an ideal music class, alluded to his own room for 
improvement in regard to waiting his turn to speak. Student Andrea mentioned other 
students’ misbehavior in class frustrated her and wasted time. Both students had received 
musical training outside of school, Andrea more so than Alex. Mr. Alaniz commented to 
me that the class I observed was his worst-behaved and I did observe several instances of 
interrupting and talking out during the observation. In my evaluation, however, the 
overall class behavior did not seem detrimental to learning. Mr. Alaniz’s assessment of 
this class as his “worst-behaved” could indicate he had set a high bar for student behavior 
or that interruptions made him feel uncomfortable. In her interviews, Ms. Avalos 




 Although Arlen ISD had an unusually high amount of allocated elementary music 
time, both Mr. Alaniz and Ms. Avalos appeared to have no difficulty in imagining what 
would be possible with more. Both described their interest in increasing opportunities for 
the students to take ownership of their own learning and increasing the depth, rather than 
the breadth, of instruction. In other words, neither would intend to increase the number of 
learning objectives but instead present them in a variety of contexts and strive to have 
students master them more fully. Ms. Avalos said she would like to increase curriculum 
integration between music and other subjects and Mr. Alaniz said he would like to simply 
“use more instruments.” He said the additional time would also enable his students to get 
them out and put them away. He also expressed the desire to hear his students say, “oh, I 
really like doing this . . . can we do more of this?”  
Research Question 1 concerned the teachers’ perceived ability to achieve 
curricular goals and promote student growth. According to the interview data from Mr. 
Alaniz, corroborated with data from the principal and students, Mr. Alaniz had the 
opportunity to do both. When asked to describe the ideal music classroom, his first 
responses involved getting more Orff instruments, a working projector, and a larger 
room—not more time. In terms of Research Question 1, Mr. Alaniz expressed 
satisfaction with his achievement of curricular goals but wanted to increase his students’ 
musical growth beyond the minimum requirements of the curriculum in a variety of 
ways. For example, he intended to learn more about the Orff-Schulwerk approach and the 
use of technology. Although the latest revision of the music TEKS contained more 




allow a music teacher to apply them in as many ways as he or she is able.  
Principal Interviews 
 Ms. Avalos’s personal history, years of experience, and values appeared to be 
centered in the world of elementary public education more so than those of Mr. Alaniz. 
For example, Ms. Avalos stated she wanted to be an elementary teacher since childhood 
and Mr. Alaniz did not in college think he would ever be an elementary music teacher. 
Besides the possibility of good-subject effect, Ms. Avalos may have skewed her 
assessment of Mr. Alaniz’s skills as a music teacher in his favor because of her 
comparison to his predecessor. Although her appraisal of Mr. Alaniz’s teaching skills was 
more favorable than my formal assessment using the T-TESS rubric, our assessments 
were from different points of view, were contained in a different time frame, and had 
different purposes. It is possible she did not mention Mr. Alaniz’s weaknesses as a matter 
of professional etiquette, but I believe it is more likely that she, approaching his 
evaluations from outside the field of music or music education, did not necessarily 
observe them. The things Ms. Avalos seemed to appreciate the most about Mr. Alaniz 
included his classroom discipline, his willingness to work with other teachers, and his 
commitment to music education as core curriculum. She did not think the parents at her 
school fully appreciated music and the arts to the extent they should because of the 
pressures of high stakes testing but was pleased with parents’ turnout for Mr. Alaniz’s 
many public performances.  
Ms. Avalos’s feelings about parents’ levels of appreciation for music education 




surveyed commented on the need to educate parents and upper level administrators on the 
importance of music education. Her overall assessment of Mr. Alaniz’s teaching mirrored 
the opinion of the two students I interviewed. It may also agree with most of his students 
since she commented on his classroom being a happy place, where she had full 
confidence the children were “always learning.” Every time I visited Mr. Alaniz’s 
classroom, I also noticed a positive climate and students generally well-behaved and 
engaged in learning. Although I agree with Ms. Avalos’s assessment of Mr. Alaniz’s 
ability to manage his music classroom, as I considered Research Question 2, I questioned 
to what degree her valuing of music education per se depended on her music teacher not 
making her job harder. I believed her when she said the children were always learning, 
but learning what? And how much? Was what they were learning at an appropriate level 
of rigor? 
 Ms. Avalos and Mr. Alaniz had similar backgrounds. Both came from a lower 
middle-class community and both were exposed to musical experiences not typically 
associated with that community. Ms. Avalos attended an upper middle-class elementary 
school with a reportedly strong music program and Mr. Alaniz was able to participate in a 
variety of ensemble groups as a result of scholarships and the encouragement of what he 
referred to as “great teachers.” Considering these similarities, it is not surprising Ms. 
Avalos’s valuing of music education was in step with Mr. Alaniz’s declaration that 
“music is for everyone.” If Arlen ISD had not provided the time for elementary music 
that it did, demonstration of this universal value of music might not have been possible. If 




depend on time (Bloom, 1985; Carroll, 1985). 
Regarding Research Question 2, I interpreted Ms. Avalos’s valuing of music 
education to be sincere yet founded upon her own experiences that seemed to limit her 
ways of considering music teaching on the whole. By my assessment, Mr. Alaniz was a 
proficient music teacher overall, whose strongest assets were in the areas of classroom 
climate and managing student behavior. I wondered how Ms. Avalos would assess a 
hypothetical music teacher who was more skilled in music pedagogy than Mr. Alaniz, but 
less so in other aspects like classroom organization, discipline, or collaboration with other 
teachers. Would she, untrained in music or music education, be able to see the teacher’s 
strengths in these ways? She made it clear she thought Mr. Alaniz was wonderful and his 
predecessor terrible. This faulty dilemma might stem from her priorities in evaluating 
music and music education. 
Ms. Avalos said the ideal music class would look like Mr. Alaniz’s class. Having 
observed Mr. Alaniz’s class, I agree the classroom climate, organization, discipline, and 
his respect for students was exemplary. I also observed most of the students did not sing 
on pitch and could not keep a basic beat with body movements. Ms. Avalos’s valuing of 
elementary music education seemed to be strong; however, I found it troubling that her 
assessment of her music teacher was based on what felt like limited criteria. There may 
be other principals who assess music teachers similarly. Research has shown 
administrators untrained in music education apply a wide range of criteria for appraising 
music teachers (Bernard, 2015; Goddard, 2004; Guerra, 2014; Hirokawa, 2013; Martin, 




her school because Mr. Alaniz excelled in the nonmusical teacher behaviors she 
understood well and appreciated, while at the same time using pedagogical techniques 
she recognized from childhood but perhaps did not understand. Mr. Alaniz’s nonmusical 
teacher behaviors may have opened a door of administrative support for him that music 
teachers should consider emulating. Is the reason we often fail to do this because we are 
kept too busy trying to make music education work in an unworkable schedule? 
Ms. Avalos’s valuing of music education could grow over time to include the 
recognition of students’ musical growth, and she showed signs she recognized Mr. 
Alaniz’s evolving skills in implementing his curriculum beyond minimum requirements. 
The data indicate Mr. Alaniz and Ms. Avalos had a working relationship that was 
mutually supportive.   
T-TESS Appraisal 
 I was the appraiser for the formal T-TESS observation; therefore, the data 
gathered for this portion of my study consists of my interpretations of what I saw Mr. 
Alaniz and his fourth-grade class do during one class period. The ratings I gave for this 
observation were primarily based on the training in the T-TESS rubric I received from the 
Texas Education Agency during the Summer of 2017 but also informed by my 35 years 
of experience teaching elementary music and consulting. Using that training in assessing 
a formal observation of one class period, I gave Mr. Alaniz’s lesson an overall rating of 
Proficient, summarizing the ratings for all indicators from Domains 2 and 3 of the 
instrument. I recognized the T-TESS system depends on many subjective judgements by 




dimensions, domains, and the overall observation rating. I endeavored to make each 
judgement required by the T-TESS system in accordance with my training and to use the 
same standards for both teachers I appraised. To reiterate, the T-TESS Domains 2 and 3 
are intended to evaluate a lesson, not the teacher.  
Research Question 1 of this study investigated two music teachers’ perceived 
abilities to achieve curricular goals. My artifact data showed the Arlen ISD curriculum 
and Mr. Alaniz’s lesson plans were in agreement. Mr. Alaniz’s interview data indicated 
he was satisfied with his ability to achieve the curricular goals of Arlen ISD, and was also 
able to add music listening lessons to his Kodály based curriculum. In terms of promoting 
student growth, he demonstrated that he recognized students respond to different 
approaches he was not yet utilizing, namely Orff-Schulwerk and technology. In my 
observation, I noted student deficiencies in two fundamental skills, pitch matching and 
basic beat, but I cannot say if Mr. Alaniz was aware of those deficiencies, or if he was, 
whether he planned to address them. I chose not to ask him about these issues in the 
interest of keeping our conversation positive and not putting him on the defensive. The 3-
day rotation schedule for music in Arlen apparently gave Mr. Alaniz sufficient time to 
personalize his curriculum; he was not only able to achieve the goals of the prescribed 
curriculum but had the freedom to add his own objectives involving classical music 
listening. It was not the purpose of this study to point out the appropriateness or 
effectiveness of the choices he made in personalizing his curriculum, but only that Mr. 
Alaniz seemed to have time to do it.  




which concerned the principal’s valuing of music education. Ms. Avalos’s statement, “his 
classroom is a happy place” agreed with my classroom organization and environment 
rating of Accomplished. As I stated earlier, Ms. Avalos’s valuing of music education may 
be linked in part to her appreciation of Mr. Alaniz’s skills in these essential, yet 
nonmusical areas. It is also possible, because of the high allocated time for music at 
Arlen Elementary, Mr. Alaniz had the time to practice classroom procedures, reinforce 
expectations for behavior, and build a positive relationship with his classes. 
Besides the connections I saw between my observation data and my first two 
research questions, the primary purpose I had for using the T-TESS was in addressing 
Research Question 3, which pertained to student success and students’ perceptions of 
success. I found a discrepancy between the indicators of student success I observed and 
the students’ self-reported beliefs in their own musicianship, both in and out of music 
class. By “musicianship” I am referring to the students’ answers to questions like, “Do 
you consider yourself musical,” and “Who are the best musicians in your class?” 
Therefore, it is a 10-year-old’s perception of what musicianship might be, based on their 
own successes and failures and, perhaps more importantly, the ideas of general 
musicianship that have germinated from everything their music teachers have taught 
them, intentionally and unintentionally. Both students said they felt successful in music 
class, although Alex waffled a bit before deciding he was successful overall, and Andrea 
said that he, like her, was one of the most musical students in the class. Although both 
students said the class period I observed was successful overall for them, they had not 




my own classroom and elsewhere. It is my professional judgement, as a T-TESS 
appraiser and veteran teacher, a fourth-grade class, which has likely had music instruction 
since Kindergarten, should, at the end of fourth-grade, be capable of singing on pitch and 
keeping a beat better than what I observed.   
The students at Site A reported feeling generally successful in music class but 
demonstrated musical skills during my formal observation that I deemed below grade 
level. This issue was only one part of the observation, however, and I evaluated only the 
Monitor and Adjust Dimension in the Instruction Domain as Developing because of it. It 
does concern me, because the emphasis of this study was on allocated time in elementary 
general music. It seems the data confirm allocated time alone cannot guarantee student 
success in all areas of instruction, especially those which the teacher has not emphasized.  
Student Interviews 
For the purposes of developing the emerging themes of this study I considered the 
interview data from the two students together. Alex did not consider himself musical, 
when first asked, and his comments indicated the possibility he believed “musical” 
implied having musical instrument skills. When I asked him, “Do you consider yourself 
musical,” his reply was, “Not really.” When I asked, “Why not,” he replied, “I’ve really 
no idea, instruments weren’t really my thing,” Andrea did consider herself musical and 
creative and was from what she described as a musical family. In opposition to his own 
views, she stated she thought Alex was one of the two most musical students in her class. 
Both students expressed a desire for more instrument playing activities in music class, 




Although he desired to learn how to play an instrument, Alex said he enjoyed singing 
more than recorder instruction.  
Arlen’s elementary music curriculum was Kodály based, with singing prioritized 
over other forms of musical learning. For example, one of the TEKS is printed in the 
Arlen music curriculum guide, “4th Grade—Unit 1,” this way: “sing and play classroom 
instruments with accurate intonation and rhythm, independently or in groups.” (I was 
only given “Unit 1” and do not know when in the school year the strikethrough would 
disappear.) Despite this, Mr. Alaniz used classical music listening to such an extent that 
he recognized it was a departure from a pure Kodály methodology. Although he did not 
discuss it with me, another music education technique (not departing from Kodály) he 
may have stressed was recorder, as I mentioned in Chapter Four. Mr. Alaniz told me he 
had played the flute in high school and college. This could explain his emphasis on 
recorder and would be an example of Sands’ (2007) research involving music teachers’ 
tendency to recreate their own music education experiences.  
Related to the students’ interactions with the Arlen curriculum, the two students 
who participated in this study vehemently rejected the standardized tests they took as part 
of the alternative teacher assessment Mr. Alaniz elected to pursue. Based on their 
conversations with me, I predict Alex and Andrea were high-performing students in 
music class. If two high-performing students believed the testing regimen was too 
difficult for them and only caused frustration, they could have concluded they were not 
musical. Furthermore, if the Arlen standardized music tests caused students to believe 




potentially useful tests being used improperly.  
Koretz (2017) did not argue against the use of standardized tests, but rather they 
not be used as the sole metric for school accountability. He based his arguments largely 
on the work of Don Campbell, a mid-20th century pioneer in the science of program 
evaluation. Campbell wrote, “The more any quantitative social indicator is used for social 
decision making, the more subject it will be to corruption pressures and the more apt it 
will be to distort and corrupt the social processes it is intended to monitor” (Koretz, 2017, 
p. 38). Koretz applied Campbell’s Law to many issues related to the misuse of 
standardized tests such as score inflation, cheating, problems with validity and reporting, 
and setting unrealistic targets (Koretz, 2017).  
The last issue mentioned by Koretz (2017), involving goals and how they are set, 
reminded me of the standardized music test given to Arlen students. Regarding this test, 
Alex’s comment, “it’s a good way to learn about music if you want to become a musician 
or something, but it sure isn’t a fun way to learn” appears rich with meaning. First, he 
acknowledged the test may have value, but only for those who are on a “musician or 
something” track. The phrase, “. . . sure isn’t a fun way to learn” indicated to me that, 
although Alex acknowledged he was in school to learn, this extremely not-fun way of 
learning was counterproductive. Further, the students’ descriptions of test items indicated 
to me the performance standard measured by the test may have been unrealistically high 
such as listening to a sample of music and then notating the rhythm and melody in 
standard notation. Both Alex and Andrea agreed these tests were their least favorite part 




effects of standardized testing are greater than the benefits when those tests are given too 
much weight in school accountability policy. 
Regarding Research Question Three, as I pointed out earlier, the fourth-grade 
students at Arlen Elementary did not have the same reference point with which to 
measure their success as I did as their observer. They nevertheless did not express 
dissatisfaction or frustration with their perceived success level in music class except 
when speaking of the Arlen standardized music tests. I wondered, were their perceptions 
of success at least partially the result of  having enough time to master (to some extent) 
the prescribed curriculum? The fourth-grade students’ satisfaction with their 
accomplishments in music class are only one part what could be called musicianship, but 
they are an important point. Tuohey (2012) spoke of a student’s need for musical 
expression which must be satisfied, whether inside or outside of a school setting. It is 
possible whether musical growth is sought in school or out is not a dichotomy but a 
matter of degree, relative to allocated music time at the elementary level. 
Data Connections: Bedrock 
 At the time of this study, the community served by Bedrock ISD had been 
growing steadily for several decades, becoming very diverse in terms of ethnicity and 
SES. The fine arts coordinator doubled as the music supervisor, and like many music 
administrators in Texas, was a former band director. The music teacher participant in this 
part of my study was also a former band director. In the center of the town stood a large 
and fairly new football stadium, which also housed many of the district level 




formerly small community experiencing rapid growth and demographic change in Texas 
(Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas, 2018). 
Artifact Data 
 The TEKS are mandated curriculum for Texas public schools (TAC, 2013), and 
any Texas school district’s music curriculum will most likely, at a minimum, document 
some plan to cover all the TEKS. The elementary music curricular documents from Arlen 
ISD and Bedrock ISD consisted of a yearly schedule of which TEKS would be presented 
during which grading period. Like Arlen ISD, the Bedrock ISD elementary music 
curriculum applied the TEKS to the scope and sequence of the Houlahan and Tacka 
(2015) model, but unlike Arlen, included specific references throughout the curriculum 
document to other sources, which were MusicPlay (Themes and Variations, 2020), 
Purposeful Pathways (Sams & Hepburn, 2012), and Game Plan (Kriske & DeLelles, 
2000). As I examined these curricula more closely, I recognized they contained 
combinations in varying amounts of Kodály, Orff-Schulwerk, Dalcroze, Education 
Through Movement by Weikart, and Gordon’s Music Learning Theory methodologies. 
Whereas Arlen’s elementary music curriculum was based mostly on Kodály, I viewed the 
Bedrock curriculum as more eclectic. The Bedrock curriculum contained no partial TEKS 
(parts of a single TEKS objective being split between two or more units) as in Arlen. In 
general, the Bedrock plan seemed just as thorough as Arlen’s, but offered all its 
references to teacher resources in the printed version. Arlen’s curriculum guide listed a 
few teacher resources in the printed version and made others available online in an 




 During my formal observation of Ms. Benson’s music class, the students were 
practicing the songs for an upcoming Veteran’s Day program by singing along with 
recordings. I did not see the teacher overtly point out to the students any connections 
between the class activities and the curriculum, although there could have been several 
TEKS objectives woven into the activities I observed. The teacher’s stated objectives to 
the class centered on the goal of program preparation and were not expressed to focus on 
specific musical concepts or skills. Neither the principal nor the teacher made specific 
reference to the Bedrock music curriculum during my interviews with them.  
It may be difficult to connect between the perceptions of the students’ music class 
experiences to the broad, long-range goals of any district’s music curriculum, but this 
seemed especially true with Bedrock ISD. Unlike Arlen, the Bedrock students did not 
appear to recall a variety of activities from their music class, but they did speak at length 
about the performances in which they had participated. It is possible the students at 
Bedrock Elementary may have thought the public performances were the curriculum, or 
the perceived reason for having a music class. This seems significant in terms of 
Research Questions 1 and 3 since they addressed the relationship between the teacher’s 
perceived ability to implement her curricular goals and the students’ experiences and 
perceptions of success. To wit, if Ms. Benson was doing the best she could to cover the 
all the elements of the curriculum, but her students’ recollections imply they saw 
performances as the driving force for music class, is it not possible this imbalance could 
be the result of something beyond the teacher’s control such as inadequate class time? It 




irrespective of the allocated time for music. If she had more time, however, she 
commented she would use a wider variety of methodologies in the classroom. She did not 
mention using more time to do more in the area of public performances.  
Ms. Benson could have chosen to prioritize performances for any number of 
reasons. It is also possible, perhaps even likely, many TEKS objectives were woven into 
the lessons dedicated to rehearsing for a public performance. Ms. Benson spoke of  
needing to put her “units on pause” when preparing for musicals, but it seems the 
adjustment was a matter of interrupting the sequence of curriculum objectives, not 
abandoning them:  
So when I do musicals, sometimes it does feel like I have to sort of put my units 
on pause, but I often try to organize—where I’ll look at other units and I’ll pull in 
from other units things that I can hit now where then things that I cannot hit now . 
. . I draw from later units, bring it in and hit what I can. 
When I identify rehearsing for performances as a problematic use of class time, I am 
specifically referring to the fact that a performance requires a minimum number of 
minutes of prep time which have to be spread out over a minimum number of class 
periods. The further apart those class periods are scheduled, the higher percentage of the 
entire school year will be spent in program preparation. There is also the factor of 
students forgetting what they have learned from one class period to the next that would 
require the number of performance rehearsal class periods to increase. Whether a teacher 
the majority of their time on performance preparation would be debatable, but inadequate 




The data in this study seem to indicate the issue of allocated time is an issue of 
giving teachers and students more opportunities for effective teaching and meaningful 
learning. Increasing allocated time will not guarantee student success if the teacher does 
not use the time effectively. If music teachers commit to maximizing engaged time and 
academic learning time in their classrooms, they might find it easier to make the case for 
increasing their allocated time. Even if teachers were to maximize allocated learning time 
in their classrooms, it would do no good unless the administration was aware of their 
effort and knew what to look for in terms of the positive effect on students. Relationship 
building between music teachers and principals and other administration is critical for 
effecting change in all matters of music education support, including allocated time. 
Relationship building of another kind, between teachers and students, is essential for 
making music class meaningful, student led, and representative of students’ lives and 
cultures. 
If public performances were a delivery system for the curriculum objectives, then 
students’ participation and success in those performances could be seen as an assessment 
of their learning. The positive effect of performances on students’ musical learning could 
be that student’s perceptions of success in those performances constitute a self-
assessment, which is essential to students’ taking ownership of their own learning. The 
negative effect would be a whole-group self-assessment and would not indicate 





 Ms. Benson was a former band director who switched to elementary music 
teaching 4 years into her 17-year career. The memories of her own music education 
involved only her college experience majoring in oboe performance. Like Mr. Alaniz, she 
arrived at elementary music teaching unintentionally and then found out she enjoyed it. 
Like Ms. Avalos was to Mr. Alaniz, Ms. Benson felt she had tremendous support from a 
previous principal. At the time when she made the switch from secondary to elementary, 
her principal then was a former choir director and was helpful to her in adjusting to her 
new assignment.  
When asked what her teaching philosophy was, Ms. Benson said, “this isn’t really 
a philosophy, but it tells you a lot about me. . . If you’re going to make a mistake, make it 
a big one.” My own high-school band director told us the same thing frequently, and I 
have since heard it many times from secondary-level ensemble directors. This statement 
is a paraphrase of Dizzy Gillespie (Berliner, 1994, p. 212), who reportedly said, “If 
you’re going to make a mistake, make a loud one.” In that example, what Gillespie meant 
was to make a loud mistake and the audience will think you intended to play it that way. 
What my band director said he meant was to not play timidly and he would be able to fix 
any mistakes we would make. A third interpretation of this quote seemed to be Ms. 
Benson’s. In her own words, “I would rather you participate and try and make an effort, 
because that to me tells me that you’re. . . wanting to learn, you're enjoying class, you're 
absorbing, and you're happy to participate and to offer to the class. Don’t be afraid of 




are ok.”   
 Since Ms. Benson started her music teaching career as a high school band 
director, she taught a wide range of grade levels. Ms. Benson had taught in schools with 
students from a variety of SES, and with a variety of class schedules, ranging from 2- to 
5-day rotations for music classes. Besides her statements about wanting all students to 
participate and feel comfortable, she spoke extensively about her interpretation and 
management of the Bedrock elementary music curriculum. She may have deviated from 
that curriculum slightly with respect to music literacy. The influence of her training as a 
band director might be the reason for her prioritizing absolute pitch reading from the staff 
before matching pitch and the singing voice.  
Ms. Benson expressed a deep commitment to her students’ success, stating she 
spent much of her conference and lunch time helping individual students, and if she were 
ever presented with a situation where she had less class time, she said she would do this 
even more. This is similar to the Curtain (1998) study of allocated time in FLES 
programs, in which teachers given decreased time tried to compensate by working harder. 
Ms. Benson asserted more time would allow her to do her best work, stating she could 
then have “Orff days, Kodály days, theory days,” etc. “I would just love to have a 
structured schedule where I could do something like that because then we could dig in a 
lot deeper and we’d be able to do so much more.” Her idea of adding days specifically 
devoted to different pedagogical approaches is interesting considering she also said she 
would not add more objectives to her curriculum (increasing breadth) but explore the 




desire to use more time to deepen his student’s understanding of concepts and mastery of 
skills and to try different learning approaches to teach the same basic curriculum 
objectives.  
When Ms. Benson spoke of her curricular goals and her teaching experiences, she 
seemed knowledgeable and professional to me. However, the students did not 
demonstrate the ability to sing on pitch during the formal observation until the end of the 
lesson. It is possible this occurred because I observed Ms. Benson during a time when the 
class was preparing for an upcoming performance. It was also early in the school year, 
and the students’ voices had likely not had time to reacclimate to their full potential. Ms. 
Benson once commented she was trying to break her habit of “micromanaging” during 
instruction and this habit might have contributed to the students’ subpar singing until the 
end of the lesson when they were finally allowed to perform on their own.  
 The interview data from Ms. Benson and the two students were in agreement in 
terms of Research Questions Two and Three. Ms. Benson said she was able to promote 
students’ musical growth and Bobby and Belinda said they felt successful in music. 
However, Belinda also lamented she had not been selected for auditioned parts on more 
than one occasion. Both students also gave specific examples of musical activities that 
seemed to agree with Ms. Benson’s descriptions of her class activities. For example, her 
use of “success criteria” and the posted assessment rubrics on the walls were congruent 
with students’ statements about feeling successful with various class activities. 
 From Ms. Benson’s interview data, there seems to have been a breakdown in 




glowingly about the support she received from a previous principal, she had little to say 
about Ms. Bernal. When speaking generically about how different administrators have 
different values, Ms. Benson commented “some value its importance, some don’t 
necessarily see it as something that is academic.” Ms. Benson indicated she and the other 
specials teachers (i.e., art and PE) had at one time perceived a degree of indifference 
coming from the administration, possibly indicating they were regarded as less than core 
curriculum. Reportedly, Ms. Benson and her fellow specials teachers had once reminded 
an administrator of the law requiring them to teach their own elements of the TEKS. She 
told me, “if you came and watched, you would see . . . we hit that core curriculum just by 
the nature of what we teach, because that’s exactly what it is [core curriculum].”  
 Ms. Benson described her ideal music classroom only in terms of having more 
time, which is possibly an example of good-subject effect. Like Mr. Alaniz, she said that 
if given more time, she would invest it in depth rather than breadth of curriculum. 
Another possibility of curricular depth involves equity of access. Lower-SES students 
would have more opportunities to learn musics of cultures besides their own (Tuohey, 
2012) and there would be more time for students to give their input to music lessons, in 
terms of giving their cultural points of view a voice (Philpott & Kubilius, 2015) and in 
terms of making the music classroom more student-lead (as per T-TESS; Teach for 
Texas, 2016). I should also point out, however, the student-lead classroom is the central 
expectation of the T-TESS, regardless of time, and Benedict and Schmidt (2007) argued 
cultural inclusivity and participation was not a matter of needing more time but needing a 




I believe the difficulties I observed in the T-TESS appraisal were linked to the 
allocated time for music instruction for several reasons. Authors have found instructional 
time is directly related to student success (Bloom, 1985; Carroll, 1985); therefore, 
inadequate allocated music time could be expected to translate into fewer students 
achieving success in music such as taking an entire class period to match pitch as a 
group, as I observed.  
Ms. Benson once commented (not during an interview), “I tend to micromanage” 
and acknowledged she needed to change that behavior. When she said this, I recalled my 
experience with the Boomwhacker lesson I described in Chapter 3. Based on my T-TESS 
training, the overarching goal of the T-TESS (2016) is to encourage teachers to move 
from teacher-directed to student-directed learning in all subjects and all grade levels. It 
could be that having music on a five-day rotation makes it difficult for a music teacher to 
make this kind of change, especially in a situation where public performances are valued 
possibly more than classroom learning. Some general music teachers have dealt with the 
problem of public demand for performances by substituting them with informances, 
which have the goal of informing the public of the activities happening in the music 
classroom, rather than being elaborate productions (Nowmos, 2010). I do not know if Ms. 
Benson was aware of this technique. 
Although Ms. Benson was not overtly critical of her situation at Bedrock 
Elementary, and her interview data indicated she felt she was implementing her curricular 
goals, she also indicated she spent many of her lunch periods and time after school 




In terms of Research Question 1, she was implementing the curriculum as defined in 
Bedrock but may have felt she was unable to promote students’ musical growth to her 
satisfaction without taking additional time. She said: 
Because time is basically the only thing that could help out at this point because 
when I am seeing them once a week for 45 minutes, I’m still supposed to hit all 
these things. But instead of digging in, I’m hitting them for five minutes at a time 
before moving on to a new activity. And so, I’m lucky if they take hold in their 
brain, so that a week later, when I ask them about it as we are recalling to bring it 
back up to dig more into the lesson, that they recall that. So then, if that time that 
we spent on it if I see them two days later not only did they spend more than five 
minutes on it, but we dug deeper into it two days before. And then we can 
continue on it because they’ve already recalled. 
Did Ms. Benson feel she was able to achieve her curricular goals? If by “achieving goals” 
one meant covering the required curriculum, then yes. If one meant teaching for mastery, 
she seemed to be unsure. 
Principal Interviews 
 The “talented elite” concept seemed to influence Ms. Bernal’s belief system, but 
in my opinion, she also showed signs of struggling with its veracity. She was guided 
toward playing in the marimba band in high school because she described being led to 
believe only “those with an ear for music” were permitted to try out. She was surprised 
her middle-school nephew, who she deemed “not athletically inclined,” would take to 




up the cello, adding she had not considered him to be “musically inclined” either. She 
related the stories of her nephew in a tone of voice that seemed to indicate she was 
pleased as well as surprised by his multifaceted interests. 
As a teacher, she helped her fourth-grade class create a musical, theatrical 
presentation of the poem Alligator Pie, in which not only did all the students participate 
in the final performance, but, by her account, also contributed their own ideas at every 
phase of its production. As an administrator, when she advised the teacher to let the boy 
who wouldn’t stop singing to go ahead and sing, not only was the result interpreted as 
beautiful, but strong evidence that beautiful music making can come from anyone 
anywhere, and not just the talented few in a music class just for them. 
Despite these stories indicating a sincere valuing of music and music education, 
her views on the ideal music classroom seemed to reflect the “talented elite” paradigm. 
She envisioned a lower tier of music classes for the masses and a second tier with more 
allocated time, materials, and so on, for the “musically inclined.” This musical inclination 
would also imply a bent for instrumental music, which is the same idea student Alex 
expressed at Arlen. Referring to what she felt were more talented students, she stated, “. . 
. those kids that really, really excel may be [more] musically inclined with instruments 
than those that are vocal.” It might be interesting to know if Ms. Bernal had applied a 
similar talented-elite paradigm, or a two-tiered design to her valuing of other subjects 
besides music. 
 There seemed to be a mutual respect between the principal and the music teacher 




Ms. Benson was able to attract “about 100%” of the parents to attend the talent show but 
opined the same parents showed a less enthusiastic attendance at nonmusical school 
events, “even the graduations.” Differences of opinion between music teachers and 
principals are commonly described in the literature (Liddell, 1977; Payne, 1990; Punke, 
1972). Abril and Gault (2006) also found principals’ stated values for music education 
did not necessarily line up with their priorities concerning individual aspects of 
elementary music. In the case of Ms. Bernal and Ms. Benson, I did not find any evidence 
of a hostile relationship or resentment. In Ms. Bernal’s case, her actual experiences, while 
in harmony with the music teacher’s expressed values, were in conflict with what 
appeared to be her long-held beliefs that some are, as she put it, “musically inclined,” 
while others are not.  
Regarding Research Question 2, I found Ms. Bernal seemed to regard herself as a 
supporter of music and the arts and demonstrated her support in her own ways. Although 
her relationship with Ms. Benson was not unpleasant, as far as I could tell, it did not seem 
to be as cheerful as the relationship between Mr. Alaniz and Ms. Avalos. I believe this 
might be because the two professionals would have had few opportunities to talk to each 
other, with Ms. Benson spending so much of her free time in her classroom helping 
students. Neither of them talked about the other in any of their interviews, nor did either 
of them give any indication they were dissatisfied or disappointed in the other. Ms. 
Bernal’s valuing of music education was not based on her enthrallment with her music 
teacher, but on significant life experiences. It is possible her value system was tainted by 




only meant to signify students who wanted more learning opportunities with music, 
indicating motivation rather than preexisting abilities.  
When I heard Ms. Bernal use the term “musically inclined,” I heard it in context 
of the story she told regarding her experiences with music in secondary school, being told 
by her guitar teacher “those who had an ear for music” should try out for the marimba 
band. I did not offer Ms. Bernal my opinion, but the phrase “ear for music” might have 
been an appeal to elitism. In spite of getting into the marimba band, in subsequent years 
she decided to pursue athletics instead of more music electives. She apparently had 
enough of an “ear for music” to get in the marimba band, but lost interest in music 
ensembles later.  
As I reflected on the meaning of Ms. Bernal’s narrative, it occurred to me she 
might not have been referring to an inborn musical talent when she used the phrase 
“musically inclined,” but merely interested in music. When she suggested a two-tier 
music education program for elementary schools for the “musically inclined” and 
everyone else, she may have intended for that system to provide students opportunities to 
participate in music performance ensembles in addition to regular music classes.  
Ms. Bernal did not say how students were to be admitted into the top tier of her 
two-tier music program—perhaps by audition, or recommendation, or simply welcoming 
any who are interested. I believe if such a program were implemented, it would result in 
some degree of exclusivity where metamessage of the “talented elite” is reinforced in the 
minds of the students and the public. Whether she intended the two-tier music program to 




music allocated time, a schedule still has its zero-sum realities, and giving extra time to 
one tier could only ultimately occur by robbing the other. Summarizing data from Ms. 
Bernal in terms of Research Question Two, I conclude she did value music and respected 
its power but may have been unsure in how to support music education. 
T-TESS Appraisal 
My overall rating for the lesson I observed was Proficient. One of the key stated 
purposes of the T-TESS instrument is to help teachers move from a teacher-directed 
classroom to one that is more student-directed with the teacher functioning as a guide or 
supervisor (T-TESS, 2016). This may not necessarily be in line with many music 
teachers’ philosophy, training, or experience. The lesson I observed was almost 
completely teacher-directed, which accounted for my ratings of Developing in many of 
the dimensions under the Instruction Domain. Besides this, pitch matching while singing 
was problematic and was not addressed by Ms. Benson. Despite the lesson being teacher-
directed, the overall atmosphere of Ms. Benson’s classroom felt pleasant and productive. 
Students showed no signs of a negative relationship with their teacher; off-task behavior 
was not what I considered atypical for fourth-graders and I saw no behavioral evidence of 
a student not wanting to be in the class. 
 As with Mr. Alaniz, I used the T-TESS appraisal to add perspective to Research 
Question 1, which is about the teacher’s perceived ability to achieve curricular goals and 
promote students’ musical growth. I found no discrepancy between the lesson I observed 
and the Bedrock ISD music curriculum, even though Ms. Benson told me, when 




bring [those concepts] in, and hit what I can.” In other words, she seemed to feel 
performance preparation often interrupted the sequencing of curricular elements but did 
not force her to suspend all curriculum objectives outright.  
In terms of Research Question 1, Ms. Benson felt she was able to achieve her 
curricular goals, even though “musicals” put their presentation to the students out of 
order from the documented curriculum. Concerning Ms. Benson’s perceived ability to 
promote students’ musical growth, her comments regarding the formal observation 
indicated she had not forgotten it, but was at the time more concerned with the immediate 
demands of preparing for a public performance. 
 Regarding Research Question 2, my observation data was in harmony with the 
principal’s interview data in an interesting way. There was little, if any, student input in 
the lesson I observed, which is why I rated the Instruction domain as Developing. 
Comparing the lesson’s level of student input to that described by Ms. Bernal in her 
Alligator Pie story, one might conclude the music teacher was less conversant with the 
processes of music education than the principal; although, from the other interview data 
and the recommendation of the district music supervisor, I did not interpret this as the 
case. It could be the discrepancy existed because Ms. Benson was given only a few once-
a-week class sessions to prepare her Veterans Day program, while Ms. Bernal was free to 
work on her students’ Alligator Pie performance a little bit every day without a deadline. 
When examining social studies test scores in South Carolina, Allan (2010) found 
not only were students’ achievement linked to allocated time, but also to the principal’s 




resulting from administrative nonsupport and inadequate allocated time, resulted in 
poorer service to students, regardless of teachers’ efforts to compensate. When, at the 
beginning of this study, Ms. Benson told me of all the personal time she spent in the 
interest of helping students be successful performers, I assumed administrative support 
for her program was lacking. Other data I gathered in this study seemed to indicate 
neither Ms. Bernal nor the music program at Bedrock was as one-dimensional as it 
appeared to me at first. It may be Ms. Bernal did not see her experience with Alligator 
Pie as a music education experience, but rather a multi-disciplinary project. It may be 
easier to gain support for music education from administrators like Ms. Bernal if they 
observed such multi-disciplinary projects in the music classroom.  
Regarding Research Question 3, the Bedrock students’ experiences with music, 
and the quality of those experiences seemed to be minimized by time—as evidenced by 
my T-TESS observation and their own recollections of activities in music class. As in 
Arlen, the Bedrock students said they felt successful in class activities in general; 
however, I was concerned about their demonstrated singing and basic beat skills, which 
were, in my opinion, subpar for fourth-graders. One student, Belinda, mentioned being 
repeatedly rejected for special roles in musicals made her feel less successful than she 
expected to be.  
One final word regarding the T-TESS prioritization of student-led or student-
directed learning environments: Educators generally agree it is desirable for students to 
take ownership of their own learning, but I can see how music educators might fall 




may have been more comfortable with a top-down approach to performance rehearsals as 
is common in large ensembles. Also, her teaching style, when not preparing for a 
performance, may have been more student-directed than in the lesson I observed. 
Research in the area of student-directed music education has increased recently (Balija, 
2007; Bazan, 2007; Luh, 2019; Spears, 2014), and all examples I found mentioned the 
difficulty many music teachers have in making the shift to it from traditional, teacher-led 
methods.  
In the lesson I observed at Bedrock Elementary, there were several opportunities 
where Ms. Benson could have asked the students to assess each other, ask them what 
should be done next, and in general get them to think about what they were doing and 
how to do it better. She may have used some of those student-directed strategies in 
previous classes. At the time of the observation, she was feeling the pressure of an 
approaching performance and may have defaulted to her band director leadership style. 
Bazan (2007) commented the traditional teacher-directed model of band rehearsals would 
likely remain the norm as long as it continues to produce good results in concerts and 
contests. Band directors are expected to have crowd-pleasing concerts and earn high 
ratings at contests, which motivates them to find short-term techniques that produce those 
results. Likewise, Ms. Benson was expected to produce “musicals” regularly and had to 
suspend her curriculum sequences in order to comply. While it may be true that 
community and school expectations may perpetuate a performance-driven elementary 
music curriculum in spite of allocated time, the issue will be made worse until an 





 As in Arlen, both Bedrock students expressed they felt they were musical. They 
both spoke of the pride and sense of accomplishment they felt when taking part in public 
performances. It was at these performances they said they felt the most successful, which 
is in keeping with the data I collected from the T-TESS observation, where the long-
range goal seemed to take precedence over short term, in-the-moment, success and 
confidence building. Both students said they liked their teacher, and each made 
statements that coincided with Ms. Benson’s expressed philosophy of “mistakes are ok.”  
Belinda showed a greater understanding of musical creativity than Bobby and 
recounted to me a creative group rhythm lesson. (Recall that Bobby said “creative” meant 
getting to choose the crayons for coloring in pictures of instruments.) From Belinda’s 
perspective, the creativity of this activity involved the selection of percussion instruments 
to play different rhythms. I could not tell if the activity also involved the actual creation 
of those rhythms. Both students believed the time they had in class was adequate. Bobby 
stated 45 minutes was enough to memorize a song, and Belinda recalled the class often 
had time at the end to “do extra stuff.” Both these statements indicated the students 
thought of time as in the length of the class period, and not in an overall sense such as 
number of times per week, or the total amount of time spent in music during the year. 
Belinda wanted the ideal music class to be “like a party room,” and Bobby said 
the ideal class would be like rap music; both statements indicating to me their desire for 
the class to feel fun and be culturally relevant to them. Belinda was involved in singing 




points affirm the assertion students will find access to music if they do not get it at 
school, but broad cultural understanding will be lost (Tuohey, 2012). Students’ SES will 
be a factor in the types of extra-curricular musical activities that are available to them, but 
Tuohey (2012) warned against regarding those musical experiences as inferior to or 
subservient to the traditional forms of school-sponsored music education. 
Research Question 3 was focused on students’ experiences and perceptions of 
success. The Bedrock students I interviewed seemed to have little idea of their own 
potential for musicianship or creativity. Their recollection of successful times in music 
exclusively concerned the yearly performances in which they had participated. This could 
be directly caused by how music classes are scheduled, in other words, their allocated 
time. The more sparsely students attend music class during the year, the greater 
percentage of those classes will have to be spent on program preparation, creating a de 
facto over-emphasis on performances. It could be the amount of time spent on programs 
resulted in Bobby and Belinda’s recollections, or it could mean those performances were 
the most memorable parts of music class. Of course, evening performances are 
memorable for many reasons, not all musical. For example, when asked why the 
programs made him feel successful, Bobby said, “Because everybody did it and . . . 
because me and my friends all got to see each other after school. 
A de facto over-emphasis of public performances is not purely one of allocated 
time but also how relevant the music class is to the students (Tuohey, 2012). Ms. Bernal 
and Ms. Benson stated Ms. Benson’s programs were well attended, but Ms. Bernal was 




indicator the students’ abilities to contribute their own musical expressions and ideas to a 
performance was more important than may have been recognized. Belinda commented, 
“The talent show. . . It’s, like, something Ms. Benson put together . . . so then we can, 
like, show our many talents.  It can be anything. The children’s perceptions of their 
Bedrock music experience reminded me of Elliott’s (2012) call for infusing music 
education with an “ethic of care” for self and community. The children seem to have been 
almost instinctively aware of the role of music in their local school community. With so 
many people willing to work together to make Bedrock’s musicals and talent shows a 
source of community pride, it seems it would not be that difficult to move from the 
utilitarian purpose of night performances into developing what Elliott (2012) called 
“artistic citizenship”—a feeling of responsibility to various levels of community 
expressed through performances and other examples of artistic excellence. 
Cross-Site Connections 
 In this part of my study I combine the data from the two sites to synthesize 
answers to each of the research questions of this study in turn. I examine the connections 
between the data from the two teacher participants, the two administrators, and the four 
students, while continuing to triangulate the interview data with artifact and observation 
data. 
Teachers 
 Research Question 1 was: What are elementary music teachers’ expressed 
abilities to implement their curricular goals to promote students’ musical growth in two 




general music? Because this question called for a comparison between two music 
teachers at two sites, I offer the following cross-site analysis. 
Mr. Alaniz and Ms. Benson seem to have a lot in common. They both had 
secondary music education as a career goal but changed to elementary. They both had a 
supportive administrator who helped them grow professionally when they first became 
elementary music teachers. They both espoused a core belief that music is for everyone 
and everyone can be successful, and I find no reason to doubt they believed this to be 
true. They both learned through experience that not all administrators are similarly 
supportive of music education. Both teachers took advantage of public performances to 
demonstrate to the public the importance of music education, and both had a positive 
response from parents in terms of student participation and audience attendance.  
The two music teachers were also different in many respects. Mr. Alaniz had only 
5 years of teaching experience compared to Ms. Benson’s 17. Mr. Alaniz had taught in 
one school with a 3-day class rotation. Ms. Benson had previously taught elementary 
music in a different school on a 2-day rotation and was, at the time of my study, working 
in a 5-day class rotation.  
Neither teacher complained about not having enough time to implement their 
curricular goals, but Ms. Benson also said she spent many hours after school and during 
her lunch time giving students extra help. As one might predict, both teachers in this 
study agreed more time would be better, but I found it interesting both also expounded 
upon how their application of the curriculum would become deeper rather than broader. 




content, but instead delve deeper into what they were already teaching. 
Mr. Alaniz expressed gratitude for the support he received from Ms. Avalos, his 
vice-principal, and stated he was fortunate to work in a school system where so much 
time was allocated for music. The greatest crisis he related to me concerned when he and 
other specials teachers feared a new principal might decrease that time. If one were to 
define the ability to implement curricular goals in terms of covering all the TEKS, Mr. 
Alaniz did not seem concerned that a decrease in time would hinder him. The 2013 
revision of the Music TEKS (TAC, 2013) even specified which TEKS were to be 
prioritized in such a case. However, if the definition of curricular goals were to include 
quality of instruction and depth of learning, Mr. Alaniz felt he would not be able to 
implement the same goals he was currently striving toward if given less allocated time. 
Ms. Benson indicated, through comments in her interviews and through her 
teaching when I observed her, she was working hard to implement her curricular goals 
within the strictures of a 5-day rotation. She did not seem to be in the same kind of close 
relationship with her administration as Mr. Alaniz was with his vice-principal, but only 
spoke of crises in her past experience as episodes of change brought about by growth of 
the school district: schools becoming overcrowded, then alleviated by the building of new 
schools; changes in administration bringing changes in educational priorities, and so 
forth. In other words, she did not appear to me to blame others for her situation, but rather 
faced her challenges with a determination that could result in teacher burn-out (Hanson, 
2006; Kellermeyer, 2009).  




lower-SES schools in the Achinstein, Ozawa and Speiglman study (2004), who seemed to 
gravitate to those schools’ more regimented, scripted-lesson-plans way of doing things. 
Ms. Benson did not speak like a teacher who needed to be told what to do, however. 
Rather, her comments reflected a music teacher who felt at times underappreciated: 
“Each administration views music differently than another administration will. So, some 
value it’s importance, some don’t necessarily see it as something that is academic.” In 
summary, Ms. Benson indicated she was able to deliver the Bedrock music curriculum 
because she had the determination to do so.  
In conclusion, both Mr. Alaniz and Ms. Benson seemed to interpret the 
elementary music TEKS and their respective district’s curriculum models according to 
their own experiences, training, and values; from my vantage point, neither teacher 
showed signs those values were affected by allocated music time. Mr. Alaniz spoke of a 
desire to learn more teaching methods and seemed to be given the freedom to experiment. 
Ms. Benson expressed the desire to do more if she had more time and was willing to 
sacrifice her own time to compensate so students’ quality of learning could be 
maximized. Students in both settings seemed to like their teacher and displayed overall 
good behavior and cooperation in both classes. I cannot overstate how important that 
feature was. In both schools the students demonstrated limitless possibilities for musical 
growth, except for the matter of not having enough time in Bedrock to allow the power of 





In Research Question 2 I asked, what are elementary principals’ expressed values 
of music education in two Texas public schools with comparatively high and low 
amounts of allocated time for general music? Ms. Avalos, vice-principal at Arlen 
Elementary, and Ms. Bernal, principal at Bedrock Elementary, were strikingly different 
in their expressed valuing of music education. However, each administrator revealed 
what I saw as an instinctive awareness of the importance of music education. 
Ms. Avalos attended an elementary school that had what she felt was a high-
quality music program; Ms. Bernal did not have music in her elementary experience. 
Both educators spent many years as teachers and as administrators. In each of these roles, 
they both seemed to have been genuinely committed to student success and a positive 
school experience for all students. Ms. Avalos’s expressed a high value for music 
education, but only spoke of Mr. Alaniz’s music program in terms of product rather than 
process: a high turnout for evening performances and a pleasant learning environment in 
the classroom.  
Ms. Bernal, while valuing music education in general (I believe), proposed access 
to the amount of music education be conditional on whether students were “musically 
inclined”—a “talented elite” paradigm. Abril and Gault (2005) found elementary general 
classroom teachers who could point to positive experiences in their own elementary 
experience tended to place a higher value on several aspects of music education the 
authors examined. The data I gathered from the two principals in my study seemed to 




high-quality music education in elementary school, which seemed a vital part of her 
overall positive experience. Ms. Bernal, on the other hand, did not have music during her 
elementary years, and what experience she did have in the high school marimba band 
may have only strengthened her perception of music education for a “talented elite.”  
Ms. Avalos expressed a high value for music education that seemed to be 
confirmed or possibly even strengthened by having Mr. Alaniz as a member of her staff. 
It seemed to me Ms. Avalos’s recommendation for music classes to be put on a daily 
rotation might be a mixture of grand intention and good-subject effect. It may also be an 
indicator she was an administrator who had a strong commitment to nurture teachers who 
she felt had exceptional skill and a level of commitment similar to her own.  
Ms. Bernal, despite witnessing firsthand the value of music in children’s lives, as 
evidenced by her recollections in the Alligator Pie and Amazing Grace stories, 
nevertheless held to a belief that music time should be allocated on a two-tier system, 
which would result in a track for some students, the “musically inclined,” as she referred 
to them, and another for everyone else. To me, the term “musically inclined” was another 
way of saying, “talented elite,” but Ms. Bernal’s recollections of her own life experience 
indicated she, at some level, also realized music is for everyone. 
Abril and Gault (2006) showed principals’ expressed valuing of music education 
in general terms did not align with their specific priorities regarding elements of music 
education. Abril and Gault (2006) posited when elementary principals gave general 
statements regarding their support for music, they tended to parrot typical talking points 




specific elements of elementary music education, the participants’ responses indicated 
not a lack of support for music but lack of awareness of the variety of things going on in 
a music classroom.  
Ms. Avalos’s high praise for her music teacher is understandable for two reasons, 
which I gleaned from the interview data. First, Ms. Avalos recognized many elements in 
Mr. Alaniz’s teaching methodology and his overall philosophy that stirred powerful 
positive memories from her own childhood experience with music education and school 
in general. Second, Mr. Alaniz’s ability to keep classroom discipline under control made 
her job easier, and certainly easier than his predecessor had made it.  
Abril and Gault (2005) found music teachers’ valuing of certain elements of 
music education depended on their own past experiences; judging from the data I 
gathered, it seems the same may apply to principals. The memory of a pleasant and 
welcoming school atmosphere in her childhood experience impacted Ms. Avalos and the 
similar climate in Mr. Alaniz’s classroom caused her to regard him as ideal. Ms. Bernal’s 
experience with being admitted into what she was told was an exclusive music ensemble 
perhaps laid the groundwork for a “talented elite” paradigm to dominate her valuing of 
music education. 
Students 
In Research Question 3, I asked: what are fourth-grade students’ experiences and 
perceptions of success in music class in two Texas public schools with comparatively 
high and low amounts of allocated time for general music? All four student participants 




observed student success to a certain degree in both schools. In the next section I 
compare the students’ success levels at each site using the T-TESS rubric and in the 
following section I compare the students’ expressed perceptions of success in their 
respective music classes. 
Students Experiencing Success in Music 
In this section I speak frequently of the two music teachers, Mr. Alaniz and Ms. 
Benson, and compare my ratings for each of their lessons. Before doing this, I feel the 
need to reiterate my T-TESS ratings were not of the teachers but their lessons I observed, 
and those ratings were based on my training in looking for evidences of student success 
in several areas. After observing each teacher, I documented several key similarities and 
differences between the two teachers’ lessons. These are summarized in Table 4. 
I found a consistent positive climate in the music rooms at both sites and both 
classes to be consistently cooperative and engaged in the learning activities; both teachers 
appeared to be respected and liked by their students. I reflected this in the ratings for 
Domain 3, Learning Environment, with Mr. Alaniz’s lesson attaining an Accomplished 
rating in Classroom Environment, Routines, and Procedures for the degree to which his 
students demonstrated their internalization and self-direction of those procedures. 
However, both classes demonstrated weak singing skills. In the case of Mr. 
Alaniz, this seemed to be related to his singing along with his students, and thereby not 
being able to hear them. In the case of Ms. Benson’s class, the poor singing could have 
resulted from the class being focused on remembering all the words to Fifty Nifty (all the 




covered during the class period. In the case of Mr. Alaniz’s class, I also observed an 
overall inability to maintain a basic beat. 
Table 1. T-TESS dimension ratings for both observed lessons by both teachers, Domains 2 
and 3. 
Table 4 also reveals differences I found between the two teachers. The greatest 
difference was in Domain 2: Instruction. I gave Mr. Alaniz’s lesson a Proficient rating in 
content knowledge and expertise for his skill in presenting content to the students in an 
accessible way. I gave Ms. Benson’s lesson a Developing rating because of her students’ 
poor performance with singing in tune which went uncorrected. 
There was some limitation to my assessments of Mr. Alaniz’s and Ms. Benson’s 
teaching due to the short period of time I spent with each class—only 4 weeks at each 
site. In the case of Mr. Alaniz, when I visited his class prior to the formal observation, his 
Dimension 
Rating 
Mr. Alaniz Ms. Benson 
2.1 Achieving expectations Proficient Developing 
2.2 Content knowledge and expertise Proficient Proficient 
2.3 Communication Proficient Developing 
2.4 Differentiation Developing Proficient 
2.5 Monitor and adjust Proficient Developing 
3.1 Classroom environment, routines, and procedures Accomplished Proficient 
3.2 Managing student behavior Proficient Proficient 




students were preparing for a visit to the symphony and were spending what he said was 
an unusual amount of time watching and listening to videos of all the pieces the students 
would hear. Mr. Alaniz also spent time describing and discussing with the students the 
content and imagery of each piece. A shorter version of this activity occurred as part of 
the lesson I observed formally.  
In the case of Ms. Benson, her class was preparing for a Veteran’s day program 
and rehearsing all the musical numbers for it. She stated this program was a very 
important event at her school every year, and she had to “put the curriculum on hold” 
somewhat to ensure the students’ ability to perform successfully and confidently. From 
the evidence of the rubrics posted on the wall and Ms. Benson’s description of her using 
them as “success criteria,” as well as her detailed descriptions of her curricular 
implementation, I am inclined to believe she does not spend all her time on program 
preparation.  
For both teachers, there was evidence in the interview and artifact data of teaching 
for student success in the long term, but my T-TESS appraisals of one 45-minute lesson 
for each reflected student success only in the observable short term. Dimensions 1 and 4 
of the T-TESS instrument, which may have had very different ratings for each teacher, 
could not be used because they are only appropriate for a year-long summative 
assessment. 
Students’ Perceptions of Success in Music 
The question, “Do you consider yourself musical?” was answered by the student 




unprompted, identified both Alex and herself as musical. Both Bedrock students said they 
considered themselves musical and all four students described a variety of musical 
activities they either participated in or would have liked to try. In Arlen, the students 
described class activities as their most favorite part of music and did not mention public 
performances. In Bedrock, the children mentioned a few classroom activities and made 
references to the public performances in which they had participated at school. I know 
from the recollection of Ms. Avalos that Mr. Alaniz had put on a plethora of 
performances, yet the students at Arlen Elementary did not mention these in their list of 
favorite things (or least favorite things) in which they had participated.  
Some indication of this can be found in the students’ descriptions of their class 
activities. Alex’s favorite class activities included playing percussion instruments, 
movement activities, and listening to classical music. Andrea’s favorites were singing, 
choir, and certain videos which were shown as a reward at the end of class. Bobby’s 
favorite activities were “learning about beats and rhythms” and last year’s musical. 
Belinda’s favorite activity was learning a song her older sister had taught her when she 
was in fourth grade. Group activities in Arlen were described as creating rhythms for 
non-pitched percussion and I observed a group creative activity involving movement and 
rhythm. Group activities in Bedrock were described as completing a matching assignment 
about the instruments of the orchestra; I do not know if the activity involved the sounds 
of the instruments or not. 
The students at both schools seemed to have a tenuous grasp on the meaning of 




playing instruments to be a creative activity. Likewise, Andrea commented, “It was sort 
of creative when Saundra just asked to perform today.” Bobby understood creativity in 
terms of choosing colors when drawing pictures and Belinda gave the example of 
choosing instruments for “making beats” as a definition of creativity. A student’s depth 
of understanding of the nature of musical creativity can be attributed to many causes, but 
the issue of providing adequate allocated time seems foundational.  
I noticed a significant nuance to Andrea’s multiple answers to my request to 
“Describe something creative you have done in music class.” The very first thing she 
talked about was the song she had written in a previous year, added to it since, performed 
it with her family as an ensemble, and performed it at school. Of the four students in this 
study, Andrea was the only student I would say demonstrated she understood the 
meaning of musical creativity, even to the point of describing it as an ongoing process 
where a project can be continuously evolving as creative people tinker with it. After 
giving this answer, Andrea then described Saundra’s singing in class as “. . . creative. 
Kind of, because she created everybody [sic] to do that.” I noticed this second, rather 
poorly articulated, answer was similar in feel to the other student’s answers, and I 
wondered if it could be an example of good-subject effect. It could be she realized I had 
said, “in music class,” when she was describing something that had occurred mostly 
outside class. Tuohey (2012) asserted students find musical expression and experience 
where they can, in or out of school. If the goal is to develop musical creativity, or any 
other aspect of musicianship in spite of allocated time, music teachers should find ways 




Similarly, Benedict and Schmidt (2007) argued there would be enough time to 
teach basic music skills and multicultural music if teachers were to allow basic skills to 
emerge as much as possible within the context of students’ own cultures. In other words, 
they proposed teaching music basics and multicultural music simultaneously by 
maximizing student-directed learning. Ms. Benson and Mr. Alaniz stated they integrated 
their public performances with their overall curriculum, but how much they did that was 
beyond the scope of my study. From observing both teachers, I can see that through 
maximizing student-led experiences, engaged time would also be maximized. This could 
be a vital strategy for Ms. Benson to use to affect an increase in her allocated time and for 
Mr. Alaniz to keep his allocated time protected should the district ever stop mandating it. 
Summary of Data 
Mr. Alaniz’s teaching situation seemed characterized by freedom and 
appreciation. Like the teachers in the higher SES schools in the Achinstein et al. (2004) 
study, Mr. Alaniz was able to interpret the curriculum creatively, as he saw fit. Ms. 
Benson, on the other hand, struggled to compensate for her classes’ allocated time by 
working through her lunch, conference, and before and after school times helping 
students in a variety of ways. This is very much like the teachers in the Curtain (1998) 
and Weidknecht (2011) studies, who made up for various forms of inadequate support by 
working harder. 
Both teachers in this study claimed to be able to implement their curricular goals 
but both speculated on ways of doing more to promote students’ musical growth. Ms. 




behavior. While these skills are not music-education-specific, they are nevertheless 
important. Eerola and Eerola (2014) found music education positively impacted school 
climate and time was critical to its success. I see a direct connection to Arlen Elementary 
School; not only did Mr. Alaniz teach music to every student in Arlen Elementary, those 
students were in his classroom every 3 days. By allocating 50 minutes every 3 days for 
music in Arlen, the students were able to grow more musically, and the school-wide 
effect of Mr. Alaniz’s positive classroom climate was also likely maximized. 
Research has shown decreasing time for the arts had a negligible effect on 
standardized test scores (Wilkins et al., 2003), and reductions in music time that occurred 
after the passage implementation of NCLB (2001) did not necessarily happen directly 
because of it (McMurrer, 2007). These two studies seem to imply a major problem for 
elementary music education is lack of prioritization from administration. Abril and Gault 
(2006) showed elementary principals could nod in agreement with well-known talking 
points regarding music education but were not generally conversant with its specific 
components or their value. In light of their study, it is not surprising to see Ms. Avalos 
enthusiastic in her support of Mr. Alaniz’s music program for purely extra-musical 
reasons, nor is it surprising Ms. Bernal had nothing to say about her valuing of any 
specifics of Ms. Benson’s music program.  
The two students at Arlen Elementary seemed more articulate and specific about 
their music learning than their counterparts at Bedrock Elementary, but all four students 
reported feeling successful overall in music class. Both teachers described to me their 




Ms. Benson had posted several self-assessment rubrics on the walls and referred to them 
as her “success criteria.” Although the students did mention using the success criteria in 
class, they spoke at length of the performances as their most impactful experiences of 
success in music making. It may be the students at Bedrock Elementary are indeed 
successful in each instance of using the “success criteria” rubrics but, because of time 
constraints, do not have the opportunity to reinforce and solidify those successful class 
experiences into permanent musical learning. The program performances also represent 
long-term projects that give the students time to coalesce several musical concepts and 
skills into a single product. Working on other extended non-program-related projects 
(like Ms. Bernal’s Alligator Pie) in the music classroom could be more practical with 
increased allocated time.  
Giglio (2012) said, “with time for practice, reflection and improvement, students 
find points of connection.” (p. 114). Perhaps the reason for Bedrock’s students only 
commenting about their participation in performances as indicators of feeling successful 
was not because the performances were prioritized over classroom learning, but because 
of the relative time spent on them. In other words, the problem was not the teacher over-
emphasizing public performances as much as the allocated time under-emphasizing 
everything else. When I asked Bobby why the previous year’s musical was the most fun 
for him of all music activities, he said, “Because I like to remember it.” Bobby’s natural 
tendency to reminisce about a pleasant life experience might be, through class discussion 
and a teacher’s direction, focused into Giglio’s idea of reflection and improvement. 




time into school musicals seem to support that idea.  
The premise of this study was Carroll (1985) and Bloom’s (1985) assertion time 
is critical to student success, and a high cumulative time in music class produces a 
positive cumulative effect on music learning. The data from my study confirm the 
students from Arlen, the elementary school with the high amount of allocated music time, 
felt successful with every activity and aspect of their music class, and their perceptions of 
success were confirmed by other data sources with two exceptions. One, the standardized 
music test, which level of difficulty was so high it made students feel inadequate and 
subpar for fourth grade music students. The other example was the weak skill level in 
basic timing and singing observed in a group activity, which could indicate the teacher 
had not given enough attention to developing those skills, in spite of the time available to 
do so. From Bedrock, the data confirm students needed more time to contribute ideas and 
create their own music during class and to reflect on all their performances, both those 
produced in class and major event concerts. Increasing Bedrock’s allocated music time 
would also prevent teacher burnout and have the effect of decreasing the school’s de 
facto prioritization of major performances. In the following chapter, I tie these data to 





CHAPTER SEVEN: CONCLUSIONS 
In this study I sought to examine the differences between two elementary schools 
that were similar in many ways but differed in the amount of allocated time for music 
class. Both schools were similar in size and both had 82% of their students qualifying for 
free or reduced-price lunch. Site A, Arlen Elementary School, provided 50-minute music 
classes on a 3-day rotation and Site B, Bedrock Elementary School, provided 45-minute 
music classes once a week. I gathered data primarily from interviews from two music 
teachers, two administrators, and four 4th-graders. I collected artifact data in the form of 
district curriculum documents and lesson plans, and observation data using the T-TESS 
(2016) rubric. In Chapter Six, I analyzed the data first by making connections between 
the data sources at each school in the light of the research questions, then addressed those 
research questions directly by analyzing cross-site connections between the three groups 
of participants: teachers, principals, and students. The research questions that guided this 
study were: 
1. What are elementary music teachers’ expressed abilities to implement their 
curricular goals to promote students’ musical growth in two Texas public schools 
with comparatively high and low amounts of allocated time for general music? 
2. What are elementary principals’ expressed value of music education in two Texas 
public schools with comparatively high and low amounts of allocated time for 
general music? 
3. What are fourth-grade students’ experiences and perceptions of success in music 




allocated time for general music? 
I condensed the data of this study to address these questions in the last chapter, 
particularly in the last three sections. To summarize and reflect on each of these findings, 
I present the following three sections: (a) Music Teachers: Status Quo Acceptance; (b) 
Principals: Lasting First Impressions; and (c) Students: Untapped Potential. In each 
section, I summarized my analyses of the data and interpret each summary in the light of 
relevant research literature. I follow this with conclusions, implications for practice, and 
recommendations for further study. 
Music Teachers: Status Quo Acceptance 
 Mr. Alaniz and Ms. Benson expressed satisfaction with their ability to implement 
their curricular goals and promote students’ musical growth. However, neither teacher 
seemed to have difficulty imagining what they would do with their classes if given more 
time. When asked to describe their ideal music class with ideal music schedule, both 
music teachers spoke of exploring on a deeper level the musical concepts and skills they 
were already teaching. 
The music curricula at both districts were based on the state of Texas’ required 
curriculum standards, or TEKS (TAC, 2013), which do not include mandates for 
allocated time. Recognizing that allocated times for elementary music differ widely 
across Texas, the 2013 revision of the TEKS prioritized a subset of the TEKS objectives 
to be more essential than the rest. The revision committee conceded some schools would 
not have the necessary class time for students to reach mastery of all the TEKS objectives 




music curriculum based on all the TEKS, and each curriculum was more specific and 
more rigorous than the TEKS.  
In my interviews with both teachers, a common theme seemed to be their viewing 
of teaching as a combination of opportunities and challenges. Both teachers spoke of their 
gratitude for opportunities to learn their trade in a supportive environment. Recalling 
their best experiences with in-service training, Mr. Alaniz spoke of his present situation 
and Ms. Benson referred to her first elementary assignment, many years prior. Both 
teachers also mentioned the challenges they faced. Mr. Alaniz took over classes with 
students who had not been brought to what he considered an acceptable skill level by his 
predecessor, and Ms. Benson recollected the changes brought about over many years by a 
growing community and overcrowded schools. 
Both music teachers talked about music education as a core subject for all 
students, and the incumbent responsibilities of that universality for music teachers. 
During their interviews and at other times, both teachers spoke with me at length about a 
variety of music education issues, values, and challenges. Neither teacher at any time 
indicated dissatisfaction with their current teaching position. Their confidence in their 
own teaching abilities was confirmed by interviews with principals and students. Using 
the T-TESS rubric, I gave both lessons an overall Proficient rating. In the light of all the 
relevant data, I have summarized the perceptions of both teachers’ abilities to implement 
their curricular goals as status quo acceptance. By acceptance, I mean neither 
complacency nor surrender, but a willingness to work toward what they understood 




study. Whether or not they thought they were able to promote students’ musical growth 
was more difficult to ascertain. Mr. Alaniz indicated a desire to learn other approaches 
and teaching techniques to broaden his students’ classroom experiences but also stated he 
was pleased at the improvement in musicianship the students had made compared to 
when he first became the music teacher at his school. Ms. Benson also expressed a desire 
to offer students a broader classroom experience in music, if given time to devote whole 
periods to Orff, Kodály, music theory, literacy, etc. Her use of “success criteria” rubrics 
indicated to me a commitment to students’ musical growth, but the only successes the 
students recalled in interviews related to their public performances, possibly due to 
inadequate time. Neither teacher qualified their ability to achieve curricular goals or 
promote growth with any precondition such as allocated time, but both asserted more 
time for music would provide opportunities for students to gain a deeper understanding of 
music. 
Status Quo Acceptance, Arlen Elementary: Freedom 
Mr. Alaniz taught elementary music for only 5 years and always in a school with 
a schedule of 50-minutes every 3-days. He did not mention ever having to prioritize some 
curricular goals over others because of time constraints. He stated he had enough time to 
achieve his curricular goals, and his implementation of the Kodály method was one that 
included more listening than would be normally be considered Kodály. He said, “I will 
sprinkle in things that aren’t necessarily Kodály in a sense. I really focus a lot on 
listening.” His status quo acceptance seemed to be rooted in the freedom he felt to 




by time, he also had the support of his vice-principal, who expressed she was impressed 
with his commitment and skill. She stated, “Mr. Alaniz not only expects our students to 
grow but he is also a learner. . . he is a grower and he likes to grow.” 
Status Quo Acceptance, Bedrock Elementary: Strength 
Ms. Benson, like Mr. Alaniz, affirmed a belief in music education for all students. 
When she transferred to Bedrock Elementary from another campus, she found herself in a 
more challenging environment but persevered through what she described as “. . . a really 
rough year.” She said, “ I had never taught in a school like that.” Whereas Mr. Alaniz’s 
status quo acceptance seemed to be rooted in freedom, Ms. Benson’s status quo 
acceptance seemed to be founded upon strength—the strength to persevere through a 
difficult teaching assignment, sustaining her efforts despite circumstances. This approach 
put her, in my opinion, dangerously close to burning out.  
In 2006, Hanson studied the problem of teacher burnout connected with high-
stakes testing and found teachers of subjects scrutinized by NCLB-mandated  
standardized testing had significantly higher levels of emotional exhaustion than did non-
high-stakes teachers. Hanson warned the psychological effects of burnout—including 
feelings of ineffectiveness, helplessness, and withdrawal—were harmful to teachers and 
students alike. In a quantitative study of the relationship of core beliefs to burnout in 
elementary music teachers, Kellermeyer (2009) found an important key to job satisfaction 
was for every music teacher to seek and value a positive relationship with the principal 
and the school environment. She also insisted for music teachers to avoid burnout, 




she saw as an easy trap for many in the elementary music profession. 
Ms. Benson handled the challenges of her job by sacrificing nearly all her 
scheduled lunch and conference time, much like the subjects in the Curtain (1998) and 
Weidknecht (2011) studies, who, when given less support, attempted to compensate 
through various ways of working harder. Although Ms. Benson had formerly been in an 
elementary school where music was provided to students every other day, she did not 
indicate dissatisfaction with her current teaching schedule. She did express 
disappointment in her perceived lack of support from some administrators for specials 
classes in general. From my perspective, it seems that Ms. Benson sacrificing her 
preparation and personal time before and after school, conference periods, and lunch 
revealed something more important than her level of dedication—her students needed 
more time to be successful in their musical growth.  
From her interviews and the students’ interviews it seemed that a pervading 
purpose of all of Ms. Benson’s efforts was to demonstrate to the students, and to the 
public, that everyone is capable of being musical at some level. For example, she said, “I 
would rather you [instead of fearing making a mistake] participate and try and make an 
effort, because that tells me that you’re . . . wanting to learn, . . . enjoying the class, . . . 
absorbing . . . . Don’t be afraid of making a mistake.”  When speaking of the talent show, 
Belinda said, “. . . we can, like, show our many talents. It can be anything.” Similarly, 
Bobby valued the memories he had of his third-grade musical, “I like to remember it . . . 
and see everybody who came.” According to Ms. Bernal’s interview data, Ms. Benson’s 




Benson also made a point to state her lesson objectives and “success criteria” at the 
beginning and review them at the end of every lesson. I observed these practices during 
my T-TESS observation. Whatever problems existed in Ms. Benson’s classroom seemed 
to me to be less the fault of weak teaching than inadequate time to teach. Despite Ms. 
Benson’s apparent strength and dedication, I cannot overstress the dangers of burnout, 
which seemed to be a real possibility. The issue could also be exacerbated by her 
teaching style, which she admitted was micro-managerial. Micromanaging students as 
they are learning is counterproductive to both student and teacher. 
Summary of Research Question 1: Answers and More Questions 
When I compared the interview data of the two music teachers, I found Ms. 
Benson had more to say about the importance of time than Mr. Alaniz. Looking beyond 
their words, the actions of both teachers underscored the differences allocated time can 
make: (a) Mr. Alaniz’s prioritizing class time on classical music listening; and (b) Ms. 
Benson’s sacrificing of her lunch, conference, and after school hours to make up for her 
minimal allocated class time. Both teachers attested to being able to implement their 
curricular goals to promote students’ musical growth, but were those goals appropriate 
for students’ actual interests and abilities, or were they adjusted, consciously or not, by 
allocated time? Even if the students at both sites were achieving a degree of musical 
growth, was their musical growth in similar proportion to their growth in knowledge and 
skills in other areas of the curriculum? It seems a disservice to the students to limit the 
curricular goals of music teachers by limiting time in music class. Finally, is there a way 




and to do so without relying solely on a standardized test that may do more harm than 
good?  
Principals: Lasting First Impressions 
Based on the findings, the principals in this study both held a high value for music 
education, but in different ways. My initial perceptions of these administrators, that one 
was decidedly more pro-music than the other, proved to be out of focus, however, and my 
opinion of each evolved as I studied their responses to my interview questions in the light 
of other data. Whether or not a coincidence, the administrator with a seemingly more 
supportive attitude toward music education worked at the school with the higher music 
time, and the seemingly less music-supportive principal worked at the school with 
significantly less allocated time for music. This staffing phenomenon seemed to me to be 
similar to the situation described by Achinstein et al. (2004) where the higher-SES 
schools were staffed by teachers and administrators who used curriculum in creative 
ways and the lower-SES schools were staffed by professionals who were more 
comfortable with scripted lesson plans and standardization. But this was only my initial 
impression. After analyzing the data from their interviews, I realized Ms. Avalos’s 
support for music education seemed based on many non-musical factors, and Ms. Bernal 
seemed to have a deep appreciation for music and music education that was incongruent 
with her idea of a two-tiered elementary music education system.  
My interviews with the administrators at each campus indicated their attitudes and 
values were influenced by many factors and were changeable. In a study of the effect of 




members’ attitudes toward music education can be changed, and that change can be 
fostered by increasing public awareness. In this study, my interviews with administrators 
revealed their experiences as a student, as a teacher, and in their administrative roles all 
contributed to their overall valuing of music education. However, it seemed their earliest 
experiences with music education had the strongest impact. For this reason, I have 
dubbed the common thread to their stories lasting first impressions. Ms. Avalos’s first 
impressions with music education were connected with her overall positive experience as 
a child in an elementary school that contained a music program that produced impressive 
musicals. Her first impressions involved a whole-group experience. Ms. Bernal’s first 
impressions of music education involved being told certain students have an “ear for 
music,” while others do not. In spite of this, she witnessed the power of music education 
in the lives of individual students through her experiences as a classroom teacher 
(Alligator Pie) and as an administrator (Amazing Grace). 
Lasting First Impressions for Ms. Avalos: A Whole-Group Experience 
Ms. Avalos said, as a child, she was made to feel welcome in a school that was 
situated in a higher SES neighborhood than the one she came from. Part of that positive 
experience for her was participation in elementary music class and large musicals the 
school produced yearly. She made no mention of specific things she learned in her music 
class as a child, but only that she recognized certain techniques Mr. Alaniz was using. 
Ms. Avalos seemed to value Mr. Alaniz’s music program solely in terms of 
whole-group successes, specifically, public performances, classroom climate, and 




so poorly (in terms of singing and keeping a beat) during my observation. I used the T-
TESS rubric, which is designed to help an observer identify individual student successes 
with clearly defined learning objectives (an Effective Schools paradigm). The T-TESS 
observer is trained to look at whole-group success in matters of classroom routines, 
climate, and discipline. Had Ms. Avalos used T-TESS to appraise Mr. Alaniz, it would 
have provided her with a valuable coaching tool without causing her to think any less of 
him. 
Lasting First Impressions for Ms. Bernal: Individual Student Experiences 
Ms. Bernal did not have music when she was in elementary school. Although she 
had some experience in music ensembles in high school, when she was invited to 
participate in one particular group, she was told that membership was for those who “had 
an ear for music.” This statement, which may have been nothing more than a recruitment 
ploy, may have planted the idea of music for the “talented elite,” which could have 
influenced her valuing of music education from then on. Her musical back story reflected 
a valuing of her personal experience as being a part of a group, and possibly being what 
her teachers thought was an elite musician. She made no mention of the sounds or 
successes of the groups themselves. Her stories from her time as a teacher (Alligator Pie) 
and administrator (Amazing Grace) were both about the impact of music on the 
individual student. Even though the Alligator Pie story was about a group project, Ms. 
Bernal emphasized the idea that every student contributed in their own unique way. 
When I consider that Ms. Benson struggled so hard to make public performances her 




a communication gap between these two educators, something Kellermeyer (2009) 
concluded was a strong predictor of burnout.  
Ms. Bernal recognized Ms. Benson’s ability to generate a high attendance rate for 
her students’ evening performances, and even said the parent attendance for the yearly 
talent show surpassed that of the school’s graduation ceremonies. Ms. Bernal’s 
recollection of parent attendance at the talent show was, to her, indicative of parents’ 
desire to see their children become “star” performers. She said, “I think society highlights 
the stars that sing, and so the parents are very, very in tune to the fact that their kid’s 
going to make it big because they can sing.”  
Ms. Bernal had actually practiced elementary music education when she put 
together a multi-disciplinary experience for her class when she was a fourth-grade teacher 
(Alligator Pie). This experience involved creating and performing music that was student 
led and showed the value of process-oriented music education. Ms. Bernal may have 
understood music education on a deeper level than many who value it only for public 
performances. At the time of the interview, I believed Ms. Bernal’s comments about the 
talent show being about parents seeing their child as a star indicated she was disparaging 
music education along with talent shows. Upon further reflection, I came to realize 
perhaps Ms. Bernal may have been lamenting the shallow understanding of music 
education by the public. She knew there was more to music education than productions 
and performances because she had witnessed its power in the lives of individual students. 
Her understanding of the power of music in education may have been on a deeper level 




with Ms. Benson’s emphasis on performances, seems to be in sync with research which 
indicates most students are very interested in learning music, but are not always sold on 
their schools’ traditional music education offerings (McPherson & Hendricks, 2010). 
Research has also shown students find other means of participating in music outside of 
school when denied music education opportunities in school (Tuohey, 2012). 
Summary of Research Question 2 and More Questions 
Like the binary educational cultures described in Achinstein et al. (2004), both 
principals who participated in my study seemed, on a surface level, to mirror the 
priorities of the school districts in which they served, when assessing those priorities by 
allocated times for elementary music. I believe, similar to Vermillion (2009), that change 
is possible with public awareness, and each teacher should make a constant effort to 
advocate for the value of music education in the lives of individual students as well as 
take the opportunities to showcase their skills in public performances. I believe that, 
beyond the benefits teachers can reap from good performances, there is an important, 
cumulative effect of students’ day-to-day positive, creative experiences in music class. 
The lasting first impressions described in this study should remind us all that within 
elementary music classrooms all over the country sit future principals, teachers, and 
policy makers. What if more of them had experiences like Ms. Avalos did as a child, or 
like the children in Ms. Bernal’s class when assembling their Alligator Pie performance? 
I admit my initial perceptions of Ms. Avalos and Ms. Bernal were more simplistic 
than they should have been. Ms. Avalos and Mr. Alaniz seemed to be in regular 




students could be more self-directing in the music class. I saw Ms. Avalos’s rosy view of 
Mr. Alaniz as potentially counterproductive. As per his contract with Arlen ISD, Mr. 
Alaniz opted not to be appraised with the T-TESS, but rather with a District appraisal 
system involving a standardized music pretest and posttest, something his students 
despised. The Arlen alternative teacher appraisal system was not only repugnant to the 
students I interviewed, it also may have failed to provide adequate quality control of what 
I consider the pillar concepts of elementary music education: basic beat and pitch. As 
close as they seemed to be, could Mr. Alaniz and Ms. Avalos exemplify the type of 
teacher/principal relationship that cultivates individual student success in music learning? 
Returning to Bedrock School, if communication between Ms. Bernal and Ms. 
Benson was more regular and cordial, could they find ways for Ms. Benson to not work 
as hard and for Ms. Benson to see Ms. Bernal as a person who truly appreciates music 
and music education? Kellermeyer (2009) argued teacher/principal relationship building 
is essential to not only the success of a music program but also the psychological health 
of a music teacher. Had Ms. Benson heard Ms. Bernal’s story about Alligator Pie, or the 
boy who sang Amazing Grace? Could Ms. Benson place less emphasis on programs and 
more on individual student success and creativity if she understood what those stories 
meant to her principal? Was Ms. Bernal aware of Ms. Benson sacrificing so much of her 
free time during the day to help students? Both administrators’ valuing of music 
education could have been increased and improved, but regular two-way communication 




Students: Untapped Potential 
 I stated earlier that I wanted to give the students the last word in this project, but 
fairly interpreting all their stories was not easy. First, they did not seem to understand the 
issue of time in music as anything beyond the length of a class period, which is to be 
expected considering their point of view is that of pupils in elementary school and they 
are not likely given opportunity to consider school schedules beyond their direct 
experiences. I ended each of the past two sections of this chapter with a series of 
questions raised by the data of this study and that suggested implications for teachers’ 
and administrators’ practices regarding elementary music education. In this section I 
made suggestions again to music teachers and administrators from the point of view of 
the students, based on the data from the four children I interviewed. It occurred to me an 
appropriate summary of the students’ interview data, confirmed by the other data sources 
in this study, should be named untapped potential, which indicates the student 
participants had only begun to understand music and their own musicianship; I have 
reason to believe they were, to a certain extent, aware of this themselves. For example, 
Alex remarked, “Instruments weren’t really my thing; the only instrument that I think 
would be more for me is the piano. . . I’ve a good voice for singing, but I don’t like 
singing in public.” Similarly, Andrea said, “I learned some guitar this year.  I joined 
choir, and that ended.  I’m really interested in music.” 
The students who participated in this study demonstrated an ability to perceive 
their own success in music class in two dimensions. The first was what I will term the 




happening, or when reflecting on their class experience at the end of a particular lesson. 
The other perception of success I term the benchmark mode, their overall feeling of 
success when reflecting on previous experiences with a certain music teacher or during a 
particular school year.  
All four students in this study seemed to think their time in music class was 
successful overall. However, in Arlen, Alex at first did not call himself musical because 
he did not yet feel proficient on piano, but then acknowledged he was successful with 
singing and recorder playing. Differently, Andrea seemed confident in her musicianship 
in and out of school. Both Arlen students’ disdain for the standardized music test seemed 
to stem from feelings of not being successful. I believe their perceptions of their own 
musicianship were at odds with what the test seemed to be telling them as they took it, 
which could be an example of one of the negative side effects of standardized testing 
generally (Koretz, 2008, 2017). I assume the person or persons who designed the Arlen 
ISD standardized music test made it rigorous to set a high bar for excellence in music 
teaching. In so doing, however, the negative affect it produced in the students who took 
the test could have reinforced a “talented elite” perception of music education. This 
unintended consequence has been shown to reduce the accessibility and appeal of 
secondary school music opportunities (McPherson & Hendricks, 2010).  
Likewise, in Bedrock, Bobby stated he sometimes felt unsuccessful during the 
process of learning songs (remembering the words), but generally successful at the end of 
that process, either by the end of class or in a public performance. Belinda asserted most 




willingness to do the work necessary to realizing her personal ambitions involving music. 
At Arlen, the students asserted their ideal music class would be very much like what they 
were already experiencing, an opinion echoed by the assistant principal’s assessment of 
Mr. Alaniz. Both Bedrock students indicated their third-grade musical the previous year 
was successful, and they viewed it as an important accomplishment. Bobby also valued 
the memories of his family being present at the performance.   
 I designed this study to not only report the students’ perceptions of their own 
success, but also try to compare those perceptions with my own perceptions by using the 
T-TESS rubric to formally assess a lesson in each classroom. I mentioned earlier that 
students spoke of their perceptions of success in an immediate mode and a benchmark 
mode. Similarly, the T-TESS instrument was designed to measure teaching performance 
in both the short-term and long-term. The four domains of T-TESS are: Planning, 
Instruction, Learning Environment, and Professional Practices and Responsibilities. 
Domains 1 and 4 are meant to be used summatively, based on data collected throughout a 
single school year, and, therefore, were not appropriate to be used in this study. If I had 
used these domains, they would have been compared to the benchmark mode of students’ 
perceptions of success. Domains 2 and 3 were designed to be applied to a single 
observation (but can also be affected by cumulative data) and were my only options when 
using the rubric on data collected from a single, 45-minute observation. Thus, only 
students’ immediate mode perceptions of success could be compared to my T-TESS 
assessment, since I only used Domains 2 and 3. Using observed student success as a 




Proficient, related to the stated objectives of each teacher, and following the guidelines of 
the T-TESS rubric. Observation data indicated a possible weakness with the quality of 
music learning at each campus since students at both schools showed poor performance 
in the fundamental skills of singing and keeping a beat. The responses of the students in 
each class indicated they were growing musically and considering themselves successful 
in the immediate mode. From their interviews, each student seemed to regard his or her 
music teacher as a qualified expert and students’ behavior in class showed positive 
teacher-student relationships. 
 I summarize the message from the students in this study to their teachers, and by 
extension to the music teaching profession, as this: we are with you, and we trust you, but 
is there more we could be doing? First, every music teacher must answer the challenge of 
maximizing the quality of music learning for all students by continuously learning 
effective music teaching practices. Second, administrators and policy makers must re-
evaluate their assumptions and values concerning music education, and the time it is 
allocated, for students to be successful and have meaningful experiences. Therefore, I 
conclude that engaged time and academic learning time remain in the realm of the 
teacher’s responsibility, an idea reiterated often in effective-schools research (Anderson, 
1980; Bloom, 1985; Carroll, 1985; Murphy, 1992; Rieth et al., 1981; Wilson, 1987). That 
said, allocated time cannot be forgotten by administrators, policy makers, or parents who, 
for various reasons, may assume it to be adequate in cases when it is not. When a music 
teacher is taking all of her after-school, conference, and lunch time to provide more time 




Recommendations for Further Study 
 This study was about music teachers’, administrators’, and students’ valuing of 
music education in elementary schools, comparing two schools with differing amounts of 
allocated time for specialist-taught music classes. Since I used three distinct sources for 
this study’s interview data, after giving some general suggestions for further research, I 
provide three separate sections, corresponding to teachers, administrators, and students, 
to provide ideas for future research. Allocated time seems a clear indicator of a school 
system’s elementary education priorities and possibly its perception of program value.   
This inequity of service brings up my first recommendation for further study 
regarding allocated music time in elementary schools. Little attention has been given to 
the allocated time issue and specific data regarding allocated music time in elementary 
schools remains largely unknown. The U.S. Government Accountability Office (2009) 
reported only changes in allocated time in the arts and whether those changes might be 
related to NCLB (2001); it did not attempt to catalog the actual allocated times for the 
arts in each school or school system.  
I recommend conducting a comprehensive study, perhaps as a joint project by the 
Texas Music Educators Association and the Texas Art Education Association, where the 
allocated time data are collected for fine arts in every elementary school in the state. One 
variable, the average minutes per week, for music (and art) could then be correlated with 
other known data about schools such as school size, school district size, percentage of 
students qualifying for free or reduced-price lunch, median household income, and test 




music and academic achievement, a study such as this recommendation could avoid the 
pitfalls of implied causality by simply presenting the variable of allocated time as an 
indicator of support for music education, and correlate with other data such as SES. A 
partial correlation methodology could also be used, correlating music time with 
standardized test results and other measures of school quality, after factoring out SES 
variables. If done on a state-wide level, the results of this recommended study could be 
highly impactful. Even if the issue of whether music education actually enables students 
to perform better on standardized tests may never be verifiable, the partial correlation 
methodology could filter out the influence of third variables that would skew a simple 
correlation study.  
Another recommended study is examining T-TESS evaluations of music teachers 
in a variety of allocated time situations could also be enlightening. The evaluations would 
be made by one appraiser or a specially trained team with high inter-rater reliability. 
There may be certain domains or descriptors of the T-TESS instrument found to benefit 
from an increase of allocated time. 
Recommendations Derived from the Teachers 
 Data gathered from participants in this study suggested many other avenues for 
further study into issues of elementary music that may or may not involve time. 
Classroom discipline and management was an asset that clearly put Mr. Alaniz on firm 
ground with his administration. Although school discipline is an issue that frequently 
gains attention in the media and school administrators often regard it as a top priority, 




music teachers and music education at large could benefit from a database of best 
practices that maximize student engagement and creativity while at the same time 
minimize disruptions and distractive behavior. Techniques that work well for a teacher 
with a pupil load of 22 do not necessarily work for a music teacher with a pupil load of 
700. Similar discrepancies exist in terms of SES, and in urban/rural/suburban 
communities, necessitating contextualized understandings of what might be effective in 
some cases and how it might be adapted. 
 Another possibility for future research could involve the differences in attitudes 
and values between elementary and secondary music teachers. Secondary-level music 
educators who switch to elementary (or vice versa) have a unique perspective on music 
education. With Ms. Benson, for example, her preference for absolute pitch names over 
solfege, her high value for performances as proof of her program quality, and her 
willingness to work overtime are characteristics of many band directors. Over many 
years, I have listened to the stories of several secondary-to-elementary converts, like Ms. 
Benson, and have found their experiences particularly insightful in their performance-
driven teaching style and overall educational values. An in-depth study comprised of the 
narratives of these converts could be valuable to the profession, by promoting mutual 
understanding between elementary and secondary music educators. 
In situations where the music teacher and administrator get along as well as Mr. 
Alaniz and Ms. Avalos did, music teachers have a safe environment to conduct action 
research aimed at improving the quality of instruction in their classrooms. They could 




approach could never do. If enough music teachers were to take the initiative in 
conducting action research of this type, not only could the music education profession 
benefit, but the field of educational leadership might benefit as well. Fortunately, none of 
the adult participants in my study stated their respective points of view in terms of good-
guy and bad-guy roles. This study shows music teachers, administrators, and students all 
have unique perspectives and much to gain from listening to each other. 
Recommendations Derived from the Administrators 
 Abril and Gault (2006) found many principals say what might be socially 
expected when speaking generally of their support for music education, yet often made 
individual policy choices that were less supportive. Case studies and ethnographies 
designed to identify characteristics and essential components of music education support 
would be useful to music teachers and administrators. Administrators seeking to do more 
than merely give the appearance of being supportive of music education would appreciate 
a prioritized list of what music teachers value. If such a list could be developed through 
action research, the process involved in creating it could be as informative as the product. 
Principals and music teachers could be made aware of how their own early experiences in 
music can shape their current attitudes and values toward music education for good or ill. 
Also, if pre-service and in-service music teachers could be given a few key questions to 
ask or key phrases to listen for when interviewing for a job, they might be better able to 
avoid difficult, non-supportive, or even toxic work environments. To appreciate the value 
of music education, principals could be reminded of their own musical experiences and 




were positive, how might they be replicated, and if not, what kinds of music education 
experiences could their schools provide that would be positive? 
Recommendations Derived from the Students 
  Qualitative studies to identify what students like or dislike about music classes 
could be highly informative. When students describe music class activities, what do they 
really mean when they use the terms “fun,” or “boring?” Those two words were used 
frequently by the four children in my study, and they seemed to imply many possible 
metamessages. Action research designed to measure levels of student engagement, 
success, and affect in music classes would be highly informative to the music education 
profession. If these variables could be somehow quantified across multiple schools and 
classrooms, perhaps they would show a positive correlation to allocated music time. 
Closing Thoughts 
 My students have taught me many things over the years. Even though their 
messages can be difficult to understand, they are always speaking, telling us teachers 
exactly what they need. Just like the teachers in this study, who had no problem 
imagining what more time in their classrooms would be like, the students also had high 
expectations for what would make an ideal music class. Alex valued a disciplined class 
with good student behavior, and Andrea also valued a well-behaved class with “a lot of 
fun activities.” Mr. Alaniz said the class I observed was his worse behaved class, so the 
fact both the students I interviewed from that class reiterated the importance of discipline 
indicates they were on his side in this issue. The students and their teacher wanting to do 




had music every 3 days in their school, they were nevertheless aware of the importance of 
instructional time and the need to not waste it. Their allocated time was adequate 
(comparatively speaking); therefore, they had the ability to be concerned with the next 
level of instructional time, engaged time. 
Bobby’s assertion the perfect music class would “sound like rap music” indicated 
his favorite type of music was very different from what he experienced in music class; 
not just stylistically but also in terms of its level of complexity and interest, possibly a 
case of perceived grown-up vs. dumbed-down music. Beachum and McCray (2013) made 
a case for hip-hop music in schools, admonishing teachers not to merely listen to rap 
music, but to also use engaging classroom activities that stimulate learning in auditory, 
visual, and kinesthetic modes, and relate to the music students are already listening to, 
watching, and responding to in movement. What if Bobby were given more time in 
school to explore music of many different styles on a deeper level of performance and 
creativity? Belinda described the perfect music classroom this way: “there would be a lot 
of kids that would love to sing, and they’re just having fun . . . It would sound like the 
angels, because that’s what music is mostly about—having fun.”  
In the testimonies of Bobby and Belinda, I heard the voice of hope. I believe they 
envisioned an elementary music classroom where children have the time to fully enjoy 
music—a music that is relevant to them and they can explore in-depth, like real 
musicians. I know from my own experience the vision they described is not out of reach 
if adequate facilities, personnel, and scheduling are committed to giving children 




need to embrace this vision, and researchers should give their support in ways that 
encourage policy change. I do not believe parents would be opposed to the vision of fully 
implemented elementary music education, despite the cost, but they might mistakenly 
believe an ideal music schedule already exists in their child’s school. To provide music 
education as music education, not merely as a scheduling placeholder, is to provide 
students with a more complete education.  
While many variables contribute to the quality of a music education program, I 
know firsthand the difference a generous amount of allocated time can make. I taught for 
10 years in a school that provided a 40-minute music class period every other day, and I 
will never forget my students’ rich learning experiences and the level of musicianship 
they achieved simply because they had time to be successful and creative. If similar 
levels of allocated music time could become the norm rather than the exception, perhaps 











APPENDIX B: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS  
Music Teacher  
 
Interview 1. Focused life history (60 minutes, 10 items). 
• Tell me about your background in music. 
• What made you decide to become a music teacher? 
• Have you taught music anywhere else? Tell me about that experience? 
• How did that previous experience compare to this school? 
• What was it like when you first became the music teacher at this school? 
• Talk about how the school has changed since that time, if it has. 
• How have those changes affected music education here, if they have? 
• Talk about any school attributes that affect music education, either positively or 
negatively. 
• If you know of any other past history of music at this school before you came 
here, what was that like? 
• What musical experience(s) from your past history would you like to create for 
your students here, if you could?  
 
Interview 2. Details of experience (60 minutes, 14 items). 
• What are the entry level musical skills fourth-graders tend to have at the 
beginning of the year? 
• What musical skills do you hope fourth-graders will have at the end of the year? 
• Tell me a bit about what fourth-graders do during the year; talk about: 
• Songs learned. 
• Instrumental pieces learned. 
• Dances learned. 
• Compositions or improvisations created. 
• Group projects of any kind done. 
• Pieces of music listened to. 
• Public performances. 
• How do you prioritize your curricular goals? 
• How would you describe your music teaching philosophy? 
• In an average lesson, what are the priority objectives and why? 
• What is the most important take-away you want your students to leave each 
lesson with? 
• What is the most important take-away you want your students to leave 4th grade 
with? 
• Describe your biggest challenge at this school. 
• If you had all the time you wanted, what would you do with your music classes?  





Interview 3. Reflection on the meaning (60 minutes, 7 items, not counting reviewing 
previous business). 
• (Ask clarifying questions from points in previous interviews.) 
• (Review and clarify data from observation.) 
• How would you rate the lesson I observed in terms of student success or any other 
criteria you want to talk about? 
• Where does that lesson stand in the overall design of the music program you 
envision? 
• Where does fourth-grade stand in the overall design of the music program you 
envision? 
• What would the ideal music classroom look and sound like to you? 
• How much allocated time in the schedule do you think that would that require? 
• Can you explain why? 
• How important would time be in the realization of this ideal music classroom? 




Interview 1. Focused life history (30 minutes, 9 items). 
• Describe your life as a teacher; why did you decide to become a principal? 
• What was it like when you first became principal at this school? 
• What do you remember about music in your school when you were a student? 
How old were you? What was it like? / tell me more about it.  
• Did you have music in elementary school when you were a child? What was that 
like? 
• Did you participate in your middle school or high school music program? / Can 
you tell me a bit about that? 
• What was the music program like in your school when you were a teacher? 
• What kind of music do you like to listen to currently?  
• What are your current experiences in singing, playing a musical instrument, or 
any other musical activity?  
• Are there other ways music is a part of your life?  
 
Interview 2. The details of experience (30 minutes, 6 items). 
• What do you think are the parents’ perceptions of music education at this school? 
• Why do you think music education is important for the children in this school? 
• Why do you think parents think music education is important for their children? 
• What do you think are your music teacher’s main goals for music education? 
• Describe any dialog you have had with the music teacher about the importance of 
music education to the students here. 





Interview 3. Reflection on the meaning (30 minutes, 5 items, not counting reviewing 
previous business). 
• (Clarify points from previous interviews) 
• What do you think are the public’s perceptions of the value of music education in 
general? 
• Have you noticed any changes in the public’s perceptions of music education over 
the years? Describe. 
• What would the ideal elementary music classroom look and sound like? 
• If you had unlimited resources and time, what would you do to make music 
education better at this school? 
• How much time would music be given if you could have an ideal schedule? Why 




Interview 1. Focused life history (30 minutes, 10 items). 
• How long have you attended this school? 
• Do you consider yourself musical? Why or why not? 
• Are there musical people in your family at home? If yes, what do they do, 
musically? 
• Tell me about any musical activities you are involved in outside of school (if you 
are). 
• Do you practice music at home in any way?  
• If yes, describe what you do and how much time do you spend. 
• What is your favorite part of music class?  
• Tell me more about why that is your favorite part?  
• What is your least favorite part of music class?  
• Tell me more about why that is your least favorite part?  
 
Interview 2. The details of experience (30 minutes, 13 items) 
• Do you ever work with a partner in music class. What was that like?  
• How does working with a partner in music compare with working with a partner 
in other classes or places? 
• Do you ever work in a small group in music class? What was that like? 
• How does working with in a small group in music compare with working with a 
partner in other classes or places? 
• What was a really fun thing you did in music class? 
• What kinds of activities are your favorites in music class? Why is that? 
• What kinds of activities are your least favorite in music class? Why is that? 
• Do you feel like you have enough time to do your best work in music class? 
Explain.  
• Tell me about a time when you felt really successful in music class.  




• Tell me about a time when you felt not successful in music class.  
• Why do you think that happened? 
• Describe something creative you have done in music class. 
 
Interview 3. Reflection on the meaning (30 minutes, 5 items, not counting reviewing 
previous business). 
• (Clarify points from previous interviews) 
• (Review and clarify data from observation.) 
• What was your favorite part of the lesson I observed? Why? 
• What was your least favorite part? Why? 
• If you could learn anything / play any instrument / include any song in music 
class, what would you want to learn? 
• Use your imagination and describe what the perfect music class would look and 
sound like. 
• Who are the best musicians in your class? What makes them successful?  





APPENDIX C: ARLEN ISD GRADE 4 UNIT 1 STUDENT PERFORMANCE 
GUIDE TEKS 
The following are a list of all the fourth-grade music TEKS as they appear in the Arlen 
Student Performance Guide, Grade 4 Unit 1, showing portions of some objectives struck 
through. I have added the TEKS that were omitted from Unit I and highlighted them in 
gray. 
 
4.1: Foundations: music literacy. The student describes and analyzes musical sound. 
The student is expected to: 
A. categorize and explain a variety of musical sounds, including those of 
children’s voices and soprano and alto adult voices; 
B. categorize and explain a variety of musical sounds, including those of 
woodwind, brass, string, percussion, keyboard, electronic instruments, and 
instruments of various cultures; 
C. use known music symbols and terminology referring to rhythm; melody; 
timbre; form; tempo; dynamics, including crescendo and decrescendo; and 
articulation, including staccato and legato, to explain musical sounds 
presented aurally; and  
D. identify and label small and large musical forms such as, ABAC, AB, 
ABA, and rondo presented aurally in simple songs and larger works. 
 
4.2: Foundations: music literacy. The student reads, writes, and reproduces music 
notation using a system. Technology and other tools may be used to read, write, 
and reproduce musical examples. The student is expected to: 
A. read, write, and reproduce rhythmic patterns using standard notation, 
including separated eighth notes, eighth- and sixteenth-note combinations, 
dotted half note, and previously learned note values in 2/4, 4/4, and 3/4 
meters as appropriate; 
B. read, write, and reproduce extended pentatonic melodic patterns using 
standard staff notation; and 
C. identify new and previously learned music symbols and terms referring to 
tempo; dynamics, including crescendo and decrescendo; and articulation, 
including staccato and legato. 
 
4.3: Creative expression. The student performs a varied repertoire of 
developmentally appropriate music in informal or formal settings. The student 
is expected to: 
A. sing and play classroom instruments with accurate intonation and rhythm, 
independently or in groups; 
B. sing or play a varied repertoire of music such as American and Texan folk 





C. move alone and with others to a varied repertoire of music using gross 
motor, fine motor, locomotor, and non-locomotor skills and integrated 
movement such as hands and feet moving together; 
D. perform various folk dances and play parties; 
E. perform simple part work, including rhythmic and melodic ostinati, derived 
from known repertoire; and 
F. interpret through performance new and previously learned music symbols and 
terms referring to tempo; dynamics, including crescendo and decrescendo; and 
articulation, including staccato and legato. 
 
4.4 Creative expression. The student creates and explores new musical ideas 
within specified guidelines. The student is expected to: 
A. create rhythmic phrases through improvisation or composition; 
B. create melodic phrases through improvisation or composition; and 
C. create simple accompaniments through improvisation or composition. 
4.5:  Historical and cultural relevance. The student examines music in relation to 
history and cultures. The student is expected to: 
A. perform a varied repertoire of songs, movement, and musical games 
representative of diverse cultures such as historical folk songs of Texas and 
Hispanic and American Indian cultures in Texas; 
B. perform music representative of America and Texas, including “Texas, 
Our Texas”; 
C. identify and describe music from diverse genres, styles, periods, and 
cultures; and 
D. examine the relationships between music and interdisciplinary concepts. 
 
4.6:  Critical evaluation and response. The student listens to, responds to, and 
evaluates music and musical performances. The student is expected to: 
A. exhibit audience etiquette during live and recorded performances; 
B. recognize known rhythmic and melodic elements in aural examples using 
appropriate vocabulary; 
C. describe specific musical events in aural examples such as changes in 
timbre, form, tempo, dynamics, or articulation using appropriate 
vocabulary; 
D. respond verbally and through movement to short musical examples; 
E. describe a variety of compositions and formal or informal musical 
performances using specific music vocabulary; and 






APPENDIX D: LESSON PLAN FROM ARLEN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, 
JANUARY 9–11 
Lesson Outcomes C will develop tuneful singing and explore locomotive 
skills through a varied repertoire. 
C will practice tuneful singing 
C will practice listening skills 
C will develop and prepare two sixteenth notes and 
one eighth note rhythm 
Introduction 
 
4.6 A exhibit audience 
etiquette during live and 
recorded performances; 
T will guide S into classroom 
 
Composer of the Month: Fanny Mendlsohn 
T and C talk about composer’s life- Read lyrics to 
song that will be listened to 
Listen to: “May Night” 
Body warm up 
 
4.3  move alone and with 
others to a varied repertoire of 
music using gross motor, fine 
motor, locomotor, and non-
locomotor skills and 
integrated movement such as 
hands and feet moving 
together; 
“Hungarian Dance” by AMP 
 
T will model different body movements and C will 
mirror movements as song plays. T will reinforce 
personal space and awareness. 
Sing Know songs 
 
Develop Tuneful singing 
 
4.3 A  sing and play 
classroom instruments with 
accurate intonation and 
rhythm, independently or in 
groups; 
“Fire in the mountain” 
CSP: F 
T and C sing song keeping a steady beat, wiuth 
rhythm syllables, play the game. 
“Turn the glasses over” 
CSP: D 
T and C sing song while performing ostinato 
T guides C through vocal warm up and roller coasters 
Breathing and Posture 
 
Review Known songs and 
elements 
 
4.2 A  read, write, and 
reproduce rhythmic patterns 
using standard notation, 
including separated eighth 
“Review [test] steps” 
 
T and C review Steps for success in upcoming [name 
redacted] test 
T plays a small excerpt for C 




notes, eighth- and sixteenth-
note combinations, dotted half 
note, and previously learned 
note values in 2/4, 4/4, and 
3.4 meters as appropriate; 




T sings song while C keep a steady beat. 
T and C sing song with movements 
T sings song while C show phrases 
T sings song while students inner hear and lip synch 
T and C switch 
T traces phrase on board, C label form of phrase 
Develop knowledge of Music 
literacy concepts 
 
Create a visual representation 
of what you hear 
 
4.2 A  read, write, and 
reproduce rhythmic patterns 
using standard notation, 
including separated eighth 
notes, eighth- and sixteenth-
note combinations, dotted half 
note, and previously learned 
note values in 2/4, 4/4, and ¾ 
meters as appropriate; 
“Hogs in the cornfield” 
CSP: D 
 
C sing song and keep beat 
C sing song and clap rhythm 
T and C sing phrase one on loo 
Sing focus phrase with rhythm syllables and long and 
short 




*Go noodle brain break* 
Practice Music performance 




4.2 A  read, write, and 
reproduce rhythmic patterns 
using standard notation, 
including separated eighth 
notes, eighth- and sixteenth-
note combinations, dotted half 




C sing song and keep beat 
C sing song and clap rhythm 
T and C sing phrase one on loo 
Sing focus phrase with rhythm syllables and long and 
short 
Review definition, rhythm syllable and notation 





note values in 2/4, 4/4, and ¾ 
meters as appropriate; 
Creative Movement 
 
4.5 A  preform a varied 
repertoire of songs, 
movement, and musical 
games representative of 
diverse cultures such as 
historical folk songs of Texas 
and Hispanic and American 
Indian cultures in Texas; 
“Frogs in the meadow” 
 
T and C review song 
T reviews rules of the game 



















APPENDIX E: OBSERVATION OF TEACHER A 
Time Teacher Students 
2:00 reads information about the god 
Mercury 
listen quietly w/ no misbehavior. 
plays "Mercury" from The Planets   
"Did tempo stay the same?" "No." 
"What about the dynamics? Were they 
always the same?" 
"No." 
2:15 "Let's make a circle for body warm-
ups." 
stand around edge of circular carpet. 
plays recording of swing music and 
leads class through non-locomotor 
movements (class copies teacher) 
involving mostly basic beat, but with 
some rhythms. Sequence of beats and 
rhythms somewhat random. No 
discernable logical progression. 
more successful with upper body 
movements, such as clapping, than lower 
body, such as stepping in place. 
finds another recording on computer some appeared distracted and off-task 
2:23 "Let's go back to listening position and 
have a seat." 
go back to original places. 
"We will be making a clock." Plays 
"Viennese Clock” from Hary Janos 
Suites by Kodály. 
listen. 
2:26   form circle, as before. 
plays rhythms on woodblock echo 4-beat phrases in 6/8 time 
asks various questions about clocks, 
e.g., "Does it have to have a motor?" 
"No." 
asks for four volunteers to make a clock 
with movements. 
watch quietly as four students accomplish 
this. 
2:32 more rhythms between woodblock and 
students clapping, this time with teacher 
and students doing different rhythms 
from each other, e.g. sixteenths against 
quarter notes 
perform this task mostly successfully,  
2:33 seven more students go to middle and 
demonstrate cooperative clock-like 
movement, combined with 
complimentary rhythms as just 
practiced. 
focused entirely on rhythmic activity and 





2:34 "Now we're going to listen again." Keep 
the beat with movements as you listen. 
add non-locomotor movement to listening. 
Most are not on beat. 
2:38 "Let's make a circle again." stand around carpet again. 
2:40 sings "Dinah." all join in and sing with teacher. Two or 
three on pitch, others using speaking voice. 
Game: seated in circle, students pass ball 
around while singing. Whoever ball comes 
to at end of song is "out," and goes to 
middle of circle to play rhythm on rhythm 
sticks. Eventually everyone is in middle of 
circle. 








APPENDIX F: OBSERVATION OF TEACHER B 
Time Teacher Students 
9:04 help new students find seats quietly comply 
"Thank you, Belinda." "Tell me your 
name." 
"Jerome" 
9:06 sings, "Good morning,  fourth-grade" (l ss 
m d) 
echoes, "Good morning, Ms. Benson." 
  about 50% on pitch 
"Put your fingers on your throat."  
sings, "la, la, la" 
echo sings.  
"Feel the vibrations. What's that called?" Belinda: "Vocal cords"  
explains vocal cords w/ lots of talk, asks a 
few obvious-answer yes/no questions. 
Answer predictably (“yes” or “no”). 
9:09 leads in siren sounds, does not clarify or 
correct students’ use of voice 
some yell no, up, or down. One boy not 
paying attention, looking at his friend. 
"Are you ready?" to boy "Yes." 
moves boy that the first boy was looking 
at 
both boys still not paying attention. 
teaches words to "Super Bubble Gum."   
"Come over to the piano." move close to piano. 
teaches melody to "Super Bubble Gum," 
using echo singing and echoing phrases 
from piano. 
echo phrases as directed. Two boys from 
earlier still looking at each other and not 
singing. 
Plays piano as students return to seats in 
rows on floor. 
  
teaches "One Big Bug," and "Red 
Leather, Yellow Leather." 
echo, one phrase at a time. 
9:18 starts music for "Pledge of Allegiance." 
Gives cues throughout the canonic 
portion. 
speak to music w/ non-locomotor 
choreography 
  after end, sit down. Some side talk. 
"I'll wait." (doesn't wait) "Is our thing a 
comedy skit?" 
"No." focus returns to teacher.  
9:22 explains poem "I Am the Flag" and reads 
portions of the poem to class. Asks a few 
obvious-answer, yes/no questions. 
listen. Answer predictably. 
9:27 plays music for "Fifty Nifty." explains 
"calm, objective opinion." 
sing with 20% on pitch, the rest speaking 
words. When speaking words, without 





9:29 plays video with children’s voices ("Fifty 
Nifty"), giving cues throughout. 
20–50% pitch matching. Not sure because 
recording was very loud. 
sings back and forth with class each state; 
teacher goes first. 
sing back and forth with teacher, 80% or 
more on pitch. Some forgetting of words. 
plays video again, with sound only, 
conducting and mouthing words with 
class. 
sing along successfully. Boy that was 
moved earlier looks either sad or worried. 
back and forth exercise again, class goes 
first. 
 
9:37 plays from computer video of lyrics 
(karaoke style). -conducts and sings with 
students 
10–20 % pitch accuracy – all 
participating. 
  20–50 % pitch accuracy – all singing. 
  60–80 % pitch accuracy – high energy 
level. 
9:40 "Who are going to be my Magnificent 
Musicians?" 
line up at the door. – answer questions 
about lesson content. School-wide tokens 
are given for correct answers. 
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